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ABSTRACT
The role of classroom interaction in second language acquisition (SLA) has been the subject
of extensive research in recent years. The purpose of this study was to investigate the claimed
superiority of communication tasks involving required information exchange (split information
tasks) over tasks involving optional information exchange (shared information tasks) on the
basis of how much negotiation of meaning learners produce when performing each type of
task. The study also sought to analyze qualitative aspects of negotiation and to assess the
theoretical claims made for negotiation in the light of the analysis.
Subjects for the study included eight adult students from an English proficiency course who
were assigned to two groups each containing four subjects. Over a period of six days the
groups performed four communication usks of which two were split information tasks and
two were shared information tasks. Full transcriptions of the task performances provided data
for the study.
Results confirmed that significantly more negotiation and repetition occurred in split
information tasks. There was a small movement towards more even distribution of
negotiation among interlocutors in split information tasks although the consistency of the
differential contributions of specific interlocutors was noticeable across both types of task.
The qualitative analysis distinguished six main types of negotiating questions in the data,
some of which were shown to be more effective than others in generating comprehensible
modifications to input or in extending the language output of the subjects. ln addition,
negotiating questions dealt with five broad dimensions of meaning: the form of the message,
grammatical and lexical meaning, content, opinions, and procedures. Of these five dimensions,
only the first and second sometimes involved new or unfamiliar linguistic features in the
input, thus fulfilling a requirement of the interaction hypothesis suggested by Ellis (1991).
Significant post-test gains in the subjecrs' knowledge of vocabulary embedded in the tasks
suggested that the negotiation of lexical meaning results in measurable learning of new words.
Overall however, negotiation dealt more with non-target language features of output than with
unfamiliar input and it was this which provided the more promising interactional route to
language development.
An investigation of other features of interaction revealed no significant difference in the
amount of talk produced in split and shared information tasks. Talk was more evenly
distributed among interlocutors in the split information tasks although inequalities persisted,
with panicular interlocutors dominating interaction across all tasks. In the shared information
tasks, turns and utterances were significantly longer, and conjunctions were used more
frequently. Prepositions on the other hand were used more frequently in the split information
tasks. These results suggest that the greater need to express links between propositions in the
shared tasks results in discourse of grearer synracric complexiry.
While the study supported the claim that split information tasks produced more negotiation
than shared information tasks, a qualitative analysis of the negotiation, and of other aspects
of interaction, suggested that more negotiation does not necessarily provide superior
conditions for language development,
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1.1
Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Interaction and the Negotiation of Meaning
The view that interaction has a vital contribution to make to language learning is well
established in the study of children acquiring a first language (Wells, 1981). It is a view
that has parallels in many areas of education where interaction and experiential modes
of learning are an integral part of modern pedagogy (Freeman, 1992; Kohonen, 1992).
It reflects the need not only for 'knowledge about', knowledge acquired through
methods in which a teacher-expert may hold centre stage, but also skill at using that
knowledge in interpersonal contexts.
The view that interaction is important for learning is also at rhe theoretical heart of
many recent classroom-based studies involving learners acquiring a second language and
accounts for much of the interest in the use of tasks in second language classrooms.
Within the field of second language acquisition (SLA) rcsearch, a particular aspect of
interaction, the negotiation of meaning, has attracted a great deal of attention.
Negotiation is said to provide opportunities for learners to modify linguistic input so that
it becomes comprehensible and therefore able to be acquired. It also provides
opportunities for learners to modify their production in the second language in response
to feedback from interlocutors on comprehensibility. Through modifications to output
a learner may be guided to use progressively more accurate target language forms.
The Present Studv
Within this context the present study has two general aims. First it seeks to build on
an earlier study by Doughty and Pica (1936) which investigated how a requirement for
t.2
2information exchange affected interactive behaviour in communication tasks. Doughty
and Pica's work is canied furttrer through examining the overlapping effects of task and
topic on the amount of negotiation by language learners.
Second, the study seeks to provide a detailed case study of the kinds of negotiation that
take place when learners perform certain types of tasks and to evaluate these in respect
of their possible impact on comprehensible input, on opportunities for more accurate
language production and, by implication, on the language acquisition process.
Third, the study extends its analysis beyond negotiation to three other dimensions of
task-based interaction: talk on task, turn and unerance length, and the linguistic marking
of relationships within and between propositions.
To provide data for the study, a quasi-experimental design was set up whereby two
groups of second language leamers performed four communication tasks.
Five research questions motivale the study. Each examines a particular aspect of the
relationship benveen tasks, negotiation, comprehension, language production and
leaming. In particular, the questions are concerned with:
1. The effects of task type on the amount of negotiation among language learners
(question l).
2. The different ways in which learners negotiate meaning (question 2).
3. The kinds of meaning which are negotiated (question 3).
4. The leaming which results from a definable subset of negotiation; negotiation of
the meaning of unfamiliar vocabulary (question 4).
5. The effects of task type on other dimensions of the language of communicative
task performance (question 5).
The research questions are presented in full in Chapter Itr. Research question 1 is the
subject of three experimental hypotheses and is addressed in Chapter [V. Research
questions 2 and 3 are made up of a number of sub-questions which are largely
3desoriptivein intentandar'e,addres$ed inChaplersV and VJwithquoetion3dresubjoet
of truo fur,ther hypotheses. Researsh question 4 is the subject of one hypothesis and is
addressed in Chaprer V{L Finally, rceearcb question 5:ls the subject of a ftufirer slx
hlpotheeee aCId r$ adlkes-sed in Chaprcr VItr,
2.1
Chapter tr
TASK-BASED TNTERACTION AND SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
Introduction
This chapter exarnines the role of task-based interaction in second language acquisition
with panicular reference to the contribution of linguistic inpur, output and negotiation
of meaning.
Learning tasks are discussed in view of their importance both as environments for
interactive language use and as settings within which learner behaviour can be measured
under clearly stipulated conditions. While group work and task-based learning are well
established fields of enquiry within educational and occupational psychology, the
discussion will largely confine itself to research on tasks as it occurs within a growing
body of writing within applied linguistics.
The survey concludes with a consideration of a major empirical study conducted by
Doughty and Pica (1986) into the effects of task types on opportunities for language
learning through interaction. The work by Doughry and Pica forms the starting point
for the present study.
2.2 CommunicativeLanguageTeaching
The communicative approach to language teaching which emerged in the early seventies
has had a significant impact in many language classrooms, particularly in North
America, Westem Europe and Australasia. The hallmarks of this approach are a desire
for increased decentralization and learner-centredness in the classroom and a belief that
5language leaming needs to involve meaningful interaction reflecting the functional and
communicative values of language. The activity which takes place in the
communicative classroom is thereby authenticated by its proximity to the real purposes
of language use and by its reflection of the learner's functional needs (Seliger, 1983;
Richards and Rogers, 1986). Through such an approach to learning, learners are said
to acquire language processing skills and interactional skills (Bygate, 1987), including
the abilily to use language in a situationally appropriate manner-
Communicative language teaching (CLT) drew its inspiration from a number of sources.
As Howatt (1984) notes in his survey of language teaching since the 1960's, early
models for communicative models of teaching and learning were found in the primary
school classroom tradition of cooperative, activity-based learning and in the informal
contexts of community or adult basic education where, in contrast to earlier approaches
"materials and training progrzrmmes which reflected a less intensive and more flexible
teaching and learning style" were required (221).
In the European context, CLT emerged from work on a functional-notional syllabus (The
Threshold Level) sponsored by the Council of Europe in response to the linguistic needs
of European integration and an increasing number of immigrants and workers from
abroad (Van Ek and Alexander. 1975).
In the North American context, CLT was inspired on the one hand by the development
of sociolinguistic models of language use from the late 1960's (Hymes, 1968), and on
the other by developments in psycholinguistics arising from Chomsky's work in
transformational-generative grammil. Chomsky's work was used to support a cognitive
rather than behaviourist model of learning in which hypothesis testing rather than habit
formation was seen as a central to the learning process.
Thus, the emergence of CLT was both the outworking of a paradigm shift in theories
of language and language use and also a reaction to the perceived inadequacies of earlier
teaching methods which often produced students who were simply unable to take part
in normal conversation in a second language af'ter spending long periods of time in
larguage study (Widdowson, 1972; Johnson, 1981).
But in terms of second language classroom practice today, it is not easy to define the
parameters of CLT. As Brumfit comments:
Communicative language teaching ... becomes no more than the name for a
shared set of general assumptions about the nature of language and language use,
and of language learning and teaching (1984:5).
In language teaching classrooms the communicative approach has found various forms
of expression. In the field of English for Specific Purposes (ESP), for example, an
important emphasis is placed on needs analysis and on the modelling of authentic real-
world communicative situations. This emphasis is also seen in the role play techniques
advocated by Gubbay and Coghill (1988) in the area of community English language
teaching for immigrants and refugees. In many classrooms for adult learners of English
EN a second language, language use that is contextualized and learner-initiated is a
predominant feature of syllabus design and classroom practice.
But it is also tme that while changes in teaching and learning theory and practice
occurred under the "communicative' umbrella, communication activities often end up
as 'side shows" (Howatt, 1984:279) while a mor€ traditionally functional or structural
approach informs the hidden curriculum behind a programme. This qualification is
supported by a recent critique by Long (1989) which debunks the popular notion of a
'communicative method'. He points out that many so called 'communicative'
classrooms are in reality firmly teacher-centred and form-focused with communicative
rhetoric no more than a pseudonym for practice that has moved beyond structuralism in
name only. Indeed this criticism is part of a larger claim that 'method' is itself an
elroneous construct (Crookes, 1986). For those who no longer accept the usefulness of
'method' as a tool for describing and measuring what occurs in the second language
classroom there have been suggestions that global method-based curricula and practices,
be they ostensibly communicative or not, should be replaced by task-based programmes.
Such programmes contain not only the description of a classroom syllabus, but also
2.3
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dstails of the actual activities that take place there @rabhu, 1987). In addition, the usks
used in these programmes provide researchers with tangible units of analysis containing
readily quantifiable features for investigating the dynamics of classroom behaviour and
for measuring the role of such behaviour in language learning. The capacity of usks
to feature in both syllabus design and the measurement of learning makes them the focal
point of the present study.
Classroom Process Research
Whatever the reality in terms of classroom practice, by the late 1970's the notion of the
communicative approach (at least as an ideal) was widely advocated. However, little
empirical research had been done to substantiate its claimed superiority over the methods
it had apparently superseded. Second language learning theory had not kept pace either
with changes in classroom practice or with psycholinguistic research which had made
considerable progress in the 1960's and 1970's in the field of children's first language
development (e.g. Halliday, 1975). Thus while communicative language teaching was
gaining in popularity in both second language pedagogic theory and in classrooms in the
1970's, it was difficult to find empirical evidence that showed that so-called
communicative teaching actually improved learning. Subsequently however, r
significant body of research into the role of environmental and learner factors in second
language acquisition has emerged and is rapidly expanding as new facets of the
acquisition process are explored and re-explored. Subsumed under the name Classroom
Process Research (Gaies, 1983; Ellis, 1986), much of this research has been undertaken
only within the last decade or so by key figures such as Hatch (1978) and long (1980
through 1989). It represents a rapidly expanding field of enquiry with a broad agenda
encompassing descriptive accounts of classroom behaviour and experimenul studies on
the effects of psychological, social, interpersonal and environmental features of language
classrooms on language acquisition.
The idea that language input is in some way a critical ingredient for language learning
figures prominently in many studies in which concern has moved away from the learner
as a recipient of input and towards ways in which the learner acts upon input. This
8change in focus brings together factors from outside the learner (ie. language input) as
well as those internal mechanisms or aspects of cognition the learner uses to process the
input. As Howatt (1984:287) points out however, there are both weak and strong
interpretations of the role of the input and interaction in language acquisition. The
'weak' interpretation assumes the learner already 'knows' the language and that
communicative activity provides opportunities to practise and appropriate this
knowledge. This interpretation reflects a nativist view of learning (Ellis, 1986:128).
The 'strong' interpretation makes fewer assumptions about a priori knowledge and
stresses the role of communication in providing the necessary impetus and input for
learning. The latter view is influential in much classroom process research and notably
the work of Long (1981a, 1985), Krashen (1985) and Swain (1985) which will be
reviewed in the following section. Although classroom interaction can be approached
from sociolinguistic and educational perspectives, the discussion that follows approaehes
interaction from a psycholinguistic perspective as is usual in SLA theory.
2.4 The Role of Interaction
2.4.1 The Input Hypothesis
While Ferguson (1975), Larsen-Freeman (1975), Wagner-Gough and Hatch (1976), and
Harch (1978) were irmong the first to point to a link between target language input,
learner production and second language acquisition, it was Krashen (1980, 1982, 1985)
who presented the input-acquisition connection in readily accessible terms within a
theoretical framework known in part as the input hypothesis. The input hypothesis
states that:
humans acquire language in only one way - by understanding messages or by
receiving 'comprehensible input'. We progress along the natural order ... by
understanding input that contains structurcs at our next 'stage' - structures that
are a bit beyond our current level of competence (1985:2),
and that:
9a necessary (but not sufficient) condition to move from stage i to stage i + I is
that the acquirer understand the input that contains i + l, where 'understand'
means that the acquirer is focused on the meaning and not the form of the
message (1982:21).
Krashen claimed that the presence of input (namely input that is comprehensible,
focused on meaning and containing linguistic information slightly beyond the learners
competence) is a sufficient condition for acquisition to occur. The theory is further
elaborated with an explanation of how comprehensibility is achieved. Comprehensibility,
it claims, is the result of three factors: the use of roughly tuned caretaker speech (input
modifications) aimed at communicating meaning; extra-linguistic information; and
reference to the 'here and now'. To support his position, Krashen presents four sources
of evidence: caretaker speech, foreigner talk, the silent period and comparative method
studies.
The input hypothesis, as with Krashen's other major claims encapsulated in his monitor
theory and learning/acquisition distinction, has been the subject of considerable
discussion and criticism and its adequacy questioned at a number of levels in reviews
by Gregg (1984), Chaudron (1985), White (1987), Saleemi (1989), and Ellis (1991). As
Ellis pointed out, "The role of input in the process of SLA is one of the most
controversial issues of current research" (1986: l3). Criticism of the input hypothesis has
been directed at three levels: at its viability as a scientifically rigorous theory, at the
methodological basis of the claims, and at the evidence cited in support of the
hypothesis.
At the theoretical level, the comprehensible input model of SLA fails to provide an
explanation of the cognitive processes which are brought to bear on linguistic input
allowing it to be transformed into 'intake'. Thus, while we can adequately describe both
the characteristic input a learner receives in a given environment as well as the output
such a learner can produce, less is known of the language processing mechanisms and
the organization of language in memory which provide necessary links between the two
(Saleemi, 1989). Similarly, the i + I construct has not been operationalized in an
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empirically sustainable way (Larsen-Freeman and Long, I99l:225). Given these
problems of descriptive adequacy, critics have argued that the claims made for input are
impossible to falsify through empirical testing and therefore do not stand up as a theory
of SLA.
In respect to the claims made for comprehensibility, Long (1983a), in a review of
studies of caretaker speech and simplified input, points out that these studies were
methodologically flawed because they contained inconsistencies, and furthennole,
baseline data on native speaker/native speaker (NS/NS) interaction was often absent or
was drawn from situations dissimilar to those used for studying native speaker/non-
native speaker (NS/NNS) interaction. He argues that in fact "...this kind of modification
of the input [i.e. foreigner talk] may not be as widespread or as great as is often
a.$sumed" (211).
In addition he adds, there is little evidence that learners actually benefit from input
modifications. Logically, it is difficult to see how leamer competence can develop if
structures and lexical items outside their competence iue removed from input directed
at them. Such modifications to input "...serve only the immediate needs of
communication, not the future interlanguage development of the learner for by definition
it denies him or her access to new linguistic material" (ibid:212). Gregg (1984), in a
well received critique of Krashen's ideas, makes similar points.
Finally, in respect of evidence cited in support of the Input Hypothesis, Ellis (1991:185-
186) suggests that the four sources of evidence Krashen used are at best indirect and at
worst are not evidence at all, a point also made by Gregg (1984:87-90) and panially
support€d in Larsen-Fre€man and Long (1991:140-141). First, while caretaker speech
and foreigner talk are present in language learning contexts, there is no evidence of a
causal tink- Second, a silent period has not been consistently observed in children, and
even when it does occur, it may be the result of factors other than the need for
acquisition time. Third, comparative studies have been methodologically flawed and fail
to isolate comprehensible input as a dependent variable. Although Larsen-Freeman and
Long (ibid:141) offer two further pieces of evidence in support of the hypothesis, the
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superiority of immersion programmes over F/SL programmes, and the lack of successful
acquisition where comprehensible input is not prssent, both these are questioned by Ellis
(1991:186). The conclusion reached by Ellis is that evidence in favour of the hypothesis
is weak at best, and that "the hypothesis still awaits confirmation."
2.4.2 The Interaction Hypothesis
While it would appear ttrat the input hypothesis in its original form is unsustainable,
modifications have been suggested by Long (1985) and Pica (1987), These have been
summarized by Ellis (1991) in the interaction hypothesis which states that:
Comprehensible input is necessary f.or L2 acquisition.
Modifications to the interactional structure of conversations which take
place in the process of negotiating a communication problem help to
make input comprehensible to zn W learner.
a. Tasks in which there is a need for the participants to exchange
information with each other promote more interactional
restructunng.
b. A situation in which the conversational parulers share a
role relationship affords more opportunities forsymmetrical
interactional restructuring.
The frst distinction between the interaction hypothesis and the input hypothesis is in the
status of comprehensible input which is considered necessary but not sufficient for
language acquisition. But as Ellis (1991) points out, there are also problems in
sustaining this position. First, evidence has still not been forthcoming to show a direct
relationship between comprehensible input and acquisition. While there is indirect
evidence such as the use of caretaker speech in first language acquisition and the
superiority of immersion and bilingual progrirmmes to other forms of language
instruction because they can supply large amounts of comprehensible input" it is
questionable whether this is adequate to support the case for the necessity of
comprehensible input. For Ellis, the best case that can be made on the basis of the
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evidence is that comprehensible input is facilitative for second language acquisition
(202).
In the second distinction, the interaction hypothesis claims that comprehension is
achieved not so much through the use of simplified or pre-modified input, but primarily
through the learner acting on input through interaction with the speaker and thus
prompting the necessary modifications which lead to comprehension. This emphasis on
the role of interaction is well established the study of children acquiring a first language
(Snow and Ferguson,1977; Ellis and Wells, 1980). Hatch (1978), in a study of children
learning a second language, showed that like children acquiring a first language, these
children also used the opportunities afforded by interaction to incorporate and substitute
chunks of speech from interlocutors. Hatch suggests that when investigating language
acquisition, it is important to look not only at input and frequency but to "examine the
interactions that take place within conversations to see how that interaction, itself,
determines t'requency of forms and how it shows language functions evolving"
(1978:a03). Hatch's premise was that "language learning evolves out of leaming how
to carry on conversations", and that in both first and second language acquisition "one
learns how to do conversation, one learns how to interact verbally, and out of this
interaction syntactic structures are developed" (404).
Long, an influential advocate of interaction, also claims that interest in the role of input
in SLA tended to ignore "the other side of the page" (1980:49) by not taking adequate
notice of the NNS's contribution to the input received. In a study of NSA.{NS
interaction he pointed out that "modifications in interaction were more consistently
observed than modifications in input" (1981b:132). Thus comprehension is achieved not
only by pre-modifying input, but by modifying "the interactional structurc of
conversation through such devices as self- and other repetition, confirmation and
comprehension checks and clarificarion requests..." (Long, 1983a:21 l).
In recent years the claims found in the interaction hypothesis have generated a number
of str:dies seeking empirical evidence for a relationship between interaction and
comprehensible input. Results from these studies indicate that in both nanrral and
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classroom sgttings, increased comprehensibility occurs as a result of interaction between
NS and NNS (Scarcella & Higa, 1981; Long, l98lb, 1983a; Pica, Young & Doughty,
1987) and between NNS and NNS (Naimen, Frohlich, Stern, and Todesco, 1978;
Schwartz, 1980; Varonis & Gass, 1985; Porter, 1986). Studies have also found that
NNS/NNS interaction can be superior to NSA.INS interaction in both the amount of
negotiation and the amount of useful negotiation that it generates (Long, Adams,
Mclran and Castanos, 1976; Varonis & Gass, 1985). Porter (1986) concludes from a
study of NSAINS and NNSA.{NS interaction that NNS are as capable as NS of providing
the necessary interactional features that promote language acquisition although learners
do not learn appropriacy from each other.
Only two studies have sought direct evidence for the claim that interactional modified
input is superior to pre-modifred input. (Pica, Young and Doughty, 1987, and Pica,
1991a)- In the first of these studies, comparisons were made between the
comprehension of eight non-native speakers of English doing a task in which directions
to the task were presented in pre-modified form, and a further eight non-native speakers
doing the task with opportunities to interact and negotiate with the native speaker
presenting the instructions. The study found significant differences in favour of the
group who modified the input they received through interaction. However, this group
elicited not just qualitatively different input, but also more input than the group
receiving pre-modified input, thus confounding the results. ln a further study, Pica
(199la) overcame this problem by adjusting the quantity of pre-modified input presented
to the control group to the same level as that produced by a group who had performed
the usk interactively. In this case, the differences in comprehension between the two
groups were not statistically significant although a beneficial effect for interaction was
noted for lower proficiency students.
A further problem with the second part of the hypothesis is that few studies have
examined the varying quality of different kinds of interactional modification, instead
opting for largely quantitative analysis. Those that have looked at quality have shown
the differential effectiveness of various kinds of interactional modification as well as
modification occurring for reasons other than to improve comprehensibility (Varonis and
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Gass, 1985; Aston, 1986). The qualitative distinctions made in these studies suggest that
caution is required in making broad claims about the role of negotiation in SLA. Thus,
Chaudron (1988:109) cautions "...the effect that negotiation arising from interaction has
on eventual language acquisition is unknown at this time." Similarly, Ellis suggests that
"when and how interactional modifications work for comprehension is still poorly
understood, but it is becoming clear that it is the quatty rather than the quantity that
matters" (1991:197). This call for greater concern with the quality of negotiation is
addressed throughout Chapters V and VI of the present study. The call for more precise
qualitative analysis has also been addressed in a recent study by Holliday (1992). The
author shows that negotiating moves by NS provide valuable syntactic information for
NNS in the form of cross-sentential cues or sentence constituents which are isolated and
recombined in the negotiating moves in ways that highlight and make ransparent the
relevant grammatical relationships between and within constituents.
The third and final part of the hypothesis specifies the kinds of tasks and interlocutor
roles which promote interaction. Evidence supports the view that tasks which require
the exchange of information produce more negotiation than tasks without such a
requirement @oughty and Pica, 1986), although studies have also shown other
dimensions of tasks to have an effect. Among these are the degree of planning and the
degree to which the task goal is open or closed (See Long, 1989 and sections 2.6 and
2.7.2.1). Evidence also shows that tasks in which interlocutors share symmetrical roles
(two-way tasks) produce more negotiation that tasks in which roles are asymmetrical
(one-way tasks) (Long, 1980). While evidence supports the second and third parts of
the hypottresis, the hypothesis itself fails to provide the necessary detail by which
interactionally modified input can be linked to second language acquisition. Given this
problem, Ellis has proposed revisions to the hypothesis.
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2.4.3 A Revised Interaction Hypothesis
The revised version of the interaction hypothesis as proposed by Ellis (1991) states that:
Comprehensible input facilitates L2 acquisition but is neither necessary
nor sufficienL
Modifications to input, especially those which take place in the process
of negotiating a communication problem, make acquisition possible,
providing that the learners:
a. comprehend the input
b. notice new features in it and compare what is noticed with their
own output.
Interaction that requires learners to modify their initial output facilitates
the process of integration.
In the fust modification to the original hypothesis comprehensible input is claimed to
be facilitative but not necessary for SLA. In the second, three processes,
comprehending, noticing and comparing are said to provide the necessary links between
input and acquisition. Third, Ellis integrates into the hypothesis claims for the role of
output in acquisition. Each of these claims is closely examined in Chapter VI in the
light of results from the present study.
The fust series of steps in the hypothesis, linking input and comprehension via
interaction, have been discussed in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. Evidence points (though
with some qualifications) to improved comprehensibility as an outcome of interactional
adjustments.
There remain certain unresolved issues pertaining to the remainder of the hypothesis.
While Ellis suggests that the preliminary processes of acquisition - noticing and
comparing - are testable through introspection, this is not the case for integration. This
process needs to be operationalized in such a way that it can generate testable
hypotheses. One possible test of the extent to which items subject to negotiation are
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integrated into interlanguage is to measure the accuracy of subsequent use of these items
by interlocutors in a longitudinal study.
Secondly, Ellis (1991:199) claims that all three processes - noticing, comparing and
integration must occur for acquisition to take place. It seems feasible however that
noticing is in itself a form of acquisition synonymous with an increment in somewhat
shalry receptive knowledge of a new item being noticed for the first time, while
integration is synonymous with the ability to use the item productively in an expanding
range of contexts. Viewed this way noticing, comparing, and integration are not so
much the conditions which presuppose acquisition as the hypothesis would suggest, but
are in fact progressively higher levels of complexity and as such represent levels of
acquisition.
Finally, as with Ellis's view of the input hypothesis, sections 2(b) and 3 of the revised
version still await empirical confirmation from studies designed explicitly to provide the
necessary evidence. The present study attempts to address these issues.
2.4.4 Output in Second Language Learning
A noticeable weakness in both the input hypothesis and the original interaction
hypothesis was their failure to recognize benefits that might accrue to NNS through
producing language in an interactive conlext and not just through receiving input. While
this weakness is addressed in the revised hypothesis presented above, it was addressed
much earlier by Swain (1985) who offered an alternative model of acquisition based on
leamer output or production known as the 'comprehensible output hypothesis'. (See
also Corder, 1978 and Ellis, 1984.)
Swain pointed out that a problem with input-based explanations of SLA is that learners
can often extract meaning from input without necessarily understanding its
morphosyntflL h other words, the language they hear is processed semantically but not
syntactically making it difficult to see how unfamiliar syntactic structures could be
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easily acquircd. When required to produce language on the other hand, the learner
moves from semantic to syntactic processing and in this way structural aspects of the
language are raised to prominence.
The output hypothesis also redressed the imbalance in input theory by proposing that
speaking in an interactional conlext exposes learners to negative input (Schachter, 1986)
and to feedback on their production. This in turn.forces them to adjust their production
towards comprehensibility which, for at least some of the time, is achieved through
greater accuracy. In this way learners are said to test their hypotheses about the target
language against the comprehension of interlocutors. Through the refining and re-testing
of these hypotheses against the perception of interlocutors, it is claimed that
interlanguage is destabilized. Target language forms replace interlanguage forms and
result in improved linguistic compet€nce (Bley-Vroman, 1986), although in a study of
NS/NNS task-based interaction, Pica, Holliday, Lewis and Morgenthaler (1989) found
that the degree to which NNS modified their speech was dependent on the kinds of
moves used by NS to initiate negotiation. Thus, confirmation checks typically resulted
in fewer and less global modifrcations to their output by NNS since the confirmation
check itself often modelled the correct form. Clarification checks on the other hand
were much more successful at prompting NNS interlocutors to restructure their
utterances.
The availability of avoidance strategies in oral communication may also work against
the effectiveness of output in SLA. Some counter evidence has been provided by Sato
(1986) in a study investigating the acquisition of past tense reference by two Vietnamese
learners of EngLish in communicative situations. She found that in such situations, pllst
tense markers were not acquired because the learners were able to refer to the past in
other ways such as through time adverbials and past lexical verbs, and because at times,
context or utterances by interlocutors provided the necessary time reference, allowing
it to remain unmarked in utterances by others. In this case, language use in
communication worked against the acquisition of cerhin morphological forms.
In a perspective that complements Swain's output hypothesis, Hatch (1978) proposed
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that conversational structures and the mutually supportive nature of conversation are
important ingredients in successful SLA. In her study, 'scaffolds' or vertical
conversational stnrctures provide the impetus for language development. These
structures, comprised of alternating turns by conversational partners, allow the learner
to borrow salient chun}s from preceding utterances and to build on them with small
additions to meaning. By thus constnrcting progressively more complex linguistic forms
(syntactic, or horizontal stnrctures) and using them in repeated interaction, she argues
that language development occurs. The same conclusion was reached by Wells (1981)
in an extensive study of children learning their first language. Wells argued that the
quality of learning depends on the ways in which adults develop and expand children's
utterances. Long and Sato (1984) point to a similar phenomenon in SLA in their
discussion of collaborative discourse between native and non-native speakers. Similarly,
Ellis (1986) shows how expansion strategies (through which interlocutors build their
utt€rances on the basis of prior utterances) can help learners overcome their lack of
linguistic resources when communicating in oral interaction. Evidence of the usefulness
of conversational structures is also provided by Bygate (1988) who claims that because
small group interaction typically contains dependent units below the level of finite
clauses and involves Joint elaboration of discourse', it encourages stnrctural
manipulation which can aid language development.
The Nature of Negotiation of Meaning
The preceding section examined some of the roles ascribed to interaction in second
language acquisition. But the term 'interaction' requires clarification since, as a
superordinate term, it encompasses a range of verbal and non-verbal phenomena and as
such is somewhat vague and ill-suited to empirical investigation. For this reason the
research literature commonly refers to a sub-set of interactional phenomena known
alternately as negotiation of meaning, interactional modifications or conversational
adjustments.
But even within this narrower definition there is variability. In the fields of
2.5
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conversational and discourse analysis for exarnple, a number of different terms have
been used to describe the processes by which input is modified. Jefferson (1972)
introduces the notion of 'side-sequences', sequences of turns which are dependent on
prior utterances but do not change the direction or topic of the conversation. Schegloff,
Jefferson and Sacks (1977), focusing on the problems in speaking, hearing and
understanding during face to face interaction, refer to negotiation as 'repair' and discuss
preference for 'self rather than 'other' correction in NS conversation. (See also
Schwartz, 1980). Garvey (1977), concerned with the relationship of dependency
between utterances, introduces the term 'contingent query' to refer to questions
contingent on previous utterances. Much of this work in conversational analysis anends
to the way interlocutors construct and negotiate social relationships through interaction.
However, negotiation has come to have a more restricted use in second language
research where, as Pica et al point out, it is used here to refer to the way learners
'resolve communication breakdowns and work together towards mutual comprehension'
(1989:65). Similarly, Richards, Platt and Weber define negotiation as "what speakers
do in order to achieve successful communication" (1985:190), and Ellis describes it as
occasions when speakers "simplify and clarify [their utterances] in accordance with the
feedback and response they receive" (1986:137). "Pardon?" or "What did you say?" are
simple examples of utterances that might trigger a sequence of negotiating moves.
Breen, broadens the concept to encomp:$s not only the spoken interaction between
leamers working together on a task, but also the silent processing of new information
by each learner as they attempt to make sense of it. As he points out in relation to
performance of communicative tasks:
Negotiating is the central ability, and learners will always be involved in
negotiating in a covert way when relating personal meanings to the meanings
they can derive from reading or listening. Some tasks may expect overt
interpersonal negotiating - the further sharing of meaning and joint creation of
meaning through conversation and discussion. Regardless of some stated task
instnrction, therefore, every learner will have to undertake negotiation...
(1987:32)
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Typically though, the term negotiation is restricted in Pica's sense to actual turn-taking
behaviour in conversation where it involves retrospective or contingent reference to a
prior utterance in which trouble is located. In most cases this then leads to modification
of that utterance (usually by the speaker) followed by a response to the modification by
an addressee (Gass & Varonis, 1985).
In terms of operationally defined units for use in the analysis of conversational data,
negotiation is typically represented by three categories: confirmation checks,
comprehension checks and clarification requests (Long, 1980; Pica & Doughty, 1985a
& b; Varonis & Gass, 1985; Porter, 1986; Pica, 1987). These are discussed in Chapter
V. Other units of negotiation such as repetitions (Doughty and Pica, 1986) and
expansions (Long, 1980) are found less frequently across studies. The three initial
categories effectively distinguish between the more discrete forms of negotiation and
thus remain cenral to a description of negotiating behaviour.
A rather more holistic view of negotiation is found in a model of 'non-understanding
routines' developed by Varonis & Gass (1985). They describe the sequence of
initiating, processing and resolving moves which typically occur as a result of an
interlocutor expressing a lack of understanding. The model includes four standard
moves: a trigger (the utterance that has not been understood); an indicator (the signal
of non-understanding); a response by the original speaker to the indicator; and finally,
a reaction to the response which 'ties up' the routine before the main flow of the
conversation continues. These moves can be seen in the following example from the
present study where the trigger (utterance 1) is followed by an indicator (2), a response
(3) and a reaction (4).
I a public /s/elter
2 a public centre?
3 sorry, shelter
4 ahh sheher
The initial 'trigger' or 'push-down' causes a halt in the linear progress of discourse
while a misunderstanding is resolved. At the point of resolution a 'pop-up' occurs and
linear progress continues. The Varonis and Gass model (elsewhere known as a 'push-
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down' (Varonis and Gass, 1985:152) or 'side sequence' (Jefferson, 1972)), is useful in
that it allows interactional modifications to be examined along with ttre responses they
generate and the relative success of the resolutions that occur.
In classroom studies with a psycholinguistic motivation, a standard procedure for
quantifying the amount of negotiation involves recording subjects as they complete
communication tasks. Interaction by the subjects is coded and counted using a
functionally defined set of interactional moves and the results are analyzed. Finally the
researcher considers the value of the variables under review using these interactional
modifications as the yardstick by which learning utility is measured.
Until recently, snrdies in the area of task-based int€raction between NNS have typically
followed a conventional analysis of the frequency of negotiating moves occurring in
various types of tasks or under various conditions (Long, 1980, 1981b, 1983a; Chun,
Day, Chenoweth and Luppescu, 1982; Doughty & Pica, 1986; Porter, 1986), but often
with limited discussion of issues conceming the variable quality of different types of
negotiation and of the pragmatic dimensions of negotiation . Yule and Tarone (1991)
note this limitation, suggesting that studies of negotiated input have been too concerned
with one side of interaction, with the requests and questions that initiate negotiation.
An alternative view they present involves studying interlanguage communication
strategies which by definition involve 'both sides of the page' - the contributions of all
interlocutors to the resolution of a negotiated problem.
A number of studies have pointed out that apparent negotiation moves may have
functions or roles other than to improve the quality of input. Thus Varonis & Gass
(1985) in their study of negotiation in NS/I{S, NS/NNS and NNSA.INS interaction show
that negotiating moves were at times not necessarily concerned with modifying input but
were also used to encourage the interlocutor to continue (e.9. 'Oh really?'). Negotiating
moves functioning in the latter role are described as conversational continuants.
Aston (1986) in an important qualitative discussion of 'trouble shooting procedures'
presents an extensive critique along these lines. First, he points out that interactional
coding categories used in many studies are 'fuzzy' with a degree of overlap between
formal (e.g. repetitions) and functional (e.g. confrmation checks) categories. Second,
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he claims that negotiation is not necessarily concerned with meaning or with improving
understanding of a previous utterance. He claims that negotiation (trouble-shooting) has
the potential to be concerned with both accessibility (comprehension) and acceptability
(social integration) (Widdowson, 1983). It can also be used to focus not only on the
'faultable' but also on the remarkable (Goffman, l98l). According to Aston then, not
only does the presence of trouble (i.e. input pitched higher than the ability of
interlocutors to decode) not guarantee negotiation, but negotiation may occur for other
reasons. It may function outside the bounds of actual trouble by providing a ritual of
understanding or solidarity, 'celebrating agreement' without actually facilitating it. In
addition, trouble-shooting routines may not succeed even when confronting a problem
so that formal but not substantive understanding is achieved (Aston, 1986:133). These
points will be addressed in Chapter V.
There have been a number of other attempts to distinguish different types of negotiation.
For example, Rulon and McCreary (1986) in an empirical study of teacher-fronted and
small group interaction distinguish two types of negotiation - negotiation of meaning
(concerned with unclear or misunderstood words) and negotiation of content (concerned
with the content of the task). Similarly, Antony (1986) distinguishes between two types
of functions in interaction: meta-communicative (procedure and organization/language
problems) and task-solving. In an analysis of learner performance on a single task he
notes that most of the language was of the task-solving variety. Making a parallel
distinction, Pica and Doughty (1985b), in a discussion of the role of repetition, discuss
repetitions which function as classroom-related moves on the one hand, and repetitions
that function as modifications to interaction on the other.
Young (1984) distinguishes between negotiation of outcome in which a predetermined
outcome is the focus of attention (as in display questions by a teacher), and negotiation
of meaning in which there is scope to negotiate a mutually satisfactory outcome (as in
open-ended questions).
A promising trend in recent empirically-based studies by Pica and associates (Pica,
Holliday, Lrwis, et al; 1989, 1991) is the construction of rather more complex
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frameworks for coding negotiation than had previously been in use. These frameworks
not only allow for coding of the triggering utterance and contingent signal, but also of
the follow up response and subsequent continuation moves. ln addition they distinguish
berween different kinds of negotiation signals on the basis of first, whether they do or
do not include the uigger and second, what aspect of the trigger (morphology, syntax
etc) the signal attempts to modify.
In sum, negotiation has received considerable attention in recent years and plays a
pivotal role in many psycholinguistic studies of SLA. It provides the means whereby
messages are made comprehensible and more finely tuned to the competence of
interlocutors, and results in reformulations which are closer to the target language model
than language without this interactional component. However, until recently, qualitative
analysis of negotiation was neglected in many interaction studies. Both Larsen-Freeman
and Long (1991) and Ellis (1991) suggest that closer examination of the quality of
negotiating behaviour is a promising area for further research.
2.6 Tasks and Second Language Learning Theory
Tasks feature prominently in recent developments in the theory of communicative
language teaching. They are seen to represent both the goal of learning (using the
language to communicate successfully), and the means to achieve that goal (the
appropriate classroom activity - Nunan, 1989:13). As Prabhu states in regard to one of
the early second language syllabuses built around a task construct, "Communicative
teaching in most Western thinking has been /ar communication ... whereas the
Bangalore Project is teaching through communication ..." (1987:70).
This fusing of what are traditionally separate aspects of curriculum design has led some
writers in the field to suggest that task is a useful planning tool in programme design
(Candlin, 1987; Prabhu, 1987; Nunan, 1989), possibly making a distinction between
syllabus and methodology redundant (Long, 1989).
The notion of 'task' is also a focal point for research within interactionalist studies of
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SLA as well as across a number of disciptines within the human sciences including
psychology, education and occupational studies. In SLA studies, experimentnlly
controlled performances of tasks are used to provide information on the relationship
between the interactive behaviour of learners in different task arrangements and learning.
Tasks are claimed to provide opportunities for the negotiation of meaning and for
"stretching learners interlanguage...pushing them to operate at the outer limits of their
cunent abilities" (Long, 1989:17). Seen in this way, the task is capable of linking what
is actually prescribed in the classroom with claims made for the role of meaning-based
interaction in SLA as well as with the desired goal of many language learners - to use
the language effectively in communication (Long, 1989; Long and Crookes, l99l).
These links represent a convergence of interests including those of the learner, the
researcher and the teacher. By way of contrast, structural syllabuses prescribe units and
systems for grading these units that bear little relationship to what we know of the
content and progression of language acquisition (Crookes, 1986:19-22) or with authentic
communication.
But the tsrm 'task', like the term 'interaction' discussed above, encompasses a range of
meanings and requires some specification. At a general level a task has been described
as "a piece of work or an activity, usually with a specified objective, undertaken as a
part of an educational course, at work, or used to elicit data for research" (Crookes.
1986:1).
Long (1989) makes a basic distinction between two types of tasks: target tasks (things
learners will eventually do in English) and pedagogic tasks (problem-solving activities
on which teachers and learners work in the classroom). Breen defines a task as used in
language classrooms as:
any structured language learning endeavour which has a particular objective,
appropriate conlent, a specified working procedure, and a range of outcomes for
those who undertake the task. 'Task' is therefore assumed to refer to a range of
work plans which have the overall purpose of facilitaring language learning -
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from the very simple brief exercise type to more complex and lengthy activities
such as group problem solving or simulations and decision making (1987:23).
Narrowing the focus further, Nunan discusses communicative tasks which he defines as:
piece(s) of classroom work which involve learners in comprehending,
manipulating, producing or interacting in the target language while their attention
is principally focused on meaning rather than on form (1989:10).
This definition excludes activities that are form-focused or traditionally teacher-directed
so that the notion of a task is restricted to activities that learners perform themselves
(though not excluding teacher input and assistance) using language for authentic
communicative purposes.
The concept of task has been further refined through various task classifications.
Frameworks for classification have been proposed both for the purpose of grading and
sequencing tasks for classroom use, and for distinguishing those componenrc of tasks
which are analyzable for the purposes of SLA research. The terminology and the
systems for classification are varied and take as their point of departure a number of
different components and perspectives. Thus as Breen points out:
A typology is bound to be fuzzy-edged and at most a managerial convenience,
however neressary that is. Moreover any such typology will itself be refined in
the process of task use and task-evaluation. Tasks thought particularly congenial
to the promoting of this or that behaviour will become valued ... for some other
effect than that originally conceived (1987:15).
Overviews of selected classifications from both within and ourside applied linguistics
are presented in surveys by Crooks (1986), Candlin (1987), Long (1989) and Nunan
(1989). These classifications appear to take two approaches to the description and
distinguishing of tasks. In the frst, the obligatory features common to all tasks are
idealized to provide task component frameworks which might include such things as
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settings, input, goals, activities, roles, and outcomes. Nation (1976), Fleishman (1978),
Doyle (1983), Candlin (1987) and Nunan (1989) are among those who have proposed
such frameworks. Those proposed by Candlin and by Nunan have been adapted for use
in the present study to tease out and compare the essential features of specific tasks (see
Tables I and 3).
In a second approach, tasks are categorized as belonging to certain task types on the
basis of the prominence of a given feature such as the kind of outcome, the way textual
input is presented, or the kind of activity required of learners. Thus usks have been
described as: planned or unplanned (Ochs, 1979 & Crookes, 1989); one-way or two way
(Long, 1980); convergent or divergent (Duff, 1986); open or closed (Long, 1989); and
having a required or optional exchange of information (Long, 1980; Doughty and Pica,
1986). Long (1989) presents a summary of findings relating to these usk types in
which he notes that two-way tasks produce more negotiation work and more useful
negotiation work than one-way tasks, planned tasks 'stretch' interlanguage further and
promote destabilization more than unplanned tasks, and closed tasks produce mor€
negotiation work and more useful negotiation work than open tasks. As discussed
below, Doughty and Pica found more negotiation and more repetition in required
information exchange tasks than in optional information exchange tasks. This task-type
distinction provides one of the starting points for the present. study and is therefore
worth discussing in some detail. In required information exchange tasks, information
is split so that each group member has a unique portion of the text for the usk which
must be exchanged in order for the task to be completed. In optional information
exchange tasks on the other hand, information is shared by all group members, and so
the contribution of each group member is optional. In the present study, this distinction
is referred to as a distinction between split and shared information tasks (Nation and
Thomas, 1988). The split/shared distinction is used in preference to Doughty and Pica's
terms, since how information is distributed among participants (i.e. whether it is divided
equally among group members or shared by all) is the key factor determining the
optionality of interaction and is therefore a more fundamental distinction to make. In
practice however, both pairs of labels make identical distinctions between actual tasks.
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2.7 Doughty and Pica's Research
The themes discussed so far in this chapter have been central to the work of Doughty
and Pica and their collaborators in a series of studies beginning in 1985. Of particular
interest is their 1986 study which investigates the roles of information gap tasks and
participant relationships in encouraging interactional modifications to input. This study
is part of a body of research exploring the link between interaction and second language
acquisition as well as the mediating effect of task type on this relationship. The study
draws on both Krashen's Input Hypothesis (1985) and on Long's claims regarding
interactionally modified input (1981a and 1985) for its theoretical rationale, and makes
claims relevant to methodology through its focus on task types.
This study by Doughty and Pica is a significant one for three reasons: (i) their results
have been repeatedly cited in subsequent studies and so provide a part of the empirical
evidence used to make claims about the benefits of particular types of group work for
leaming; (ii) the kinds of communicative language teaching it discusses are currently
accepted classroom practice and so it is relevant to current pedagogy; (iii) the
contribution of classroom organization and learner behaviour to language learning is
receiving considerable focus in current applied linguistics research.
The purpose of Doughty and Pica's research was to "determine the effects of task type
and panicipation pattern on language classroom interaction" (ibid:305). Two hypotheses
were tested:
(i) ... that activities which required an information exchange for their completion
would generate substantially more modified interaction than those in which such
exchange was optional
(ii) ...that more modification would occur in the dyad situation than in the group
situation, which in turn would provide more opportunity for interaction than the
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teacher-fronted situation t (3 l0).
Data was collected from three adult classes of second language learners of English doing
a required information exchange task and a further three classes doing two different
optional information exchange tasks. The required information exchange task presented
each member of a group (or class) with a different incomplete model garden
(constructed on felt boards) which was to be completed as individuals shared
information verbally from each of their boards. Information held by each learner was
unique so that completing the model of the garden required all group members to
panicipate and negotiate the outcome of the task.
In the first of the optional information exchange tasks, the learners were presented with
a list of patients requiring heart surgery and asked to reach consensus on an appropriate
priority ranking for the operations. The serond involved a similar task but dealt with
a child adoption decision. Negotiation was 'optional' in the sense that each learner had
identical information and the task could be completed even if one or more learners opted
not to speak, or to say very little. Each class completed the tasks under three different
participation patterns - teacher-led groups consisting of the teacher and three students,
groups of four students, and student-student dyads. Ten minute audio-taped samples
of interaction were analyzed.
The results indicated that:
l. Modification of input was significantly higher among groups of students than in
teacher-fronted groups, although the difference between group and dyad
interaction patterns was non-significant (316).
When both task and panicipation pattern are independent variables, task type has
the overwhelming influence on the amounl of modification (316).
For each participation pattern, the total amount of speech increased when the
exchange of information was required. The increase for the groups of students
was ten times that of the teacher-fronted groups (319).
I The pruent study focuses on the effects of task types, the subject of Doughry and Pica's first hypothesis,
but not on participant pattems, the subject of their second hypothesis. This will be discussed only as it relates
to the overall design of tbeir study.
2.
3.
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In conclusion Doughty and Pica made the following points:
(i) presence of the teacher can limit the amount of modification (especially on optional
exchange tasks).
(ii) students will interact less and modify less in groups unless there is a requirement for
information exchange.
(iii) a required information exchange task will only increase modified interaction when
students are working in groups.
While the study by Doughty and Pica has been widely cited, it contains a number of
problems which need to be addressed before we can be confident that the results will
generalize to other contexts. The major issues concern underlying theoretical
assumptions about the role of negotiation in interaction, and the design of the study. We
will consider each of these in turn.
2.7.1 The Role of Negotiation in Interaction
Doughty and Pica assume that it is possible to evaluate the value of communicative
tasks as vehicles for language learning by measuring the amount of negotiation they
generate since where we find negotiation we also find diffrcult input being made
comprehensible. Certainly, the case for negotiation is a suong one. However, in the
context of communication task performance, difficult input can be made comprehensible
in a number of other ways, From a teacher's perspective these include:
Pre-teaching unfamiliar language.
Providing language support through glosses, use of dictionaries, pictures, etc.
Modtfying the input. Pica, Young and Doughty (1987) and Long (1981a) argue
persuasively for the superiority of interactionally modified input over pre-
modified input (foreigner talk). However, various studies have also provided
evidence of improved comprehension in L2 as a result of pre-modified input.
Larsen-Freeman and Long (1991) present a summary of the findings of these
ll.
lu.
u.
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studies while Ellis (1991:188) discusses some problems associated with them.
For the learners, difficult input might also be made comprehensible through:
UrtEzing contextual support. The learners can link words to the 'here and now',
that is to visible aspects of the task such as diagrams and pictures, as well as to
prior work on the usk.
Drawing on background Imowledge. Learners can use their background
knowledge and schemata to improve their comprehension of unfamiliar language.
Reading non-linguistic signals. Non-verbal communication (gesture, facial
expression, and other types of body language) is an important vehicle used to
convey meaning in face-to-face communication. A lack of feedback or a puzded
expression can, as effectively as a question, result in the speaker repeating or
recoding incomprehensible input.
These ways of achieving comprehensibility without overt negotiation must be accounted
for unless we are to assume that where negotiation is absent, input is too simple to
provide new or unfamiliar material for the learner. Indeed, given adequate background
knowledge and plenty of contextual support, it is entirely possible that interaction
occurring with a minimum of negotiation might not only be running smoothly but might
also be providing a wealth of primary linguistic data for language acquisition (Aston,
1986). However, when tasks are assessed purely on the amount of interaction they
generate, no allowance is made for alternative routes to comprehensibility such as those
suggested above, or of the ability of different tasks to provide learners with a greater or
lesser amount of support in guessing meaning.
The assumption by Doughty and Pica that negotiation necessarily generates input that
is more comprehensible than it was prior to negotiation can also be challenged by
showing fust, that only under certain conditions is negotiation in fact concerned with
unfamiliar linguistic material, and second, that even where a gap in comprehension is
u1.
u.
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the issue, it may result from factors other than a gap in the knowledge of listeners.
Thus, the reasons for which an interlocutor might initiate a negotiating sequence include:
i. Maintaining group cohesion. Varonis and Gass (1985) make the point that
negotiating questions are used as 'conversational continuants' in which the
intention of the speaker is not to clarify or improve the comprehensibility of
input, but is to maintain the social dimension of conversation. As Aston (1986)
purc it, "They allow the participants to perform a ritual of understanding or
agreement" (139).
Dealing with ill-formed input. It is essential that a distinction is made between
input that is incomprehensible because the listener does not have the language
knowledge to deal with it, and input that is incomprehensible because of
something in the speaker's production (e.g. incorrect or unclear pronunciation).
If it is the latter, it is difficult to see how it can lead to improved comprehensible
input of the '+l' variety for the listeners. They are likely to end up with nothing
more than 'i' in a comprehensible form.
Dealing with comprehensible input that lacks adequate contextual meaning.
Negotiating questions are used by learners to get more information on the
broader significance of a previous utterance rather than on the language within
it. Thus 'why?' questions for example assume comprehensibility at a linguistic
level and seek further conrextual information.
Dealing with input that is not comprehensible because of inattention, hearing or
background noise. Negotiation for this purpose does not necessarily involve
input that is linguistically unfamiliar or difficult. It presupposes only that
attention or perception has been a problem. Frerch and Kasper (1986) refer to
this as a 'gap in input' which they distinguish from a 'gap in knowledge'. Only
when negotiation is activated by the latter do they claim that learning can occur.
lll.
lv.
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v. Dealing with dffirent kinds of informntion. To some extent this is covered by
the previous points. But it goes further by suggesting that even if for example
comprehension is a problem, this tells us very little about the type of information
that is raised to prominence through negotiation. The different types of
information may include the content of a task (Rulon & McCreary, 1986), the
procedures associated with a task, ideas from other learners and so on. If tasks
are evaluated according to amount of negotiation they generate then the various
kinds of information being negotiated should be distinguished when doing such
an evaluation.
It is clear then that negotiation is used by learners to modify input which is both within
and outside of their present competence. Some of the uses of negotiation discussed
above may in fact be the first step towards further negotiation focused on unfamiliar
linguistic material, such as when inattention leads a learner to request a repeat which is
then further negotiated for meaning. But overall we can make no assumption that the
presence of negotiation represents modification of input ready to be acquired. In
contrast, the supposition implicit in Doughty and Pica's study is that negotiation, by
virtue of its concern with comprehensibility, leads to learning.
Studies such as that by Doughty and Pica seem to assume implicitly that measuring the
arnount of negotiation produced during a task performance is a way of measuring the
leaming potential of that task. However, the points already addressed suggest that there
are problems in a quantitative measure of negotiation which fails to account for the
nature of different types of negotiating utterances. There are further reasons why we
might want to question the value of a purely quantitative measure. Gaining a
satisfactory outcome from the negotiation of a single piece of information from a
previous utterance may require multiple negotiating questions all concerned with that
single piece of information. But the outcome of these negotiating questions (that
outcome being the comprehension of the previous utterance through its repetition,
paraphrasing etc) may be relatively insignificant compared to the amount of work (i.e.
the number of negotiating questions) required by learners to extract the required
information. Thus an account of negotiation may need to acknowledge the distinction
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between questions that repeat the request for a particular piece of information and
questions that request a new piece of information. The distinction is between the total
number of negotiating questions and the number of pieces of information negotiated.
Learning value may be as much a product of the latter as the former.
Second, there is no guarantee that where negotiation occurs, prior input is successfully
modified toward comprehensibility. A large amount of negotiation may in fact indicate
that the material being worked on by the learners is simply too demanding in which case
negotiation may not always lead to resolution. Negotiation in large quantities can in
fact, halt forward progress on the task, revealing a breakdown in the flow of
communication. Where a comprehension problem is resolved there still remains the
question of how much and what information was made comprehensible and how much
negotiation was needed to achieve comprehension.
In sum it is necessary to ask how the number of negotiating questions comparcs to the
number of pieces of information being negotiated, and how successfully negotiation is
resolved. While not denying the potential value of negotiation as a vehicle for language
learning, the issues discussed above suggest a need for increased precision in the way
negotiation is analyzed and caution in making claims on its behalf.
2.7.2 Experimental Design
With respect to the design of the study by Doughty and Pica (1986), issues which
warrant discussion include: the control of task type variables other than that which acted
as the independent variable in the study, the use of different subjects to perform
differcnt tasks, the order of task performance and practice-on-task effect, and sampling
of recorded segments of discourse for analysis
2.7.2.1 Task Types
Doughty and Pica's claim that "a requirement for information exchange generated more
modification of interaction than did a task with no such requirement" (314) assumes that
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the single important factor distinguishing their tasks was the optionality of information
exchange as defined by whether the text for the task was divided among group members
(i.e. split information tasks), or was shared by all (i.e. shared information tasks). But
an analysis of Doughty and Pica's two task types indicates that the information exchange
variable does not account for other important differences between the tasks. Table I is
an att€mpt to break down Doughty and Pica's tasks into componene which highlight the
differences between the tasks. This utilizes Nunan's typology of task features (1989:l l).
A number of variables presented in Table I appear not to have been systematically
conuolled and for this reason they act as confounding variables with unspecified effects
on the results of the study. To take an example using media and activity type, Doughty
& Pica fail to acknowledge that in comparing the optional and required tasks they are
also comparing the interaction of a group of learners discussing a written list of items
on the one hand, with the interaction of (a different group of) learners manipulating
material objects (motor activity) on a felt board in response to directives from other
learners on the other. Gass and Varonis (1985) recognise this problem when comparing
different types of tasks and suggest that "future research in this area must control for
input/output medium in addition to considering carefully the amount and type of
information exchange" (159).
A further example involves the topics of the tasks. Doughty and Pica's tasks are
characterized by two topics: one ethical involving a medical decision, and the other
spatial involving the layout of a garden. These topics match Doughty and Pica's
optional and required information exchange distinction, and yet iue treated as having no
bearing on the talk generated by the different tasks. Thus, the level of interaction
occurring in either task may be a product not only of the way the information is
distributed (Doughty and Pica's independent variable), but also of any combination of
these other factors which account for some major differences between the tasks and
which may therefore have equal claim to the status of independent variables in the
study.
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TABLE 1
Components of the Two Tasks Used by Doughty and Pica (1986)
TASK TYPES2
TASK DIMENSIONS Optional Inforrration Excbange
Task
Required Infonmation Excbange
Task
SETTINGS
Group size3:
Seating anangenent:
four members
t
t
four memhers
t,
-T+
Media:
Topic/subject matter:
Disribution:
written
ethical: a list of patients and
detaik
shared
objects and symbols
spatial: a felt fuard tlower
garden
split
OUTCOMES
Activities:
Solution type:
read
think
discass
rank
transfer ( orally ) info nnation
motor aaiviry: move objects
GOALS
Task goal:
Learning goal:
aSreefirenl
Jluenq
completion
fluenq
ROLES
Learner roles:
Teacher role:
unspecified
facililate
unspecified
facilinrc
2 As mentioned in section 2.6, tbe present study uses the tern shared inlormation ras&s in preference to
optional infomntion exchange tasks, and the tern split infomution tasls in preference to required
i';Or_a69a resks.
3 Three different participation patteros were used by Doughty and Pica Only the group parbrn is being
compared here.
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2.72.2 Subjects and Order of Tasks
The selection of student subjects and their use in repeated performances both present
problems in Doughty & Pica's study. First, with regard to selection, the subjects who
performed the required-interaction tasks were not only from different classes but also
from classes selected in different years from those who did the optional-interacrion tasks.
Thus the assignment of subjects to different treatrnents was non-random. In theory, use
of multiple groups (three for each task type) allows the data for these groups to be
collapsed and generalized and so allows the use of different subjects across the
dependent variable without comrpting the data- But where a case is to be made for
generalizability, selection of subjects must be random. In Doughty and Pica's study,
random selection of subjects only occurred within each of the two groups of three
classes and not from among the six classes.
The second problem relates to the use of the same subjects in three different
participation patterns. Each of the six classes performed first in teacher-led groups then
in groups of four and finally, for three of the classes, in dyads (see Table 2). Doughty
and Pica took trvo precautions to ensure this order did not have a practice-on-task effect
which could distort the data. First they ran a demonstration lesson to familiarize
students with the content of the tasks and second they only collected data from a point
twenty minutes into the task (by which time it was assumed the interlocutors would be
familiar with the content).
They claim that as a result of these controls, a practice-on-task effect was eliminated.
This was demonstrated by an increase rather than a decrease in the number of
modifications occurring in the second and third performances. In this regard they
maintain that:
Assuming that experience does affect NNS-NNS interaction, the NNS students
who completed all three tasks would have been better at modifying interaction
on the third task than on the second (ibid:317).
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TABLE 2
A Representation of the Experimental Design Used by Doughty & Pica (1986)
Occasion Classes 1-3
(1985 study)
Classes 4-6
(1985 study)
I
Task type:
Topic:
Participants:
Optional interaction
Adoption decision
Teacher B + class
Required interaction
Flower garden
Teacher A + class
2
Task type:
Topic:
Participants:
Optional interaction
Medical decision
Groups n=4
Required interaction
Flower garden
Groups: n=4
3
Task type:
Topic:
Participants:
(not included in study) Required interaction
Flower garden
Dyads
However, their claim can be queried on three grounds. First, the precautions they took
related only to familiarity with task content4 and not to the practice of and improved
use of communication strategies and skills specific to the nvo task types. These are
learned behaviours with which the expertise of interlocutors would be expected to
improve through repeated practice.
a But even here, Doughty & Pica do not account for the effect of irnprovements in recognition and
production of both Oe items in the tasks and the phrases or directives used to place items over successive
performances. To expect no improvements wben the same materials are being used over three successive
performances (as in tbe flower garden tasks) is unrealistic.
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Second, consideration is not given to issues such as maintaining learner interest in the
tasks over the repeated performances, and the effects of reduced novelty, boredom, lack
of cognitive challenge etc on the amount of interaction produced on successive
performances using the same materials.
Finally, Doughty and Pica rely on post hoc justification in arguing their case which only
serves to mask the effects of practice, making it impossible to determine its impact on
the differing levels of interaction. In fact the third perfonnance (in dyads) did not result
in a significant increase in interaction over the second performance (in groups), a result
for which the order of tasks may be responsible. The fact that order of performance and
panicipation pattern are bound variables makes it difficult to disentangle the effects of
one from the other.
2.7.2.3 Sampling of Recorded Segments of Discourse for Analysis
Doughty and Pica extracted ten minute samples of interaction from a point twenty
minutes into each task performance and tabulated data from these samples. However
cycles of interaction occur within the space of a task performance that may not be
accounted for in a ten-minute segment of interaction taken from a pre-determined point.
In other words a ten-minute sample is likely to capture a section of a cycle that may not
be representative of the discourse as a whole. This point is particularly pertinent in the
required information exchange tasks in which at any one period of time, one person will
be 'holding the floor' as they present their share of the information to the rest of the
group.
While as this discussion suggests, the sampling procedure has questionable external
validity because it assumes linearity and disregards possible cycles or internal patterns
of interaction within a whole task perfornance, the fact that it also assumes the
acceptability of comparing segments 4crorr task types is even more questionable. It
takes no account of the fact that the pattern of interaction characteristic of one task type
is likely to be different from another, irrespective of the quantities of whatever
phenomenon is being measured. Thus it may be that in optional information exchange
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tasks such as those used by Doughty and Pica, the most intense interaction occurs in the
last 10 minutes at which time earlier discussion is culminating in a series of decisions
and compromises. In contrast, the required information exchange tasks may be
characterised by a more cyclic ebb and flow of interaction as has already been
suggested. They may also be characterized by fewer high poina as the transfer of
discrete pieces of information maintains a more regular need to interact. and negotiate.
None of these suggestions have empirical support, yet they seem reasonable enough to
warrant explanation and to throw some doubt on the sampling procedure used by
Doughty and Pica.
2.7.3 Assessment of the Study
Research of the kind undertaken by Doughty and Pica requires some compromise
between the need to maintain the authenticity of the phenomena under investigation -
external validity - and the inevitable artificiality required of an experimental design
which guarant€es accurate measurement - internal validity. The discussion in the
preceding sections, suggests that Doughty and Pica's study tends to compromise internal
vatidity without noticeable improvements in the external validity or generalizability of
the study. Of panicular concern is the lack of control over order of task performance
in the assessment of the independent variable - participation pattern, and the lack of
contol over group composition and over features of the tasks (noticeably materials and
topic type) in the assessment of a second independent variable - task type. For these
reasons the experimental design of the study can be improved without a corresponding
decline in external validity.
With respect to the theorctical issues addressed earlier there is also a need for discussion
of and investigation into the various dimensions of interaction and negotiation and an
attempt to move beyond a mere count of interactional forms. It seems possible that
more can be done with the data and that a more critical approach can be taken to the
study of negotiation.
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2.E Summarv
A large and expanding field of research has presented evidence in respect to the claims
of input and interactionalist theories of SLA. Given the size and complexity of the field,
the present discussion was primarily limited to a survey of research concerned with the
role of task-based interaction in SLA. Underlying this role, there are a number of
different perspectives. In the first, interaction is said to provide the highly
contextualized and roughly-tuned input which the input hypothesis claims is necessary
for SLA. A second perspective, while not denying the role of input, emphasises
opportunities that non-native interlocutors have through interaction to generate and
modify the input they receive so that it is reshaped towards comprehensibility, and thus
made available for acquisition. A third perspective focuses on the ways in which output
in interactional settings aids language development. It proposes that when 'pushed' to
produce language, learners switch from a semantic to a syntactic processing mode
through which their attention is drawn to structural features of the target language.
Furthermore, when learners produce language in interaction, their linguistic competence
is tested by the comprehension of interlocutors. In response to negative feedback on
comprehensibility, learners must modify their output, and in the process, may adjust
their hypotheses about the nature of the target language. Linked to this perspective is
the suggestion that interaction provides a framework for supportive construction of
meaning whereby learners can produce meaningful units of language below the level of
the finite clause and have these expanded and elaborated by interlocutors.
To some extent, these perspectives on interaction represent progressively greater
understanding of ways in which SLA occurs in interactive contexts. The initial interest
in comprehensible input broadened to include investigations into the actual interactional
processes by which greater comprehension might be achieved. While early emphasis
on input excluded a direct role for output, it was perhaps inevitable that moves to study
interactionally derived input would also draw attention to the 'other side of the coin';
to output. With this expansion of interest has come attempts to specify in greater detail,
and to obtain direct evidence on the relationship between interaction and second
language acquisition. Recent studies such as that by Holliday (1992), are promising in
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this regard and reflect the call by prominent researchers for a greater concern with
qualitative research in SLA motivated studies of interaction.
The value assigned to interaction in SLA theory is mirrored in pedagogy by the use of
usks which encourage learners to negotiate meaning. The recent growth of interest in
tasks is motivated both by theory and also by the demands of pedagogy, and so
represents a very close convergence of interests. The notion of usk is multidimensional
and this has lead to various classifications and task type descriptions being used, often
with overlapping or problematic distinctions. In a number of studies, claims have been
made about the inuinsic superiority for learning purposes of one task type over another.
One such study by Doughty and Pica (1986) made claims regarding the superiority of
required information exchange tasks over optional information exchange tasks. It
provides the starting point for the present study which is designed to re-examine the
findings of Doughty and Pica's study, and to examine further the relationship between
pedagogic tasks, interaction and language learning. But while interactionalist theories
of SLA provide an important link between communicative approaches to teaching and
our current understanding of the learning process, debate continues on the adequacy of
an interactionalist theory of SLA which risks inheriting many of the well-rehearsed flaws
of ie anecedent, the original input hypothesis. Given the presence of these
uncertainties, direct pedagogic applications must be made with caution.
3.1
Chapter III
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The present study was undertaken to examine the relationship benveen task types and
negotiation of meaning on the one hand, and between negotiation and learning ourcomes
on the other. In investigating the effects of task types on classroom-based group
interaction, the study attempts to redress the problems inherent in Doughty and Pica's
study by employing a more precise design and going beyond a quantitative analysis of
ttre data. Specifically, the study seeks to control variability due to task and performance
factors and to re-examine systoms commonly used to identify and code interactional
moves, as well as to investigate the various purposes for which learners appsar to use
such moves. The various functions for which negotiation was used during
communication tasks was not investigated in the Doughty and Pica study although it has
received attention elsewhere (Staab, 1983; Aston, 1986; Pica, Holliday, I-ewis and
Morgenthaler, 1989).
In this chapter the research questions and hypotheses which motivate the study are
introduced and the design of the study, including the subjects, tasks, procedures and data
analysis is described.
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3.2 Researclr Questions
3.2.1 Research Questions 1: The Effect of Task Type on Negotiation arnong
Language Learners
To what extent does the form of inforrnation distribution in a communication task
influence the negotiation of meaning?
This question is similar in focus to the first of Doughty and Pica's research questions
which sought evidence for a relationship between task type and negotiation of meaning.
While research question I is principally concemed with split and shared task types,
consideration is also given to the effect of the topic of the tasks. Thrce predictions were
made as to what would be found in pursuing an answer to this question. These are
expressed in Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3.
The ouantitv of nesotiation
Hypothesis 1 A split information task will generate a higher frequency of negotiating
question{ in a given tirne than o shared informarton task based on
topically similar mateial.
This hypothesis parallels a central hypothesis in Doughty and Pica's study and predicts
that a large amount of negotiation will occur in the split tasks in which information is
divided among participants and must be described orally without recourse to other
strategies for communicating meaning. In exchanging this information, interlocutors
need to maintain a high degree of comprehensibility in their expression and perception
of the content of the task. The shared infonnation tasks on the other hand, provide
interlocutors with access to the same information and require only agreement on a
common response to this information, agreement which may be reached without the
need for interlocutors to be always mutually comprehensible.
The term question also includes negotiaring moves such as 'I don't understand', since, like aclud
negotiating questions, these moves also express a need for further clarification of a preceding utt€rance.
4The distribution of neeotiation arnone interlocutors
Hypothesis 2 Negotiating questions will be more equally distributed among group
mernbers in split information tasks than in shared information tasks as
shown by compaisons of the proportion of negotiating questiotts for each
group member across the different ursks.
Where each interlocutor has an equal amount of unique information to share and a
prescribed need (also equal) to receive information from other interlocutors, as in the
split information tasks, it is predicted that there will be a more equal sharing of
negotiation among interlocutors than in circumsunces where none of these conditions
exist, as in the shared information tasks.
Reoeats
Hypothesis 3 Excluding 'negotiating repeats' such as those that function as
confirmation checlu, a split information task will Benerate a higher
frequency of self- and other-repeats per task in a given time than a
share d information task.
The motivation for this hypothesis is similar to that for Hypothesis I in that both repeats
and negotiating questions, the subject of the eadier hypothesis, are produced in similar
circumstances - where there is a need for accurate transfer of information and whetp,
by implication, there is a greater need for clarification of meaning. Repetition, like
negotiation, is therefore experted to be used often in the split information tasks, but less
often in the shared information tasks.
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3.2.2 Research Questioru 2 and 3: Analyzing the Negotiation of Meaning arnong
Language Learners
Research Question 2
What types of moves do learners use to negotiate meaning during conunmicarton
tasks?
b. In what proportions do these occur?
c. To what extent might particular types of negortating moves increase
comprehension and contribute to learning?
Research Question 3
What dinunsions of rneaning are negotiated by learners during contrunicarton
tasks?
b. How are these dimensions affected by task type?
c. To what extent might each of these dimensiow increase comprehension and
contTibute n learning?
These questions are a response to the need for closer analysis of negotiating behaviour
raised in Chapter tr. Question 2 leads to a description of the range of negotiating
questions produced in ttre present s$dy. On the basis of this description, the adequacy
of standard negotiation categories will be reassessed- Question 3 will clarify the range
of information and dimensions of meaning which learners in the study seek by means
of negotiation and is intended to classify these dimensions into definable categories.
Both questions seek to examine more closely the kinds of qualiutive changes to input
and output which result from various types of negotiating questions. By implication the
two questions also call for a reassessment of the relationship between negotiation and
incomprehensible input, and the role of negotiation in language acquisition. Hypotheses
4 and 5 are associated with question 2.
The meanins focus of neeotiation
Ilypothesis 4 A split infornution nsk will generate tnore negotiation concerned with
clartfying the form of the oral message than a shared information task
This will be shown by comparative frequencies and proportions of
negotiarton which attempt to claify form, brtcal and granunatical
meaning, content, opinions and procedures.
Hypothesis 5 A shared information task will generate more negotiation clarifying
lexical and grammatical meaning than a split information task. This will
be shown by comparative frequencies and proportions of negotiation
which attempt to clarify fort4 lexical and grarunatical mcaning, content,
opinions and procedures.
The nature of split information tasks is such that they often require learners to uansfer
discrete pieces of information which interlocutors must accurately record. This in itself
is likely to require considerable negotiation of expression and perception as predicted
in Hypothesis 4. But the ensuing focus on the form of the message (i.e. correct
perception) may be at a cost to deeper consideration of the content of a usk such as
when the meaning of unfamiliar words needs to be negotiated so that information can
be used to reach a decision or solve a problem. Since the shared tasts typically
generate meaning-focused discourse modes (expressing ideas and opinions, discussing
the relative value of items in the textual input and negotiating consensus), Hypothesis
5 predicts that these tasks will also contain more negotiation of the meaning of
unfamiliar language than the split usks.
3.2.3 Research Question 4: Negotiation in Response to Unfamiliar Vocabulary
To what extent do vocabulary gains occur during conutunicative task
performance, either as a result of incidental exposure to wrfamiliar words, or
through the active negotiation of the nuaning of these items?
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This question narrows the focus on negotiation down to one particular type - ttre
negotiation of word meaning. The purpose of the question is to subject the claims made
for negotiation to scrutiny through an investigation of the relationship betr*'een
negotiation of particular vocabulary items and learning outcomes for those items.
Vocabularv gains
Hypothesis 6 ltarners will make significant vocabulary gaiw (measured in pre- and
post-testing of recognition of task-vocabulary) as a result of performing
communication tasks and of negotiating unfatniliar words with other
learners.
3.2.4 Research Question 5: Other Aspects of the Language of Communicative
Task Performance
In what ways might specified features of the language of comtrunicartve task
performance by learners be influenced by task type and topic? These features
are: the amount of talk, the length of rurns and utterances, the expression of
intra-and inter-propositional relationships, and the modes of discourse.
Claims have been made for the superiority of certain tasks over others on the basis of
comparison berween the amounts of negotiation produced by learners under differcnt
task conditions. Question 5 seeks to test whether the same conclusions about tasks are
reached when a range of quantitative and qualitative measures are used.
Talk on task
Ilypothesis 7 Split information tasks will encourage learners n talk mare than slwred
infonnarton taslu as shown by tlre number of words spoken in a given
time.
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The stnrctured division of information among interlocutors in split information tasks
ensures that all interlocutors have something to talk about and a clear need to talk. The
shared information tasks on the other hand do not provide each interlocutor with unique
information and so there is not the same requirement for any one interlocutor to
panicipate. As a result" more talk - fewer gaps and silences - is likely to occur in the
split information tasks and less in the shared information tasks.
The distribution of talk
Hypothesis E TaIk on taskwill be more equally distributed between group mctnbers in
split information tasks than in shared informaion tasks as shown by a
comparison of the proponion of total words spoken by each group
mcmber across the different tasks.
This hypothesis is motivated by the same argument presented with Hypothesis 2.
The Leneth of nrrns and utterances
Hypothesis 9 The mean length of rurns and, utterances as mcasured in words per turn
and per utterance will be greater in shared infonrution task than in split
information tasks.
It was predicted in earlier hypotheses that ttre split information tasks would produce
more negotiation and more repetition than the shared information tasks. Since both
repetition and negotiation involve intemrptions and rapid interchange of turns, then
where they are present in large amounts, turns and utterances are likely to be shorter in
length. Turns and utterances iue also likely to be shorter in split information tasls
because learners often need to present information in short manageable chunks so that
it can be written down by other group members. If, as the hypothesis suggese, split and
shared tasks produce substantially different kinds of turn-taking behaviour and sentence
constnrctions, then in addition to our understanding of ways to encourage negotiation,
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this provides an alternative rationale for task-based pedagogic decisions.
Inter and intra propositional markins
Hypothesis 10 Tasks involving discussion of spatial dimensions (such as placing
aninuls on a plan of a zoo) will elicit nw)re use of prepositions
than tasks without such dimensions.
A split informarton task with spatial dimewiow will elicit even
mare prepositions than the shared information task with such
dimewions.
Shared information taslc will elicit more conjuncrtorc than split
infonnaion taslcs.
Hypothesis 11
Hypothesis 12
The split tasks used in the study requfue learners to describe relatively simple
information presented in textual form without a requirement to transform that
information in any major way. The shared tasks on the other hand require learners to
use the information with which they are presented to explain, to reason and to influence
the other interlocutors. Since the latter requires greater transformation of information,
it might also be considered more sophisticated and challenging.
The three hypotheses predict that the differing demands of using spatial and non-spatial
language and of using split and shared information trsks will produce difference.s in
certain grammatical features of the language of the task performances and in particular,
differences in the marking of relationships within and between propositions. More
specifically, these differences are expected to show that the marking of relationships
betrveen propositions is more consistent in the shared tasks than in the split tasks.
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3.3 Pilot Study
Prior to the final design of the present study, a pilot study was carried out with four
students from the Pacific and South-East Asia. The students were recorded performing
a split and a shared information task and segments of their performances were
transcribed and analyzed. The pilot study had three main purposes: (i) to test the
compatibility of the recording equipment with the physical structuring of the groups; (ii)
to allow for observation of learners performing the rwo new tasks designed for the
purposes of the present study; and (iii), to provide data for a sample analysis.
Subjects
Crookes (1986) makes the point that "SL [second language] studies which attempt to
predict discourse characteristics from task characteristics, do so on the assumption that
individual difference variables are not strong enough to eliminate such effec8"
(1986:18). But in the design of the study by Doughty and Pica (1986), the use of non-
randomly constituted groups results in interpretive difficulties since without random
assignment to groups and tasks, it becomes difficult to rule out the possibility that
within-group differences contributed to the outcome of the study. To avoid this
problem, the present study uses a repeated measures design in which the same subjects
performed all tasks. By counterbalancing two groups of subjects, the practice-on-task
effect which results from repeated task performance was taken into account. In addition,
subjects were selected by stratified sampling in order to provide a control of differences
between subjects. ln the following sections the selection of subjects is discussed in the
light of recent research into individual and interpersonal effects on group interaction and
task perfonnance. Increased familiarity with comprehending the speech of other
constant interlocutors, (Gass and Varonis, 1984) was controlled through counter-
balancing the order in which tasks were attempted by the two groups.
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3.4.1 The Student Body
The subjects for this study were taken from a lower intermediate class participating in
an English Proficiency Course at the English Language Institute, Victoria University
during the summer of 1988/89. The class contained twenty three students. These
students had been studying together in this intensive course for 25 hours per week for
eight weeks at the time of the study. Thus they were familiar with each other. In
addition they were accustomed to performing interactive tasks with a variety of different
partners. Two groups of four students were chosen from the class using a random
sanpling method to control for gender, ethnicity, and language proficiency. The
remaining students made up further groups, trvo of which were used to provide backup
data in case it was needed. A summary of student details is provided in Appendix D.
All groups were audio-recorded and treated equally except for the presence of video
cameras in the rooms of the two research groups. The following sections deal with the
selection process in more detail.
3.4.2 Linguistic Proficiency of Subjects
An investigation into the issue of profrciency level and interaction by Nation (1985)
found that homogeneous groups of lower proficiency learners doing a strip story task
produced a more even spread of talk with many more clarification rcquests than either
an advanced homogeneous group or mixed proficiency groups. A somewhat different
result was gained in a study by Porter (1986) of how learners talk to each other. Porter
concluded that learners received:
more input and better quality input from advanced learners than from
intermediates suggesting an advantage for practice with a higher level partner
from the perspective of quality and quantity of input (219).
But while the results of these studies appear conuadictory, in fact each was dealing with
different phenomena in terms of group size (eight subjects in Porter's group compared
to four in Nation's groups), proficiency levels (low and high proficiency learners in
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Nation's study compared to intermediate and advanced in Porter's study) and usk types
(Porter used open ranking tasks while Nation used closed ordering tasks). Clearly,
discussion on the advantages or disadvanuges of mixed profrciency groupings for
communicative task work must clarify the kinds of heterogeneity under examination so
that the conclusions are not misrepresented.
In the present study stratification of the population for proficiency was determined by
the procedure for class placement at the outset of the English Proficiency Course (EPC).
Eight classes were grouped on the basis of performance in the EPC Placement Test2
used at the English Language Institute. Scores for the class chosen for the study ranged
from 86 -114 which established the class at a lower intermediate level (see Appendix
D). Selecting students from a single streamed class put immediate constraints on conuol
or randomization of the subject proficiency variable. However since the placement
procedure did not take account of oral proficiency criteria, a range of levels of speaking
fluency existed in the class. These differences were further accentuated by the wide
range of frst language (Ll) backgrounds of the students. Thus, despite being a
sreamed class, there was considerable heterogeneity in spoken English proficiency.
Of ttre twenty three students in the class, four were excluded from the sampling
population on the basis of proficiency. Two had very high communicative proficiency
in spoken English and were in the class because of wealnesses in their writing and
academic English. The other two, recently arrived from South-East Asia, had difficulties
with English pronunciation which sometimes made communication difficult.
3.4.3 Gender of the Subjects
There are relatively few studies of sex differences in classroom interaction between non-
native speaker learners of English. This is evidenced by the fact that a recent survey
of interaction in second language classrooms (Chaudron, 1988) neglected mention of sex
of interlocutor as a learner variable worthy of attention.
2 The test battery included a written multi-choice vocabulary test, a dictation, and a C-test.
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The few studies that have taken place in this area (Gass and Varonis, 1986; Munroe,
1987; Holmes 1989; Gilbert, 1990; Pica, Holliday, Lewis, Berducci, and Newman, 1991)
confirm well-established findings from sociolinguistics and education that significant
gender-based differences in language use are prevalent both in and out of the classroom.
In a study of sex differences in NNSA.INS interaction, Gass and Varonis (1986) found
that men signal unacceptable input more often than women (1985:159) and dominate
male/female conversation (1986:341) although women tend to initiate more meaning
negotiations than men in mixed dyads (ibid:350). Similarly, Holmes notes in reviewing
a study of Australian ESL classes by Munroe (1987) that:
women tend to be 'good' listeners, supportive and cooperative conversationalists,
creating a comfortable environment for other's talk, while men by contrast tend
to compete for the floor and use a range of conversational control devices to
ensure they keep it. Female students are providing an ideal context for their
conversational partners. In mixed sex interaction, however, they are clearly
receiving less than their fair share of conversational encouragement (1989:17).
The sampling population for the present study included ten males and nine females and
this made equally mixed groups - two males and two females - a logical decision.
Assuming that many ESL classes are of mixed gender, this balance also represents an
authentic and therefore generalizable form of group composition. In addition, the
counterbalancing of the two groups for order of task performances meant that the same
gender mix for both groups avoided confounding gender and order of task performance
variables given that different interactional dynamics occur in mixed-gender and same-
gender groups as suggested above. The way the particular snrdents in this study
interacted in class tended to support this decision. They had been encouraged to work
in groups that reflected ettrnic diversity and mixed gender. In addition, both their
seating in class and their informal interaction during non-class time showed an easy
mixing of female and male students. Balancing the gender mix in each group had the
added practical advantage of making voice differentiation easier during transcription.
3.4.4 First Language Background of Subjects
The relationship between ethnicity and classroom behaviours has been the subject of a
growing number of studies. Chaudron (1988:105) provides a summary of investigations
in this area. Findings include differences in the tum-taking styles of Asians and Non-
Asians (Sato, 1982) and Chinese dominance in Japanese and Chinese dyads (Duff,
1e86).
As with gender, ethnicity is controlled in this study, not by accounting for all the
possible ethnic permutations but by limiting the research to a single generalizable option
- that of mixed ethnicity (see Appendix D). An ethnic mix in each group ensured that
members used English as the medium for information exchange during task
performance. Thus subjects were denied access to first language negotiation which
could have different characteristics. Obviously, since negotiation is an independent
variable, this limitation is important. The ethnic groups in the population included
Chinese, Korean, Ni-Vanuatu, kanian, French, Malay, Vietnamese, Cambodian, and
Indonesian.
Although Doughty and Pica were investigating the effect of the distribution of
information, a shortcoming h the design of their study was the selection of tasks which
differed across other features such as topic and activity type. In effect, their results
were the product of all the differences between the tasks including, but not exclusively
limited to, the distribution of information. While it would be unrealistic to even
recognize, much less control the variables that make up a task performance, the present
study attempted to avoid the shortcomings of the study by Doughty and Pica by
controlling a number of the more obvious usk variables (see Table 3).
Four different tasks were used in the study. The tasks were designed to instantiate two
task types distinguished by either:
(i) the division of information between participants (split information tasks)
3.5
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(ii) the sharing of information among panicipants (shared information tasks)
In the first, textual input is divided equally among the learners and must be exchanged
through communication in order to reach the task goal. In the second, the textual input
is shared by the group a.s a whole and so the group works together using this input to
reach the usk goal. Because the panicipants all begin with the same information, there
is no requircment for the exchange of information. In other words, a group member can
simply play a silent role and can do so without preventing the other members of the
group from reaching the task goal. The division of input among group members leads
to what is often known as an information gap or a split information task. The shared
type does not have a clearly defined label in the literature. Doughty and Pica
characterize this split/shared information distinction as a required/optional information
distinction. As discussed in section 2.6, the split/shared distinction is used in the present
study in preference to Doughty and Pica's tenns since how information is distributed
among participants is the key factor determining the optionality of interaction and is
therefore a more fundamental distinction to make. In practice however, both pairs of
labels make identical distinctions between actual tasks.
One of the split and one of the shared tasks used a list of hospital patients and a
medical, ethical situation as the basis for interaction, while the other pair of split and
shared tasks used a zoo map. The use of similar topics across both task types allows
task type comparisons while keeping topic constant. The use of two kinds of topic
within each task type also allows for comparison of the effects of different topics while
keeping task type constant. Thus, this design allows consistent comparisons ccrass task
type and zlso within task type.
Task 1: Task Type: Shared information
Topic A medical dilemma
In this task the students are given a list of critically ill patients with various personal
details about the patients and they are asked to discuss the patients and then to rank
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them according to their eligibility to receive the next available heart transplant.
Information about the patients in the textual input is shared by the whole group (see
Appendix A).
Task 2: Task Type: Shared information
Topic: A plan of a zoo layout
The object of this task is to rearrange the layout of a zoo given a plan of its present
layout, a list of problems inherent in this layout and some new developments facing the
zoo. The task is taken from Penny Ur's book Discussions that Work (1981). Subjects
are requested to do the task in three stages. First they look at the problems and new
developments and decide what changes these necessitate in the present layout. Second
they rank the problems in order of urgency. Finally they rearrange the zoo taking
account of as many of the problems and developments as possible. Subjects make
decisions via consensus among the group. Each subject has a copy of the present layout
and a list of the problems. Members of the group also share a large single copy of the
zoo plan (with empty areas) which they fill in as they solve each problem (see
Appendix A).
Task 3: Task Type: Split information
Topic: A medical dilemma
Each group member is given incomplete records of four patients whose lives depend on
receiving special surgery. The task has two parts. First, the students fill in the
incomplete records by exchanging information. Having done this, the information on
the patient records is checked against eight criteria which represent the doctors' ideas
on the ideal patient characteristics. These criteria are also divided equally amongst the
participants (two each) and so they also must be exchanged orally. As each criterion
is exchanged, it is checked against the patients' records so that each patient ends up with
a series of ticks and crosses according to whether they meet the criteria. The patient
with the most ticks is given priority for the operation by the group (see Appendix A).
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Task 4 Task Type: Split information
Topic: A plan of a zoo layout
In this task each member of the group is provided with an incomplete plan of Groveland
Zoo and a key containing symbols that represent amenities and miscellaneous objects
in the zoo. By sharing information from each incomplete plan, members are able to
complete their plans, to name the animals in each area, to name other buildings and
amenities, to relate the key symbols to particular amenities or objects and to place these
in the corect places on the maps. All information transfer takes place verbally and not
until the activity is complete are members permitted to show their plans to each other
(see Appendix A). Table 3 provides a breakdown of the components of each of the
tasks described above.
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TABLE 3
A Component Breakdown of Tasks Used in the Present Study
TASK
DIMENSIONS
TASKS
Task I Task 2 Task 3 Task 4
SETTINGS
Crroup size:
Seating
ammgemenu
four members
I
-yv6-t
four members
I\y
T
four members
I
-, T,-
four members
I
-tT t-
INPI.N
Media:
Topic/subject
matter:
lnformation
disribution:
written
a list of medical
patients and details
sharcd
wriBen & diagram
a zoo nap and list
of problems
sbared
written
a spy of incomplete
patient recsds and
two criteria
split
wrifen & diagram
an incomplete zoo
mnp and subset of
key itms
sptit
OUTCOMES
Activity:
Solution type:
Geme:
read, think, discuss,
rank
open
judgement,
explanation
read, think, discuss,
rank
mostly open
judgement,
explanation
transfer and order
given information
(orally), write
mostly closed
description
transfer and sder
. 
given information
(orally), write
closed
description
Task goal:
Leaming goal:
agreement
fluency
aSreement
fluency
completion
fluency
completion
fluency
Learner roles:
Teacher role:
unspecified
facilitate
unspecified
facilitate
unspecified
facilitate
unspecified
facilitate
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3.6 Procedures
The class members were told of the study some weeks prior to data collection and asked
if they were willing to participate. All were willing. They were told the reason for the
study was to assess the effectiveness of some new communication activities. They were
assured the study would not unduly disrupt their lessons since the sessions fitted easily
into the class prografilme, and the activities were similar to group discussion tasks which
were already a regular part of the daily timetable.
On the day prior to the collection of data, two practice sessions, one in the morning and
one in the afternoon, were undertaken using the procedures, rooms, supervisors and
equipment from the data gathering phase of the study. VHS video recorders and
portable cassette recorders were used to record the interactions of the groups during both
the practice sessions and the experimental sessions (although the wo backup groups
wers recorded on audio tape only).
Prior to each recorded session the whole class met together in their normal classroom
where they were divided into groups and assigned to various rooms. Each group went
to the same room for each session. When they arrived at the rooms they were greeted
by the supervisor given the materials and introduced to the task. After giving
instructions (see Appendix E) the supervisor reminded the students of the 30 minute
completion time and let them begin. The supervisor then sat to one side and allowed
the group to work their way through the task only intervening when requested to do so
by the group or if redirection was needed.
The group sat in a square formation around a table. Low barriers shielded each
individual's information from the rest of the group during the performance of the tasks
in which visual separation of textual input was essential (these barriers had also been
used in some other class activities and so wer€ familiar to the subjects). For the ranking
tasks the subjects were moved closer together to facilitate visual access to shared
information.
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The presence of video recording equipment was obviously necessary but could have had
an inhibiting effect on task performance. To minimizs this, a video camera was used
in the classroom several times on randomly selected days prior to the recording sessions.
Although the students had at fust been inrigued by the video, by the time the
experimental sessions took place they were so accustomed to it that they appeared not
to notice its presence. To further avoid any undue attention being paid to the cameras,
the equipment was set up unobtrusively in a corner and was loaded and preparcd for
filming prior to each session so that when the session began the supervisor was only
required to press a button to activate the recording.
Supervision of the two experimental groups used in the study was carried out by the
language laboratory assistant" with whom the class worked twice a week, and the class
teacher. These familiar members of staff were chosen to avoid the possibility that
subjects would be inhibited when performing the tasks in the presence of supervisors
with whom they were not familiar.
On the day after the final performance the subjects met together again for a feedback
session at which the four tasks were discussed. The subjects were encouraged to ask
questions, to look back over the texts for the tasks and to give their retrospective
impressions on the tasks. This session was audio-taped and relevant commenB were
transcribed.
3.7 Design
Table 4 summarizes the design of the study. A repeated measures design was used in
which each group of subjects performed under all four conditions. Order effects were
counterbalanced by the second group performing the tasks in reverse order. Task
performances took place on four separate days with a two day break separating
performances one and two from perforrnances three and four.
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TABLE 4
Experimental Design of the Prcsent Study
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
DAY GROUP I (N=4) GROUP 2 (N=4)
Familiarizadon:
Sharpd and split
infamation tasks
Familiarization:
Split and sbarcd
infsnation rqsks
Task 4
Split infomation
7fi
Task 3
Split infomution
Medical
Task I
Sbared information
Medical
Task 2
Sharcd infmation
7fi
Break Br€ak
Break Brcak
Task 2
Sbared information
7N
Task I
Shared infornation
Medical
Task 3
Split information
Medical
Task 4
Split inftrmation
7fr
3.7.1 Order of Task Performances
Scarcella and Long (1985) have shown that familiarity with a task reduces the need for
negotiation. Since the present study required the performance of similar task types
utilizing similar topics, it was essential to minimize the possibility of a practice effecr
This was done in two ways, sns utilizing class work prior to the study and the other
using the design of the study itself. First, following Doughty and Pica's example, the
subjects were familiariznd with both types of activities before the study began. They
had performed at least one shared and one split information task during the normal class
programme and had undertaken an additional familiarization session with each of the
task types on the day before data collection began. This reduced the likelihood of
improvement in task performance being a product of familiarity. Second, within the
experimental design, time benpeen tasks and the order of tasks reduced Ore familiarizing
effects of prior performance in the following ways:
There was a gap of four days bemeen performances of tasks that utilized the
same kind of topic ( 9:15 a.m. day one - 9:15 a.m. day five) ,
There was a three to five day gap between performances of tasks utilizing the
same distribution of information (9:15 a.m. day two - 9:15 a.m. day five for the
shared information task and 9:15 a.m. day one - 9:15 a.m. day six for the split
information task),
Where two tasks utilized the same kind of topic, different vocabulary was used
in the content of each taslc Thus, for the zoo tasks the animals in the split
information task were all different from those used in the shared information
task. In the t'wo medical tasks, the patient characteristics were different in each
task.
The task order undertaken by Group 2 was the reverse of that for Group l. This
ensured that the combined data from the two groups for any one of the tasks or
task types included performances that both preceded and followed performance
ru
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vof the other version of the same task or task type.
Finally where split information tasks were compared to shared information taslcs,
the effect of order was controlled by a time separation benveen the frst two
sessions in which the split information task preceded the shared information task
and in the final rwo sessions in which the shared information task preceded the
split information task. Thus when the data from the four performances of either
task type are put together they include rwo performances that preceded the other
task type and nvo that followed it.
Vocabulary Testing
A vocabulary list including all the content words in the written instn'rctions and material
for each task was used as the basis for pre- and post-test vocabulary evaluation. This
testing was designed to provide information on the acquisition of vocabulary from the
tasks. This list was given to each snrdent wo days before the recording sessions. They
were asked to go through the list and either illustrate using pictures, provide exarnples,
or write mother tongue or English uanslations for all the words they knew or recognised
and to ignore the words they could not recognise. They were asked to do this quickly
and without talking or sharing information with other members of the class. This took
about 30 minutes. The lists were taken immediately from each student as they were
completed. To measure post-test performance each student was given a copy of the
same list on the day following the final session and asked to go through it in the same
way as the fust session. Where subjects had used Ll translations in the test, the papers
were marked by bilingual speakers of the subject's Ll.
3.9 Data Analysis
In order to obtain comparable data from task performances of dffierent lengths of time,
frequencies were calculated using a standard task time of 28'30". The standard usk
time was calculated by averaging the times of the eight task performances (see Table
s).
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The four hours of recorded data from the eight task performances was transcribed in
full. The transcription was carried out using a Sony Dictator-Transcriber 8M80. The
initial transcription was completed by hand and comprised 135 pages of data All
utterances including parts of words and fillers were transcribed with overlaps and co-
occurring nrrns displayed visually. No attempt was made to transcribe suprasegmental
features although phonetic transcription was used occasionally where a referent was
unidentifiable or where a phonetic variant was of notable interest. An example of a
handwritten page which shows the uanscribing layout is included in Appendix B.
The handwritten transcription was later redone using the word processing facility of a
computer. The typed version made up 132 pages and involved a further full check of
the hand-written transcript against the recordings. The typed pages were laid out
somewhat differently with no indications of overlapping speech. An example of a typed
page of transcript is also included in Appendix B.
TABLE 5
Time on Tasks in Minutes and Seconds for Groups I and 2
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical Zoo
t2
Split
Medical Zoo
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Total
Group I(n4)
Group 2
(n=4)
23'12" 31',29"
16'40' 35'00'
29',34 34'20"
22',17" 35'39"
118'35',
109',36',
Total
Total
39',52 66',29"
LO6',2l"
5l'51" 69'59',
121'50', 228',tl"
The video recordings provided visual aid in interpreting certain segments of discourse
wherc gestures were used to express meaning. They were also included to provide a
Time as measurcd ftom the point at which interlocutors began talking independently of the supervisor
to when they sopped.
baclnrp recording of each performance.
The primary analysis of the data involved finding and classifying negotiating questions.
The procedures used to do this as well as the classification framework which evolved
provide an important part of the response to research question 2, and for this reason will
be fully described later in Chapter V alongside other aspects of the analysis which
pertain to this question. Similarly, details of the analysis of the 27,969 word corpus
from the tasks can be found in section 8.4 of Chapter VItr.
3.10 Summary
The study was designed to facilitate the intensive study of two groups of students
performing a series of classroom-based communication tasks. The subjects, tasks, and
performances werc carefully chosen so as to allow comparative data to be gathered from
the different task performances. At all stages in the design of the study attempB were
made to minimize the artificiality of the experimental conditions.
ChaPter fV
TIIE EFFECT OF TASK TYPE ON THE NEGOTHTION OF MEANING
4.1 Introduction
Following the approach taken by Doughty and Pica (1986), Long (1980, 1983) and
others, this chapter investigates the effect of different task conditions on the amount of
negotiation produced by language learners. Implicit in this line of research is the claim
that the value of a task can be measured by the extent to which it encourages
interlocutors to negotiate for meaning. The research question motivating the chapter is
as follows:
Research Question I
To what extent does the form of information distribution in a communication task
influence the negotiation of meaning?
The data and results cover three areas: the amount of negotiation (Hypothesis l), the
distribution of negotiation among interlocutors (Hypothesis 2), and the amount of
repetition (Hypothesis 3).
4.2 The Number of Negotiating Questions Produced under Different Task Type
Conditions
In split information tasks each group member has unique information which they must
give to other members in order to complete a task. In shared information tasks each
group member has common access to a central pool of information which they use to
solve a problem (see section 3.5 of Chapter III for a more detailed description of these
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task types). In the split tasks, individual contributions are considered necessary for
successful completion of the task. In the shared tasks, individual contributions are
optional, that is, it is conceivable that such a task could be completed without any
particular group member saying anything. Hypothesis I predicted that in keeping with
Doughty and Pica's (1986) results, split information tasks would produce more
negotiating questions than shared information tasks.
Hypothesis I A split information task will generate a higher frequency of negotiating
questions in a given time than a shared information task based on
topically similar material.
The hypothesis was evaluated in its null form using a SAS (1989) statistical package for
a three way factorial anangement of the data with subjects nested under the group
factor. The resulting analysis of variance is summarizpd in Table 6. Relevant means
and standard deviations are shown in Table 7. Frequency data based on a standard task
time can be found in Table 8 and are displayed visually in Figure l. Frequency data for
each subject can be found in Tables C-8(a) and C-8(b) in Appendix C.
The analysis of variance showed that the distribution of information and the topic of the
task both had a main effect on the frequency of negotiation. Inspection of the means in
Table 7 indicates that the split information tasks produced significantly more negotiating
questions than shared information tasks (F r.o = 21.16; p< .01), and the zoo topic
produced significantly more negotiating questions than the medical topic (F r.o = 14.88;
p< .01). The group factor (representing the order of tasks) was not significant at the
five percent level.
A visual inspection of Figure I provides a strong confirmation that split information
tasks tend to increase the frequency of negotiating acts relarive to shared information
tasks, and independently of topic and of group. Not unexpectedly, choice of a topic, and
to a lesser extent, group, also have an effect on the t'requency of negotiating behaviour.
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TABLE 6
Summary of Analysis of Variance for the Negotiation Data
Source of variance MS
Groups
Task type
Topic
Task type x topic
1339.0
5s38.8
3894.0
830.3
1339.0
5538.8
3894.0
830.3
5.12
21.16**
14.88**
3.r7
*tp<.01
TABLE 7
Mean Frequencies (and Standard Deviations) of Negotiating Questions in a Standard
Task Time of 28'30"
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Group I
Medical
3
59.8
(40.0)
39.5
(13.8)
Zno
4
82.3
(44.6)
8r.5
(2e.s)
Shared
Medical 7-oo
I2
38.8 55.5(20.4) (32.4)
28.3 37.8(le.e) (18.7)
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TABLE E
Frequency of Negoriating Questions in a standard rask rime of 2g'30"
Figure l. The Fre_quelcy of Negotiating Questions in a Standard Task Timc of
28'30" by Two Groups of l*arners performil4 Four Tasks.
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical 7.oo
t2
Split
Medical 7no
3 4
Total
Group I
Group 2
155
113
222
14l
239
15E
329
326
945
738
Total
268 363
631
397 655
1052 1683
350
3m
2s0
o
3zmI
ri
150
100
I (Mad) 2@N)
SHAREI)
3 (Med) 4 (zm)
SPLIT
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The finding that split tasks produced more negotiation than shared confirmed the results
of earlier studies of a similar nature (ser Doughty and Pica, 1986 in particular). The
mean number of negotiations in a l0 minute segment of interaction data from Doughty
and Pica was 64 for the split task, and 40 for the shared task. In the present study, the
figures for a ten-minute segment were 92 and 55 respectively. While the direction of
the difference between the tasks is consistent across both studies, there are obvious
differences betrveen the studies in the absolute numbers of negotiations. A range of
factors including interlocutor variables (of which sex, age and ethnicity have all been
shown to influence negotiating behaviour in previous studies) and choice of topic can
account for the differences between the studies. A further explanation lies in the use
in the present study of a more extensive system for coding and counting negotiations.
4.2.1 Accounting for Task-Based Variation in the Level of Negotiation
In the split information tasks (Tasks 3 & 4) the need for a high level of accuracy in
transferring discrete pieces of information is likely to account for the large amounts of
negotiation which occurred. This kind of information transfer demands considerable
concentration of the learners who must regularly 'backtrack' to check and confirm that
(from the speaker's perspective) what was said was what was heard, and (from the
listener's perspective) what was heard was what was said. Checking and crosschecking
involved adjustments to fine points of language production and perception (e.g, how a
word is spelt, or whether a speaker said "pond" or "bond") in order to progress on a
task.
Similarly, the element of a jigsaw solution (Gibson, 1975) in these tasks in conjunction
with the equal division of unique information amongst interlocutors (a two-way rather
than a one-way flow of information - see Long, 1980), prcvents interlocutors from short-
cuning the negotiation process by either settling for a reduced level of comprehension
or foregoing comprehension for the sake of personal face and social acceptability
(Aston, 1986:139). Since strategies such as writing or sharing diagrams are also not
available, learners are forced to rely on verbal negotiation supported by gesture and
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other non-verbal signals to ensure the accurate transfer of information. This in turn puts
greater strain on memory and in so doing brings into operation memory constraints
where the processing of information is occurring at the same time as new information
is arriving. As Ellis (1989) points out:
Speech that usss extensive memory space limia the operational flexibility of
conuol processes; conversely, speech requiring complex control decisions
restricts the space available for memory. Production involves a constant trade-
off between the competing demands on memory and control mechanisms (34).
The outcome of this 'trade-off is shortened turns and an increased rate of tum-taking
requiring more checking and contirming, and thus, as the results show, more negotiation.
In contrast, the shared information tasks (Tasks I and 2), are not bound by the need to
exchange information verbally nor by the need to deal in small exchangeable chunks of
information. For this reason the discourse characterizing the performance of these tasks
includes longer turns and frequent pauses for thought. In addition, the nature of these
tasks, with no one learner having to provide the group with unique information, means
that learners are not required to interact or understand what is happening if they chose
not to. In fact the shared tasks allow group members, if they wish, to take the option
of feigned comprehension, agreement or silence without actually halting progress or
apparent successful completion of the task. Thus, as we might expect, learners
frequently use avoidance strategies, overlooking ill-formed input or comprehension
problems and showing much less concern for detail than in the split information tasks.
Learners can also avoid negotiating when faced with trouble (especially where
perception or language meaning might otherwise cause problems) by using a wide range
of non-verbal coping strategies including pointing, sketching, and reading.
An additional factor which may contribute to the different levels of negotiation is the
nature of the topic. When the topic requires learners to express opinions on ethical
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issues, it brings into operation rules of politeness and restraint pertaining to issues of
a personal or sensitive nature. Such rules were hardly necessary in the two split tasks
in which learners were not required to make decisions of an open or personal kind but
only to pool certain information units. Where the topic might constrain negotiation or
discussion as with the ethical dilemma posed by Task l, then a lower amount of
negotiation might even be entirely appropriate to the context.
4.2.2 Assessing the Differences
If we are to take the interactionalist view of negotiation at face value, the greater
amount of negotiation occurring in the split information tasks would lead to the
conclusion that these tasks provide a better environment for SLA than the shared
information tasks. This may not be so when we look more closely at the types of
negotiation occurring and the communicative implications.
The fact that so much negotiation was required to complete the split tasks (an average
of 9 negotiating questions per minute) shows perhaps just how inefficient this descriptive
oral mode is as a means of information transfer. In the following example only two
pieces of information are being transferredn one, the position of the rose garden (above
the playground) and two, the position of the kiwis (in the top circle).
(r)
S6
s7
s5
S6
s7
s8
s6
s7
S6
s5
s7
s6
S7
s8
ss
S6
s7
s5
s7
a rose garden yeah ro-
rose garden? -rose garden
near the botanic garden?
yeah yeah yeah yeahf low the mid the middle and above playground, yeabr?
L above the above the play ground nunm rose garden
ohh above rnm ro- rose garden rose garden
yeah, so a rose garden yeah that's alright?
mmm rose garden mulm yep
and ah next. to right circles and the top? you separate top?
ahh
yeah
kiwi, kiwis, k i w I i mmm k i wLki? mm
where? where
which?
mmm the circle? -circle, top circle top top
yeah the lop onethe circle?
which? top
yeah, the big, the big circle'l
circle or-? half circle, yeab
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s6
S8
S5
s7
S8
S5
s6
s8
s5
s8
s6
S7
yeah
ohh, not this
mnm kiwis
this
yeah half circle, separate top, yeab ? and k i-
means a balf half circle?
-he means, ahh she means ahh sorry, she means- the circle- have separate two
+ircle, - circle
no no no there is two circle one is ba{ circle one is full big circle? mmrr
lahh sorry sorry mm yeah big circle yeab big
circle sorryf so kiwis
L UUnm
yep
on tbe top kiwis ?
uunm yeah
kiwi cause plural and Oe otber half circle under?
ehh kiwis yeab
Such straighdonvard information about spatial location could probably be communicated
much more accurately and efficiently in writing or by pointing. For this reason we may
wish to question the validity of tasks requiring continual negotiation (see Aston, 1986
for a discussion of this point). Such tasks can present leamers with an artificial
constmct with little relevance to authentic discourse or to a holistic view of
sociolinguistic competence.
Similarly, too much negotiation may represent an unhealthy focus on the means of
performing a task and not on the goal of the task. Such negotiation represents continual
'pushdowns' (Varonis & Gass, 1985). This kind of scenario may indicate that the task
is not controlled enough, that the learning burden of the task is too great, requiring
learners to cope with too much unfamiliarity in an unsupportive context. A possible
result is that the learners become frustrated and not only fail to benefit from the task,
but develop a negative picture of both themselves as learners and of the activity.
The discussion thus far has examined problematic aspects of large amounts of
negotiation typical of split information t"rsk performances. But what of the negotiation
occuning in shared information tasks? Given the option of avoiding negotiation in these
tasks, the less proficient or less self-confident group members may well choose
avoidance at times when comprehensibility is not complete. Thus they may remain
passive and be carried along by the others rather than persist in achieving
comprehensibility. Unfortunately, such group members may be the ones who would
benefit most from initiating and persisting with negotiation through which they might
kiwi?
I t..o mmm
I mnm yeahI kiwi?
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achieve greater comprehension. Even assuming that their vicarious involvement in the
negotiation of others is of value, the smaller afiiount of such negotiation in such tasks
would still work against these less confident or competent group members.
However, it is also true that, as mentioned above, learners performing shared tasks have
access to other means of achieving comprehensibility besides negotiation. To the extent
that they use these means (including pointing, drawing, writing, reading and using
contextual clues in the textual input), a reduced level of negotiation does not presuppose
a corresponding drop in comprehensible input.
Finally, while the results show a large amount of negotiation is typical of the activity
of uansferring information or describing something in detail, in fact authentic interaction
has been shown to be more concerned with social cohesion and with maintaining
interpersonal relationships @rown, 1978) than with transferring information. If learners
are to develop competence in this type of interaction, then the tasks they work on may
need to reflect the social and discoursal demands of communication and not just its
linguistic demands. Indeed, frequent breaks to negotiate in many discursive rather than
descriptive communicative contexts may be not only counter-productive but also
inappropriate (Aston, 1986: 130-13 I ).
In conclusion, it is not necessarily the case that a large amount of negotiation is a
positive attribute of task performance. While there may be a psycholinguistic rationale
for encouraging negotiation between learners, negotiation may not always be appropriate
or pedagogically useful. In the first instance, while frequent negotiation may be
appropriate in a descriptive mode of discourse such as that produced by split tasks
(though not necessarily common in everyday language use), it may not be appropriate
in other more discursive modes with which learners will need experience. Second, a
large amount of negotiation can indicate difficulties in task performance and an
unhelpful preoccupation with language forms.
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4.3 The Distribution of Negotiation among Interlocutors
If as has been claimed, oppornrnities for meaningful language production play a vital
role in language learning (Swain, 1985; Ellis, 1991), then an important benefit of task-
based group work is that it provides opportunities for active language use from all
participants. By way of contrast teacher-fronted classroom activity tends to provide very
few opportunities for learners to talk and interact (Long, Adams, Mclean and Castanos,
r976).
However, even in group work, equal involvement of all participants in a task
performance is unlikely given individual variations in confidence, proficiency and
interactive style. But if it is to be encouraged, if the weaker or more self-effacing
leamers are to be 'pushed' to extend themselves in the target language, then the task
needs to have some component which ensures interaction by all. This is in fact a key
feature of split information tasks in which each learner has responsibility for transfening
an equal share of the divided textual input to the other learners in a group. The
prediction that this requirement to interact will in fact lead to even distribution of
negotiating questions is expressed in the following hypothesis.
Ilypothesis 2 Negotiating questions will be mare equally distibuted arnong group
mcmhers in split information tasks than in shared inforrwtion taslcs, as
shown by cornparisons of the proportion of negotiartng questions for each
group member across the different nsks.
Data for the distribution of negotiating questions between the subjects in each group for
all tasks is shown in Table 9 (a) & (b). In contrast to previous results, the data shown
here represents obtained frequencies (question counts which are not adjusted to a
standard task time). These figures are converted into percentages in the second column
for each task. These percentages provide the necessary information on distribution. The
results lend only weak support to the hypothesis.
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TABLE9(a)&(b)
Distribution of Negotiating Questions among Subjects in Each Group Expressed as
Obtained Frequencies (and Percentage Frequencies).
(a) Group I
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Sharcd
Medical Zoo
t2
Split
Medical 7no
34
Total
s1
S2
s3
s4
Total
48 (38) 94 (3e)
2r (r7) 86 (35)
43 (34) 48 (20)
14 (11) 16 ( 6)
r22 (4e) 134 (34)
s3 (22) l4l (35)
43 (17) 100 (2s)
2e (r2) 23 (6)
3e8 (3e)
301 (30)
234 (23)
82(8)
126 (100) 244 (r00)
370 (36)
247 (rW) 3e8 (100)
64s (64) l0ls (100)
O) Group 2
Task type:
Topic:
Task ge6tt
Shared
Medical Zoo
t2
Split
Medical Zoo
34
Total
s5
s6
s7
s8
6 ( e) 33 (le)
26 (3e) 40 (23)
27 (4r) 76 (44)
7 (rL) 23 (r4)
l8 (15) 68 (17)
34 (27) 136 (33)
44 (3s) r33 (32)
28 (23) 73 (18)
125 (16)
236 (3r)
280 (36)
13l (17)
Total
66 (100) t72 (Jm)
238 (3r)
r24 (100) 410 (100)
534 (6e) 772 (rW)
n
While for most comparisons across performances there was a trend towards more equal
sharing of negotiation in the split tasks, the share of negotiation held by subjects Sl, 52,
54 and 55 changed only slightly in favour of the hypothesis across performances of the
zoo tasks whether they were of a split or shared design. In the case of Sl there was a
clear movement against the direction of the hypothesis across the split and shared task
with a medical topic. Figure 2 displays this information visually. The weak support for
the hypothesis can be seen in the tendency for the circles representing negotiation in the
split tasks to be in closer proximity m the 25% mtrk (0) representing equal sharing for
all subjects except S1. However, most of the movement occurs in a horizontal direction
representing change betrveen split and shared tasks with a medical topic. The lack of
strong vertical movement (except for S7) shows a smaller effect for split and shared
tasks using a zoo topic.
Even allowing for the movement that did occur towards more even distribution of
negotiation between interlocutors in the split tasks, there remains a persistently wide gap
across all tasks between the interlocutor who contributed the smallest share of
negotiating questions and the interlocutor who contributed the largest share. This is
panicularly clear in the case of Sl who contributed no less than 34Vo of the negotiating
questions in any one task performances for Group l, and of 54, who contributed no
more than 127o. In fact when each interlocutor is ranked according to their share of
negotiation on each task performance the result shows very little movement in the
relative positions of any of the interlocutors across the four tasks. This can be seen in
the positioning of interlocutors in relation to each other in Figure 3 (a) & (b).
That the strengths and weaknesses of the interactive behaviour of individual interlocutors
tended to persist across all tasks suggests that it is individuals themselves and the
dynamics of a group which have a stronger effect on determining how negotiation is
distributed than the equal division of information. Thus, the extent to which
interlocutors will negotiate in a given task appears to be srongly effected by their
proficiency, confidence, and the interpersonal dynamic of the group. Less proficient
interlocutors for example, may simply have to ask more questions in order to maintain
comprehension. Alternatively, more confident interlocutors may do the negotiation - the
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checking and the confirming - on behalf of other interlocutors who may have similar
comprehension problems but not the same willingness or confidence to negotiate
meaning.
Whatever the explanation for ttre differences, the persistent patrerns of large and small
shares of negotiation for various individuals appear to support Seliger's (19g3)
distinction between high and low input generators, the former being learners who take
an active role in interaction the latter those who do not. It appears to be true even in
tasks designed to give all group members equal opportunities to participate.
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The Number of Non-negotiating Repeats Produced under Different ti;
Type Conditions
Repeats which occur as, or in a negotiating question are analyzed as pan of the corpus
of negotiation questions (e.g. "marry?" by Sl in example (2) on page 83). However,
many repeats do not function in this way. Many occur as a response to a negotiating
question as in the rcpeat of "between twenty and forty if they are married" by 54 in the
same exarnple. But because of their effects on redundancy, even non-negotiating repeats
may have an important contribution to make to the comprehensibility of input and thus
can be considered a significant feature of both foreigner talk and interactive discourse.
Hypothesis 3 predicts that non-negotiating repeats,like negotiating questions, the subject
of Hypothesis l, are likely to be used most frequently in split tasks where information
needs to be accurately transferred and where, by implication, there is a greater need for
clarification of meaning.
Hypothesis 3: Excluding 'negotiating repeats' such as those that function as
confirmation checlcs, a split information task will generate a
higher frequency of self- ond other-repeats per task in a given
time than a shared information task
Table l0 displays the frequency of repeats (excluding non-negotiating repeats) in the
mean task time of 28'30" on all task performances. As the hypothesis predicled, non-
negotiating repeats were produced at a much higher rate in the split information tasks
than in the shared information tasks with the former producing three times more than
the latter (a combined frequency of 294 in the shared information tasks compared to
1057 for the split information tasks). This information is displayed in Figure 4. The
results were significant at p< .05 (l+.c = 59) on The Page Test For Ordered Alternatives
(Siegel and Castellan, 1988)t.
4.4
I Because individual subject ftequencies were noi calculated, a multivariate analysis was not possible.
8l
TABLE 10
Number of Non-negotiating Repeats in a standard rask rime of 2g'30"
Ftgure 4' The Number of Non-negotiating Repeats Produced in a Standard. Task
Time of 28'30" by Two Groups of Lcarners performing Four Tasrcs
Task type:
Topic:
Task Code:
Shared
Medical Zoo
t2
Split
Medical Zoo
34
Total
Group I
Group 2
59
&
ll8
53
r75
249
220
413
572
779
Total
t23 t7I
294
424 633
1057 1351
450
400
3s0
300
H 2so
,$ t*
150
100
50
0
I (Med) 2 g.rr.\
SHARED SPLIT
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While task type had by far the strongest and most consistent effect on repeats across
pairings of equivalent tasks, the picture is complicared by additional strong effecrs for
topic and group. Overall the zoo tasks produced 32Vo more repeats than the medical
tasks (the four zoo tasks produced a tonl of 804 repears and the four medical usks, 547)
and Group 2 produced 27Vo more repears than Group l.
Interest in repeats in the present context derived from the initial coding of negotiation
moves in the pilot study where it quickly became apparent that not only were repears
widespread in task-based discourse, but that distinguishing them in terms of negotiating
and non-negotiating functions was difficult. Similar diffrculties were rcported by
Doughty and Pica (1986:317). Doughty and Pica distinguish rhree kinds of repetirion:
repairing, preventative and reacting repetitions. They found that whether repetitions
occurring during communication breakdowns were included or excluded from a count
of interactional modifications, the results were consistent, thus eliminating "any
apprehension about the definition and role of repetition in interactional modifications"
(318). Furthermore, a study by Pica, Young and Doughty (1987) found rhar, at least as
far as NS/NNS interaction was concerned, interaction facilitated comprehension largely
through the increase in repetition that it generated. Data from the presenr study showed
repeats functioning in various ways: as holding devices, as promps by a listener for a
speaker to continue, as expressions of surprise, as rehearsals of unfamiliar or difficult
content words and as self- and other-repair.
Thus, while repeats categorized as non-negotiating are invariably marginalized in
contrast to the attention paid to negotiating questions, non-negotiating repeats (that is
repeats without a high rise terminal contour (HRTC)) may nevertheless be equa1y
effective in obtaining more comprehensible input even when quesrioning intonation is
absent. For example, an utterance repeated by interlocutors provides information for a
speaker on the interlocutors' perception and understanding of the initial utterance. Where
the repeat contains some error, it may initiate a repair sequence from the original
speaker. Should a repeat by an interlocutor be accurate then it acts as a prompt for the
original speaker to continue. Even if a repeat is not intended for scrutiny by the group
it provides valuable opportunities for private rehearsal or a kind of 'thinking aloud'
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processing of incoming information. Functioning thus, repeats aid the development of
spoken accuracy as well as improving input.
4.4.1 Repeats and Negotiation
Since both repeats and negotiating questions are pan of the repertoire which
interlocutors have available for avoiding or dealing with breakdowns in communication,
the large numbers of both features in the split tasks is hardly surprising. Like
negotiating questions, repeats are commonly used to assist the accurate transfer of
information especially where access to non-verbal communication strategies is limited
and where memory constraints operate on the ability of interlocutors to process
information while they listen. But there are other similarities. Not only is a repeat
commonly employed in response to a negotiating question (as in repeats by 54 in (2)
below), but repeats are themselves often negotiating questions as when they are
combined with a HRTC2 to function as a confirmation check ('marry?' by Sl).
ahh the most condition for patient is the age between a-b twenty or forty if they re married
I 
uerore wbat? age *on'or, 
'"*ur*rrn twenty 
t\*r* 
'Tr*, are marrhd
marry? yeah
ttarried MSPI 7:18)
In such cases often only a single prosodic feature, the HRTC, distinguishes a non-
negotiating repeat from a negotiating repeat (i.e. one which functions as a negotiating
question). The similarities between repeats and negotiating questions are consistent with
their distribution across the different tasks. The shared medical task produced both the
lowest number of repeats and negotiating questions, while the split zoo task produced
the highest number of both. Furthermore, when all the tasks are ranked in a stepwise
progression from those containing the lowest to highest numbers of repeats on the one
hand and negotiating questions on the other, the ranking of tasks is almost identical for
both interactional features. Figure 5 (a) & (b) show this result.
(2')
s4
s1
s4
s1
34
2 (See section 5.4.3 for a discussion of the different functions of rhe HRTC)
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Figure 5(a)- A Comparison of the Number of Repeats and Number of Negotiating
Questioru across Four Taslcs for Group I
Fisure 5(b)- A Comparison of the Number of Repeats and Number of Negotiating
Questions across Four Tasks for Group 2
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The similarities between repeats and negotiating questions arc also seen in a comparison
of Groups I and 2 in Table 11. Members of Group 2, while using negotiating questions
less than Group I in the task performances, were nevertheless using repeats more
frequently. lVhen negotiating questions and repeats are combined to represent a single
catsgory of interactive behaviour, the greater number of negotiating question produced
by Group I is counterbalanced by the greater number of repeats produced by Group 2.
TABLE 1I
The Total Number of Negotiating Questions and Non-negotiating Repeats in Four
Task Perfonnances
But excessive use of repeats, like too many negotiating questions may not always be a
positive feature of interactive performance (see section 4.2.2). Too much repetition may
be non-productive resulting in, and being the result of frustration and a lack of progress
on task as extract (3) shows.
this brown bears
I brown bears
L brown
brown bears?
brown-
brownfl bears
L br?
bears fbr yeahyeah
Lbears you loow?
what is this?
bei
bei
(3)
S5
s8
s7
s6
s8
s5
s7
s8
s5
s6
s5
S6
Negotiating questions Repeats Total
Group I 945 572 t517
Group 2 738 779 1517
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s7
s6
s5
s7
s6
s5
s7
s6
S8
S5
s8
s5
s7
s5
s7
s6
s5
S6
s8
s5
s8
S7
s8
s6
s5
s8
S6
S7
S6
s5
S6
s7
S5
s8
S6
S7
s5
s8
s6
s7
s5
s8
s5
iLbe i?
rulm
rs
hlng on bang pn.. b?
Lb
ea
r, huh?
fa a a yeahLaaa bears
bears
rs
fbers
ILf s
hers
Lf r s
L bears !ea$, lI see, bears, I see,
Lbers you loow?
I sorry yep and
L yeah
pardon?
bears
a bears
f beffs
Lbers
I bears
L I bears
L bears, big
a bears?
I mmur
L I mearr a big animal
yeah yeah yeah
yes yes, I ah which ue the other nane? ahh you bave two words therp
yes brownf brown bears
L fbrown a bears
L fbrown ahh yes ahh brown yeah mmn and
L brown brown yes brown brown bears I think
I brow- brown bears
L mmm brown brown bears
IIlm
brown bears
ye{ mmn and uh
L that's all no
opposite this brown bears tbere is a balf of recungle ...
What is gained through this extended piece of negotiation involving constant repetition
of the item 'brown bears'? Subject 55 (who pronounced brown bears as &Uq!_bgd)
gets feedback on a pronunciation problem, and using the model provided by
interlocutors is able to adjust her pronunciation towards the target language form.
However, for the other three members of the group very little appears to be gained and
too much unsuccessful effort has been expended on a lengthy side sequence (Varonis
zsn 3.3
and Gass, 1985) at a cost to forward progress on the task.
A similar point has been made about negotiation. While its presence in interactive talk
seems to be a good thing, there is a point at which the breakdown in communication
causing it might be resolved more effrciently by other means. Unfortunately, in the split
tasks the options of either overlooking a problem or circumventing it through writing,
reading or pointing are not available since the central purpose of the task is to uansfer
information accurately without irccess to shared task content.
Despite these qualifications, the results show that repeats are an integral part of
negotiation and can function in a number of important ways in task-based interaction
between language leamers. They may provide opportunities to practise new or
unfarniliar sounds and words, to display comprehension (or a lack of comprehension)
and they may enhance input by providing redundancy through which learners have
additional opportunities to process unfamiliar language.
Other Task Variables
In previous sections the effect of a single task type distinction (split versus shared-
information) on the negotiating behaviour of language learners was exarnined. The
results showed that the way in which information was distributed in a task had a
sigfficant bearing on the amount and distribution of negotiating questions as well as on
the amount of repetition. But a task is clearly a complex interaction of several
components of which information distribution is only one While useful generalizations
can be made by attempting to isolate and control a single dimension such as this, other
aspects of a task will inevitably impinge on task-generated behaviour. These include
topic, the form of the textual input, the linguistic and cognitive load of the input and of
task procedures, the solution type, the clarity and complexity of the instructions, and the
effect of socio-cultural and personal interactions on topic.
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4.5.f The Significance of Topic
In the design of the tasks in the present study, the effect of topic was varied across task
types by the use of the same two topics, a zoo-based topic and a medically-based topic
for both split and shared information tasks. This was an importanr design feature since
it allows for an assessment of the effect of information distribution across and within
topics (see Table 3, Chapter III), thus increasing the generalizability of the tindings for
information distribution, as well as providing information about rhe effect of topic on
interactive behaviour.
As Tables 6 to 8 showed, topic had a signiticant eft'ect on negotiar.ion. For both the
split and the shared intbrmation tasks, the task utilizing the zoo topic produced more
negotiation than the task utilizing the medical topic. However, a ropic is not a single
entity. but is multidimensional. Theret'ore if generalizarions related to topic are to be
made, it may be necessary to look beyond the narrowness of specitic ropics and to see
them in terms of other distinctions, as between ethical and non-ethical, diagrammatic and
non-diagrammatic, serious versus non-serious, familiar and non-familiar, imaginative and
factual, t'easible and non-t-easible issues, and so on. tn this vein Klippel (1984:2) for
example, refers to activities which arc focused on different ropic types including
personal, intimate, tjctional and tactual topic types. Using such distinctions, a given
topic may hecome signiticant not of itselt, but because it represenrs particular t'eatures.
Such t-eatures in turn may provide the basis tbr describing the relationship between
interactive language behaviour and differ-ent topics.
In the discussion that tbllows, a number of the distinctions introduced above will be
examined to show ways in which they may have intluenced the interactive behaviour
of the leamers in the studv.
4.5.2 The Form of the Textual Input : Diagrammatic/Non-diagrammatic
Visual support was not an experimentally controlled variable in the present study and
so its ettects on pertbrmance are ditTicult to substantiate. But given its close association
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with the topic variable which was controlled and was signihcant, the role it may have
had in the frndings needs to be acknowledged.
Broadly speaking the material that comprised the textual input for the usks in the
present study was of two kinds: diagrammatic or spatial (the zoo tasks) and non-
diagrammatic (the medical tasks). Linking these different forms of textual input with
the findings for topic, the diagrammatic (zoo) tasks produced more negotiation than their
non-diagrammatic (medical) counterparts within each task type pairing.
In a study by Nurss and Hough (1985), children showed improved performance on tasks
in which visual support was supplied than in tasks in wilch it was not available. While
the authors did not investigate interactional aspects of discourse or language learning,
the result suggests that the limited target language resources of interlocutors might also
be assisted by visual dimensions to a task. These dimensions provide tangible non-
linguistic reference points and in doing so presumably reduce the cognitive strain of task
performance and thereby assist communication. There is an immediacy to information
presented in a diagrammatic form since it is not in need of the same degree of decoding
as information conveyed in the words and structures of a second language. A picture
or diagram is after all capable of displaying information in a comprehensible form in
situations where a common language is not available.
Results from a study by Crookes and Rulon (1988) support 
. 
these suggestions. In this
study, learners appeared less likely to provide feedback on error when performing a
problem solving task with visual support than in a task without visual support. To
explain this result, the authors suggest that even if an utterance is ill-formed or not fully
understood in a usk with visual support, it is possible for interlocutors to give it
meaning by reference to the picture under discussion. This reduces the need to further
negotiate comprehension of such problematic input.
In the present study however, more negotiation occurred in tasks with a diagrammatic
or spatial dimension than in those without such a dimension. Defining the scope of
negotiation offers one explanation for the apparent contradiction between the results
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from these hno studies. Crookes and Rulon look specifically at feedback on eror
which, in the present study, is only one aspect of negotiation. Where negotiation also
includes aspects of performance such as reaching consensus and clarifying procedures,
then more negotiation represents greater involvement of interlocutors in the task
performance.
Another explanation involves the nature of the visual support. In the study by Crookes
and Rulon the task sheets were pictorial, but in the tasks in the present study the task
sheets were diagrammatic, and thus more abstracl While shared pictures of specific
objects may considerably reduce the communicative burden of interaction as Crookes
and Rulon suggest" diagrams, within which lexical items are embedded without pictorial
support may be much less effective at aiding task performance.
Finally there is a close link betrreen the use of diagrammatic tasks in the present study
and the nature of the required activity. Both diagrammatic tasks involved spatial
manipulation of the task content in contrast !o more abstract prioritizing of information
in the non-diagrammatic tasks. An alternative explanation is therefore that the different
levels of negotiation associated with diagrammatic and non-diagrammatic content may
be the product of different activities as much as different types of content, though there
is clearly a close association betureen the two.
4.53 The Solution TSpe: Open and Closed Task Types
Long (1989) has suggest€d that the open/closed distinction is particularly important and
possibly superior to other task type distinctions. Open tasks are open in the sense that
interlocutors are given the freedom to reach their own solution rather than work towards
the pre-defined solution typical of closed tasks. The degree of openness of tasks was
not an experimentally controlled variable within the present study and so the discussion
that follows is largely a retrospective account requiring more rigorous testing.
Nonetheless, it is possible to place each task used in the study on a cline representing
various degrees of openness and closedness as in Figure 6. Task I, the shared
information medical task was the only truly open task in ttrat the goal was not at all
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predetermined but was purely an outcome of the prcferences of the group members. In
other words the interlocutors could have chosen any solution they preferred without
violating the procedural requirements of ttre task.
Figure 6. The Relative Positions of Tasla Used in the Present Swdy on a Cline
Representing Degrees of Openness and Closedness.
The split information zoo task, Task 4, at the other end of the cline, was a closed task
with a single inflexible solution achieved through the exchange of locative references
in a zoo - an activity with immediate, predetermined, tangible outcomes.
Task 2, the shared information zoo tosk, and Task 3, the split information medical task,
displayed lesser degrees of openness and closedness respectively and so lay at intervals
betrveen the two extremes of the tasks discussed above. Task 2 was essentially an open
task but with restrictions on the range of solutions possible. Task 3, while essentially
a closed task, required interlocutors to int€rpret data according to a set of criteria and
then to rank the data to the extent that it fulfilled the various criteria. There was in this
ranking activity, room for interpretative disagreement and so the task had a superficial
likeness to the ranking done in open tasks. Hence its location on the cline to the left
of Task 4.
A comparison of the order of the tasks on the cline with a rank ordering of the same
tasks for both groups according to the amount of negotiation each task generated Cfable
8), shows a consistent relationship. The least negotiation occurred where the task was
open with a step-wise increase in the zrmount of negotiation occurring with each move
to the right along the cline. At the far right, the most negotiation occurred where the
Task:
Task Type:
Solution
Type:
4
Shared Split
Open Closed
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task was closed. The consistency of this result across the tbur tasks and the two groups
is initially surprising. One possible explanation is that the 'openness/closedness'
distinction represents varying degrees of structural support available within a given task
which either facilitates or inhibits active participation. Thus, the open tasks in the
present study were relatively unstructured and so allowed interlocutors plenty of freedom
in the way they perlormed the tasks and in the extent to which they were prepared to
negotiate solutions to a mutually agreeable point of resolution.
The closed tasks, given the narrowness of their goals, had a more rigid, carefully detined
structure denying learners the opportunity to succes.sfully compromise or agree on
incomplete solutions. The enhanced pertormance of the interlocutors doing the closed
tasks suggests that the structured naturc of the goal of these tasks tacilitates interaction.
Given the cognitive demands ol task pertbrmance in a second language it is hardly
surprising that minimizing the procedural demands of a task through clear stnrcturing
of the goals and procedures of a task may lead to greater panicipation. A conclusion
such as this is consistent with the discussion on the use of diagrammatic material where
it was suggested that the tangible reterence points provided in diagrams, support the
limited linguistic resources of interlocutors, ftereby tacilitating their ability to contribute
to the ensuing interuction. Interestingly, Task 4, the most closed of the tasks (which
also used diagrammatic input), was rated the most enjoyable task by the subjects in the
feedback session held atier the pertbrmances.
In contrast to the closed diagrammatic tasks, it was perhaps a combination of the
openness, optionality of interaction and the lack of procedural guidelines in Task l, the
shared information medical task, that caused it to generate so little talk. Clearly the
open-endedness of the task leti some of the interlocutors at a loss as to how to initiate
or contribute to discussion, especially in the early stages of task pertormance. Thus, the
final t-eedback session in the presenr srudy revealed that one learner had not been clear
on the way to proceed with this task, but had kept quiet at the time rather than display
ignorance during the pertbrmance. The lack of participation by this learner in the task,
and the overall drop in negotiation tor the group pedormance are accounted tbr by this
information which was not ohvious in the transcript of the pertbrmance itself. The kind
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of discussion of intangibles in this type of task has to be done 'in the air' as it were,
without clearly defined sequences of work. However, the justification for using such
a relatively unstructured task was that both the human and the ethically controversial
nature of the task would easily make up for the lack of procedural support and a pre-
defined solution by drawing on the interest of interlocutors, and ttreir desire to express
an opinion on such controversial matters. That this did not happen suggests that without
adequate structural suppo4 the limited linguistic resources of NNS interlocutors pan
constrain their willingness or ability to contribute to optional discussion. This is
support€d by the fact that giving opinions on a topic and, in addition, having to provide
reirons for decisions, is arguably both cognitively and linguistically more difficult thut
describing or sharing preset segments of information when other variables are held
constant.
For pedagogic purposes, both open and closed types of tasks have their place in the
classroom. An open unstructured task provides a platform for creative discussion in
which learners respond to the communicative intent of each other's utterances rather
than to the accuracy of surface forms. \Vhile no less communicative in purpose, a morc
deliberately structured task containing pre-set solutions and limited ways to reach those
solutions gives leamers the opportunity to practice exchanging very precise mqssages
as accurately as possible.
4.5.4 Participant variables
Interactive behaviour is sensitive to a range of additional factors including the cultural
appropriateness of certain topics or modes of discourse and learner variables such as
age, gender and ethnic groupings and the proximity of a topic to the background
experience and knowledge of the interlocutors to name a few. The content of a task
may, for example, violate cultural or ethical nonns as when deference may restrain the
conuibution of younger interlocutors in the presence of older members of the same
culture, or when the presence of both women and men makes certain types of discussion
or topics unacceptable for discussion. Thus Task 1, the shared medical task in which
learners decide who gets the new heart and who is left to die, required a strong element
4.6
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of ethical judgement, and. tor some interlocutors, possibly a rather distasteful task
outcome, both of which touch on personal dimensions of discussion not present in the
other tasks. In more general terms Oster (1989) points out that in Asian cultures critical
thinking and expression of dissention is not always encouraged in the education system.
This may be relevant in the present study. Critical thinking and dissention are essential
outcomes of the shared information tasks but play only a minimal role in the split
information tasks.
Summary
The chapter presented a discussion of task t-eatures that appeared to influence the way
learners interacted during their pertbrmance of four tasks.
The discussion began with a comparison of negotiation in tasks with either a shared or
split intormation design- The results showed that the split information usks produced
significantly more negotiation than the shared information tasks. This result was also
true tor non-negotiating repeats, and cont'irms the findings of Doughty & Pica (1986).
Analysis of the eft'ect of topic showed that the zoo topic produced significantly more
negotiation than the medical topic.
A turther important result was that while negotiating questions were distributed more
evenly in the split tasks, the tendency for certain interlocutors to negotiate more than
others wa.s not greatly affected by whether the tasks were split or shared.
An analysis of the incidence of repetition showed that like negotiating questions. repeats
were used much more t'requently in the split tasks than the shared tasks. This is not
surprising since repetition is an integral part of the negotiation process. But as with
negotiation, the large amount of repetition in the split tasks may not have been
particularly productive since it displayed a lack of progress on the task and an overly
long tbcus on relatively minor pieces of intbrmation-
In the tlnal section of the chapter. the complex interaction o[ many variables that make
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up a trsk and the performance of a particular group of learners was addressed. It
became clear that caution must be applied to the interpretation of results from task type
comparisons. While two tasks might be being compared across a single dimension,
there were often other less obvious differences benpeen them that could also account for
the results. ln considering the influence of topic for example, it was seen that what was
named 'topic' was in fact a multidimensional notion, encompassing the form of the
textual input, the solution type, procedural specifications, and the naturc of the
knowledge requiremenc. Of these, diagrammatic input and closed solution types were
associated with more negotiation. A lack of procedural guidance, a feature related to
the open-endedness of a task such as the shared information medical task, may have
reduced the fiequency of negotiation.
Chapter V
THE TYPES OF NEGOTIATING QI.'ESTIONS USED BY LANGUAGE
LEARNERS
5.1 Introduction
It was suggested in the previous chapter that quantitative counts of negotiating questions
need to be complemented by a greater depth of qualiutive analysis concerning the
effectiveness of particular types of negotiation at eliciting the kinds of input and
encouraging the kinds of output ttrat SLA theory associates with language development.
In response to this need (as expressed in research questions 2 and 3), this chapter and
Chapter VI investigate in detail the ways in which the learners in the study negotiated
meaning. The present chapter begins with a discussion of the issues involved in an
inductive classification of negotiating moves and an outline of the procedures used in
this study to analyze negotiation. Data from the study is then analyzed using a form-
function system for classifying negotiating moves. A set of categories is described and
operationalized, and the coding protocols used to segment and code negotiating moves
are discussed. Each category is considered in relation to the theoretical claims made for
the role of negotiation in SLA.
Research Question 2
What rypes of maves do learners use to negotiate mcaning during communication
taslu?
In what proportions do these occur?
To what ex-tent might particular types of negotiating moves increase
comprehension and contibute n learning?
a.
b.
c.
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s.2 Background Issues in Interactional Analysis
A common procedure used for analyzing negotiation in a number of empirical studies
of L2 acquisition involves taking a set of operationally defined categories of negotiation
and applying them to data This procedure is characteristic of many sociaUpsychological
studies of conversation in which speech events are typically classified into discrete
categories so as to supply sufficient data for statistical analysis. But it has been pointed
out that using an approach such as this is problematic:
The categories used by psychologiss in order to satisfy the requirements of
particular statistical tests ile often heterogeneous, lumping togettrer a variety of
different behaviours under the same label, which may lead to an
oversimplification of communication... In the same way, certain events may
perform different functions in different contexts (Roger and Bull, 1989:6).
In the present study, preliminary analysis of data from the pilot study illustrated these
problems. Difficulties were encountered in attempting to satisfactorily segmentand code
the data using the three standard categories of confirmation checks, clarification requests
and comprehension checks. The coding required arbiuary decisions as to inclusion and
exclusion of forms that apparently had negotiating roles but which lay outside the
boundaries of these categories. Thus, the present analysis sought to avoid prior
assumptions about the exclusiveness of these three negotiation categories. Rather than
making the data fit categories imposed upon it, the procedures chosen allowed the data
to determine the appropriate categories through an inductive, iterative approach to
classification and analysis. This approach takes account of both the range of utterances
that appeared to function in negotiation, as well as the difficulty in atuibuting functional
value to given utterances. The descriptive and qualitative goals underlying such an
approach lie squarely within the framework of conversational analysis (see Goldstein and
conrad (1990:M7) for a discussion of the merits of this kind of approach).
There are, of course, also some problems with an inductive approach such as this.
Distinguishing and classifying the negotiating functions of utterances lifted from a
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corpus of transcribed discourse is a difficult task requiring highly inferential decisions.
Interlocutors negotiate meaning using a wide variety of forms many of which have
overlapping or non-salient functions. These only become transparent when prosodic
features such as stress and intonation, and contextual factors such as surrounding
discourse and the source of the information being negotiated are taken into account.
Even with this contextual evidence available, attempts !o attribute meaning and function
to opaque and non-salient utterances can be controversial. As Taylor and Cameron
(1987) argue, such analytical procedures are based on the two assumptions that a
researcher's intuitions about the way a given utterance functions are equivalent to those
shared by interlocutors, and that intersubjective or common understanding of the rules
and units of conversation exists between interlocutors (an assumption which lies at the
heart of much conversational analysis). As they explain it:
Exactly the same problem of intersubjectivity applies to both the classification
of unit types and the identification of tokens within those types. If it is
questionable whether people agree on what constitutes one unit, it is equally
questionable whether they agree on the meaning or function of a piece of talk
(ibid:13).
Taylor and Cameron claim that this is a fundamental problem recurring in all major
models that attempt the analysis of conversation:
it would appear that inductively-based identification procedures are caught on the
horns of a dilemma: either they identify reliably, but may not be sure what they
identify; or they fail to identify at all and only reflect the metalinguistic
conventions regulating the descriptive labels being used (ibid:39).
Further problems concern the idiosyncratic nature of certain interactional sequences as
well as the danger of generalizing from small samples or rare occurrences.
In developing a framework for categorizing negotiating moves in the present study these
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difficulties are recognized. The framework attempts o balance the need for categories
which are sensitive to the data and which accurately mirror the intentions underlying
interactional moves on the one hand, with the need for salient and generalizable
categories which meet the requirements for inter-coder reliability on the other.
5.3 Data Coding Procedures
To proceed with the analysis, the fust step involved identifying all utterances that
seemed to either signal non-understanding or offer opportunities to modify
understanding. This was done with the help of the Varonis and Gass (1985) model
which functioned as a kind of template for utterances which fitted the 'indicator' slot
in the routine and which therefore were assumed to have a negotiating function (see
section 2.5 in Chapter tr). These were then classified according to their forms and
appar€nt functions, and either placed in one of the three categories normally used by
analysts (confirmation checks, clarification requests and comprehension checks), or put
to one side and subsequently reclassified into a further three categories.
A simple decision path evolved out of the initial data analysis and was used as a
guideline to ensure consistency in the categorization process. This pathway and the
categories that ensued are presented in Figure 7. The pathway begins at the point at
which the person using it to analyrc data has located a question or a signal which
indicates a lack of comprehension, a need for more information on prior inpot, or a need
for confirmation of an expression of understanding, and is then ready to code the
question or signal. The decision path was designed to cope with both interrogative and
non-interrogative ways of indicating non-comprehension. It uses the term 'trigger' to
describe the utterance which has not been understood or the source of trouble, and
'indicator' to describe the signal of non-understanding, These tenns are from Varonis
& Gass (1985:75-76) and are described on pages 20 and 2l of the present study.
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5.4 Negotiation Categories
After going through the tanscriptions, six main kinds of negotiating questions were
identified. They were:
1. Confirmation checks
2. Clarification requests
3. Elaborations
4. Lexical searches
5. Comprehension checks
6. Try-marking modulations
Each is defined and exemplified below using data from the present study. The
transcription conventions used in examples from the data are described in Appendix B.
i. Confirmation checks
Confirmation checks are "moves by which one speaker seeks confirmation of the other's
preceding utterance through repetition with rising intonation, of what was perceived to
be all or part of the preceding utterance" (Pica, Young & Doughty,1987:740). Thus the
purpose of these checks is to confirm that what was heard was what ought to have been
heard.
(4)
Sl do you think Sandy have how unny?
54 eight
Sl eigltt?
54 yeah
(s)
53 the room to sell tickets=
52 = tickcts?
53 lseU ltickets
Sl lticltcts?l ahhh
53 Lyeah ticketsSl I see:
(MSPI 17:36)
(ZSPI2:29)
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ii. Clarification requests
Clarification requests arc "moves by which one speaker seeks assistance in
understanding the other speaker's preceding utterance through the following utterance
types:
1. wh-
2. polar
3. disjunctive
4. un-inverted with rising intonation
5. tag
6. statements such as 'I don't understand', or imperatives such as 'Please
repeat"(Pica, Young & Doughry, 1987:740).
Long defines clarification requests as "Any expression...designed to elicit clarification
of the interlocutors preceding utterance" (1980:82).
Thus, "they require that the [previous speaker] either furnish new information or re-code
information previously given" (ibid:83).
(6)
57 hyenas is what? is a bird right?
55 ahh pardon?
S7 this one, number five, is a bird right?
58 no
55 number five, nq its a fox
57 its a fox
35 some- something like a fox
(7)
53 elecnicians is Pmela
52 huh? lnw do you spell?
53 Pamela, Pamela
(zsln 10:58)
(MSPI 2:13)
iii. Elaborations
Elaborations involve a guess, interpretation, completion or paraphrase by a listener of
information held and at least partially expressed by the previous speaker. They are
something of a blend of features of confirmation checks and clarification requests,
although they move beyond both by including a representation of the negotiator's
knowledge. Elaborations are typically presened with the expectation that they will
receive yes/no confirmation from the first speaker. Long (1980) has a similar category
of 'expansions' in his data. These however arc characterised by the addition of
"grammatical functors not supplied by the interlocutor in oblieatory contexts created by
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that prereding utterance" (84), a feature not required of the elaboration category used
here. Thus Long's narrower categorization locates expansions within this broader
category of elaborations, and for this reason they are subsumed within the one category.
More recent studies by Pica, Holliday, Lewis and Morgenthaler (1989:87), and Pica,
Holliday, Irwis, Berducci, and Newman (1991:372-373) also make reference to types
of negotiating moves which involve elaboration or other types of modification of the
original trigger. In particular, Pica et al (1991) further sub-divide this type of
negotiating unit according to whether the uigger is modified semantically,
morphologically or syntactically (373).
In the following examples the elaborations are in the form of a paraphrase or
reinterpretation (8 & 9), in the form of a guess (10), and in the form of an elaborated
repetition with the elaboration adding greater precision to the repeated item (ll).
yeah so we put number and number ten to numbu four, can we? because lhere's two ahhh hang
on I'm still confusintIril"J*Hber ten to number five
clnnge?
yes
but there are two urd tlis is just one, there is not enough space fu therr (ZSHZ 8:lE)
what, what about that?
camel-
-cause one lion bas died
I mmm died
L oh so you meanfour nwnky to lure?
Ilunm one
can you put fou monkey down to number five and lion just leave it alone?
ves (ZSH2 14:45\
inside the square is ah, what do you call this?
yes, a line?
yeah a lines{ yeah many lines inside the sguare
L yes yes
(8)
S7
s5
s6
s7
s5
(e)
s5
s7
s8
s5
s7
s5
s7
s5
(10)
S3
SI
S3
sl
(1 t)
sl
s3
OK then the square.. on the bouom?
the long seuare=?
(ZSPI ll:39)
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Sf =thef long square?54 L the long sq-
53 -Yes I got (ZSPI l:57)
iv. Lexical searches
A lexical search is a request for, or a suggested defrnition of a word or phrase from the
textual input for the task. This category deals exclusively with word meaning-based
negotiation which often occurs without anteredents in preceding discourse. (See also
the 'word search' discussed as a repair sequence in Schwartz, 1980.)
(r2)
Sl tlu Hindu - wlta's mcaut Hirdu?
54 his nrorc
53 Hindu is
54 =his name53 no
52 no { religion53 Litsareligion
54 Obh Hindu -f religion - yeah
53 L yes - religion (MSH1:7/17)
(13)
Sl alar wlnt does alanned mean?
52 | xxxx naugltySl L oh dangerous (ZSHI2:23)
(14)
Sl do you mean do you mean .. wlrat's tlu medicine sui-suitabiliry? (MSHI l:10)
Y. Comprehension checks
Comprehension checks are "moves by which one speaker attempts to determine whether
the other speaker has understood the preceding message" (Pica, Young & Doughty,
1987:740). The form usually associated with a such a move is either a tag question or
a rising intonation repeat by the speaker. In certain cases an explicit question such as
"Do you understand" or "Have you got that?" is used.
(ls)
Sf Mahy and Korean, that's very differenr, OK? (MSPI l5:ll)
(16)
Sl yes, qualifies trade person, lrade, y'krow, trade? MSpl ll:3)
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(17)
52 you'd beus explain in the-
Sl Ok thd circle
52 L key slmbol-
Sl 4o you see tlte circlc?
53 yes
Sl the round - yeab - that's mean a table (ZSPI 8:34)
vi. Try-marking modulations (TMM)
The try-marking modulation (Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks, 1977:379) is defrned by
a high-rise terminal contolu on a declarative sentence. In ia negotiating roles it is used
by the speaker to seek confirmation that interlocutors have comprehended some new
information (18), and, in some cases, to also mark the speaker's uncertainty about the
accuracy of their utterance (19).
(18)
S/ and tlnn tlu toilet is, beside in the riglu, fuside thc phyground , ?
S2 yeah (ZSPI 2l:57)
(le)
Sl first one is tbe, the patient must ahh bave an occu.pa.. occupation r?52 runm MSPI l:10)
Syntactic equivalents would be something like: 'Can you understand what I'm saying?",
or "Do you agrce with what I'm saying?"
5.5 Issues in the Coding of Negotiation Moves
5.5.1 Distinguishing the Negotiating Function in Discourse
The reliability of negotiation data depends in the first case, on the accuracy with which
utterances initiating negotiation can be distinguished from those that do not. As was
discussed in section 5,2, this is by no means a straightforward distinction since the
function of a given utterance occurring in discourse may be hidden in the non-explicit
intentions of the speaker. It may also be multi-dimensional in that more than one
function may be implicit in a given utterance (Hymes, 1958; Roger and Bull, 1989:6).
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These problems can be illustrated from the data by comparing a clear case of a
negotiating question with a non-negotiating question, and then with a rather more
ambiguous example which on first glance could be either. First, the clarification r€quest
"paxdon ?' in the following sequence is clearly a r€sponse to a preceding utterance, and
as such is a clear example of a modifying question.
(20)
Sl the crocodile must away from tbe.. lgn:fiJ, I lgtLftl54 L nrun pardon? (ZSHI 2:45)
On the other hand the question "Who got the electrician" in the following sequence
bears no relationship to the preceding discourse and introduces a new topic.
Qr)
58 [ che
57 Lcheseh
58 ss
56 mmmm
58 | chess
57 Lsse?
58 yeah
57 Olcl wlw got thn elearician?
56 Lnext
But many questions are not so easy to classify. For example:
@l
Sandy?.. soccer
first one soccer I yeah
L SOCCeT
MSP2 6:21)
s2
s4
s3
s2
S3
s1
s4
s2
S3
sr
second one?
badminon
bad-min-ton
i badurinton yesL ah: badminton
Gerad. ?
I GeraW 
' 
?t lGeraWt?
L Gerald as ah, the fust is ahh rock climbing
(MSPI 6:52)
The uses of the word "Gerald t ?" by 54, 52 and 53 look like standard confirmation
checks in which the interlocutors are checking that it is Gerald who plays badminton.
In fact the context in which they occur shows that they are not modifying questions at
all. The learners are in the process of identifying the sports played by various people
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presented in the text for the task. Having done this for two people in earlier discussion,
S1 is now asking "Who can supply information about Gerald ?", and 52 and 53 echo
Sl's request for new information. There is then no immediate reference point in a
preceding utterance to which these questions can attach themselves in a modifying sense.
Non-negotiating questions such as this are usually requests for information (Christian,
1980:130). Generally speaking they introduce or seek to introduce a new topic rather
than reworking the content of a preceding utterance. This distinction is between
anaphoric reference (referring back to something) on the one hand, and cataphoric or
exophoric reference (referring forward or out) on the other (Halliday and Hasan, 1976).
While the "pardon?" question in (20) was clearly anaphoric, and the "who got the
electrician?" example in (21) was exophoric, examples like "Gerald?" n (22) are not
overtly marked either way, and require careful analysis for accurate classification.
5.5.2 Negotiating and Non-negotiating Repeats
A distinction between negotiating and non-negotiating repeats was made in section 4.4
of the previous chapter. In a negotiating role, repeats are often used by interlocutors to
display their perception of some aspect of a preceding uttenrnce as in examples (4) and
(5) earlier in the present chapter. In these cases, the display is designed to elicit either
confirmation of a correct repeat, or further input from the speaker in the case of an
incorrert repeat. In a non-negotiating role, repeats can function as 'conversational
continuants' (Aston, 1986) indicating that comprehension is complete and ttre speaker
can continue. Alternatively, non-negotiating repeats can express a kind of private
rehearsal of the language as in the following example where interlocutor 'Sf quietly
rehearses the word hedees to herself while other interlocutors continue to negotiate the
word with the speaker 'Sp'.
(23',)
and a picnrrc of a hedge - h e d g e - hedge
abh
hed?
ges
sorry, I check that again, hedge
L hedges hedges
hedfges hedges
Lges yeah ludges
Sp
Ss
sf
Sp
Sm
Sf
Sp
Sf (PILOT 2:10)
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But the distinction between negotiating and non-negotiating repeats is not always clear.
Negotiating repeats intended to elicit confirmation might fail to do so on the one hand,
while non-negotiating repeats intended as private rehearsal or as continuents might well
be picked up by an interlocutor as useful input, or might initiate modification on the
basis of some error they contain as in (24) below. Although not obvious in the
transcription of this negotiation sequence, 54 was quietly repeating each piece of
information in what appeared to be a strategy for retaining the items in memory while
she recorded them on her task sheet. In doing so, she exposed her misunderstanding to
the speaker who was then able to correct it for her. Negotiation occurred more by
accident than design, but was successful nevertheless.
Q4)
52 and Gerald is four hundred and fifty five
54 onc hundred andfifiyfive
52 no no, one hundred ffteen - fifty one, one, five, one
33 one Jive one, yeah
5.5.3 Form/'Function Overlaps and Distincfions between Categories
(MSl 6,9)
The category definitions in section 5.4 present idealized pictures of each category. But
in practice a great many utterances analyzed in the study were non-standard and
functionally non-salient. For this reason careful analysis was required both to identify
modifying utterances in the discourse and then to categorize them accurately and
consistently. The most common overlaps that appeared in the data were between
confirmation checks and elaborations on the one hand. and between confirmation checks
and clarification requests on the other.
In regard to the overlap between confirmation checks and elaborations, an elaboration
often has all the features of a confirmation check but with the addition of extra
information representing the interlocutor's perception of what is being referred to. This
is clear in the following simple example (25) where "the long square?" looks like a
characteristic confirmation check except that it includes new information - "long".
(2s)
Sl OK then the square on the botom?
53 tlw lonp square-?
r09
sl
s4
s3
I the long square?
L the long sq-
yes I got (ZSPI l:57)
The new information is not in the form of a topic change but is added to establish
mutual understanding or agreement on the topic of the preceding utterance. It is this
additional information in the utterance that distinguishes it as an elaboration rather than
a confirmation check.
With regard to the overlap between confirmation checks and clarification requests,
confusion is possible where a speaker's utterance is repeated by an interlocutor with
rising intonation suggesting a confirmation check, bur with the crucial difference that
the repeat is only partial and stops at a crucial juncture in order to prompt the speaker
to repeat or rephrase the remainder of the unerance. This tactic focuses attention on the
specific information which has not been comprehended, conveying the message that only
to that point in the utterance was comprehension achieved. This is clear in the
following example.
(26>
53 the name is a.bh, warer buffdo
54 water-
52 -water z ?
53 water buffalo
S2 b a::
(...)
53 doublefalo
52 double , ?
53 doublefalo buffalo
Sl buffalo,?
52 [ahhh] water buffalo , ?
53 yes wat€r buffalo (ZSPI l:36)
So while there is a superficial likeness to the confirmation check in these cases, the
response (either a repeat, a paraphrase, or an explanation) is closer to what would be
expected from a clarification request. Often the need for clarification is made more
obvious by the interlocutor repeating only an adjective or article from the speaker's
preceding utterance and not the key information-carrying word which immediately
follows (e.g. "the..?").
ll0
Items classified as 'lexical searches' do not, strictly speaking, modify a preceding
utterance and this is an essential element in other negotiation categories. They are
however included in the present analysis for two reasons. First, they distinguish
questions concerning word meaning from other types of negotiation which is useful for
the purpose of assessing the role of negotiation in vocabulary learning. Second, lexical
searches rely on negotiation to achieve comprehension. In this way they represent a
linguistic 'push-down' in the same manner as other modifying utterances. They fit into
Hatch's model (1978) of discourse structures as horizontal moves in the vertical
progress of interaction. The focus is not on forward progress on task, but on making
prior input comprehensible in order to facilitate forward progress. It is therefore
important to distinguish the lexical search from other types of negotiating moves and to
analyze its use. The following examples show that whether or not the item under
discussion was taken straight from the textual input (as in 27 and 28) or used in a
previous utterance (as in 29) is less important than that they have in common a concern
with word (or phrase) meaning rather than fulfilment of task objectives.
wlnt's tlnt?
Pardon? Camel , ? you don't know camel ,? camelyeab no no
camel is like this (draws a pictrne) {3}
camel is desen live'?
ohh::
live in desert- r?
-Arab
he bas two..f you lmow, you have to sit here
tah, yeah, fVeah, yeah, yeah
Lah yeah, yeah yep
(ZSHZ:2ID
ehh excuse me, where is the, in here have the vocabulary that means ah qualification? what's
mean qualification? certificate?
certificate yeah certificate
MSPI 7:17)
yes
ohhh yeah
(n)
s8
s5
s8
s5
s6
s8
S6
S8
S5
s6
S8
s5
S8
s6
s8
(28)
SI
S4
Ah Arab yeab,f desert, yeafi
lohh uunm mmm
lll
Qe)
s3
s2
sl
sr
s3
s2
sl
s2
s3
s2
sl
s2
S3
,..all enclosues should be nlled
enclosures should be filled enclosure, do you krow?
do you lnow?
wlat meaas enclosure?
should be nlledclose ah-
no I dm't lnow enclos- enclosed
fiIIed wlwl truwts lill? oh oh all enclose4 I think that all enclosed that means enclmed
fill
filled, fiIled
oM
I euery every arca, yes should be fi[edL should be filled
should be put put something inside @SHl 5:4O)
The ury-marking modulation CnvIM) presents some unique coding problems. It is a
highly inferential category in that the high rise terminal contour (HRTC) by which it is
characterized is, among certain speakers and in certain contexts, a common feature of
declarative sentences for which a negotiating function is not intended. This habitual and
often functionally redundant use of the HRTC makes it unreliable evidence of the
presence of a negotiating or questioning function. The TMM has the further handicap
of being a purely structural category defined largely by a phonological feature rather
than having a syntactic and functional description such as that used for other categories.
In addition, the HRTC is an integral defining characteristic used in two other calegories,
the confirmation check and comprehension check. In fact" the TMM is often
functionally similar !o the comprehension check except that in the former the HRTC is
placed on the initial utterance while in the latter it appears on a repear of all or part of
the utterance.
Despite these problems, there are important reasons for considering TMMS as a separate
category rather than attempting to blend them into functionally similar categories such
as comprchension checks. First, certain uses of the TMM, such i$ expressing
tentativeness when saying something, do not fit easily into any of the other category
descriptions. Secondly, because of the problematic nature of this category it make.s
sense to keep it apart from others so that it can be assessed in its own righr Third, the
TMM targets the very utterance upon which it is placed for negotiation in contrast to
all other categories. This is perhaps a relatively minor distinction to make. However,
5.6
tt2
a fundamental aspect of negotiation in the other categories is reference back to a
preceding utterance, either for the purpose of clarifying it, confirming one's
comprehension of it, or checking the comprehension of interlocutors. Since this back-
referencing or contingency relationship is not applicable to try-marking modulations, it
se€ms appropriate to place them in a distinct category.
As the discussion shows, distinctions benveen the six categories of negotiation are based
on functional as well as form-based criteria, though form and function are clearly not
in one-to-one correspondence. But the categories are also interpretations of the intent
of speakers as expressed in their language, and it is the inferential nature of these
interpretations which requires careful analysis of preceding and subsequent discourse
in order for the cat€gories to rcpresent negotiation accurately. These issues are
addressed more fully in section 5.8.1.
Inter-rater Reliabilitv
A reliability study was undertaken to assess the descriptive adequacy and applicability
of the range of categories used in the present study. It sought answers to the following
four questions:
1 How many items were unequivocally assigned to the categories by two
independent raters?
2 How many items did not receive equivalent ratings from the rwo independent
raters?
3 What level of consensus was achieved through discussion?
4 How many errors did Rater E make?
Inter-rater reliability testing was done over four sessions in which Rater E - the 'expert
rater' and Rater A - the 'novice rater' undertook independent analyses of data using the
systrem. Data used for the reliability tests consisted of excerpts from transcripts
representing each task type, topic and group. These were selected using stratified
ll3
randomization, thereby ensuring coverage of the different types and styles of interaction
generated by different tasks, topics and groups. Within a given transcript excerpts were
selected by random selection of page numbers. Following each session, the
categorization decisions made by Rater A were compared with those made by Rater E.
Where categorization differed, the two raters discussed the problem and went through
the decision path together. On the basis of this discussion the raters sought a mutually
agreeable decision regarding the most suitable categorization of an item.
It was found that in 85Vo of the items, the expert and novice rater gave the same result
and where there was disagreement it was resolved in 100?o of the cases. This suggests
a reasonably stable set of categories. Rater E rated 98Vo of the items accurately. This
figure is well within an acceptable range of accuracy.
5.7 The Proportions of Different Types of Negotiation
Table 12, and Figures 8 and 9 present a breakdown of the proportions of negotiating
questions produced under specified task conditions in six categories. A breakdown of
separate group figures can be found in Tables C-12 (a) and (b) in Appendix C. Overall
the three widely used measures of negotiation - confirmation checks, comprehension
checks and clarification requests, accounted for between 56Vo - 76Vo of all negotiating
questions produced by any one task. The other categories accounted for varying
proportions of negotiation. Thus the try marking contour (TMM) accounted for benreen
lSVo and 30Vo of all questions across the various tasks, lexical searches between 2% and
l7Vo, and elaborations between 6Vo and 2l%o. Fignre 8 presents the proportions of each
category of negotiation across all the four tasks.
As shown in Figure 9, there was a preference, as one would expect, for hearers to
negotiate more than speakers. This preference appeared more pronounced in the split
tasks in keeping with the need for interlocutors to comprehend detailed information in
these tasks. The shared tasks, by comparison, tended to generate more speaker-initiated
negotiation than the split tasks. This tendency may be explained by a kind of
tentativeness characterising the negotiation of opinions in the shared tasks, a
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tentativeness exprcssed by speakers either through use of the try-marking modulation
Cnt{M), or through checking the responses of interlocutors with comprehension checks
and question tags (Figurc 8). It might also be a phenomenon whereby the speaker takes
greater responsibility for offering oppornrnities to negotiate when the propositions being
expressed represent personal viewpoints in conuast to interaction concerning factual
propositions in which the onus is on the listener to indicate comprehension problems.
TABLE 12
Frequencies (and Percentage frequencies) of Questions in Each Category of
Negotiation in a Task Time of 28'30"
Groups 1 &2 combined
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical Zoo
t2
Split
Medical Zoo
34
Total
Hearer negotiation
Confirmation
checks
Clarification
requests
Elaborations
Lexical searches
40 (15) 70 (1e)
48 (18) 66 (18)
L7 (6) 22 (6)
22 (8) 61 (17)
ll3 (28) rsz (23)
rr4 (29) 168 (26)
2s ( 6) r37 (2r)
il(3) r3(2)
37s (22)
3e6 (24)
2Or (r2)
_ro? (j)_
1079 (u)Total hearer: 127 (47) 219 (60) 263 (66) 470 (72)
Speaknr rcgotiation
Comprehension
checks
Try marking
modulations
61 (23) e5 (26)
80 (30) 4e (r4)
74 (re) e7 (15)
60 (ls) 88 (13)
(le)
(17)
327
277
Total speaker: l4l (53) rM (40) r34 (34) 18s (28) 604 (36)
TOTAL 268 (100) 363 (100) 3e7 (100) 655 (100) 1683 (100)
l15
I ruc
N Corp. Check
f Isica search
E gbuotation
n cur.na
El Conr. Check
I (Med) 2(2.@)
SHARED
3 (Med) 4 C7rn)
SPLTT
Figure 8. The Distribution of Six Categories of Negotiation for Two Groups of
I-anguage Learners (combined) performing Each of Four Tasks
l16
%
E0-
70-
I (Med) z(zm)
SHARED
3 (M€d) 4(Zffi)
SPLrT
Figure 9. The Distribution of Negotiation anong Hearers and Speaturs for GroupsI and 2 combined.
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s.E Discussion
The six categories of negotiating moves in Table 12 accounted for approximately 98%
of the data. The remaining 27o were impossible o categoritn for reasons such as lack
of audibility. Thus in terms of its coverage, the analysis by the present system was
reasonably complete.
As Table 12 shows, the three standard categories of confirmation checks, comprehension
checks and clarification requests used in previous research (e.g. Doughty and Pica, 1986)
accounted for between half and three quarters of the data. This result confirms the
importance of looking beyond the standard assumptions about the forms and functions
of negotiating questions. But why were so many negotiating questions not accounted
for by the three standard categories? Two answers are possible.
First, the present analysis applied reasonably narrow and strict criteria for inclusion into
these three categories, thus excluding forms that deviated from the operational
definitions. It is unclear just how strict or lenient past researchers have been in the way
they apply the category definitions. It is possible that where they occurred in previous
studies, elaborations and lexical searches in particular may have been subsumed within
the standard categories, the result being broader coverage of the data by these categories.
However, it is also likely that the approach taken to analysis in many studies (beginning
with the categories, seeking those utterances which instantiate these categories, and
excluding or not coding less salient and non-standard forms found in the data) would
have left out much of the data which was coded in the prcsent study. Long (1983a)
iugues that such an approach is useful in that it provides a reasonable level of reliability.
Long and Sato in a similar vein, point out that making finer category distinctions often
leads to unwieldy systems with "no parallel increase in understanding..." (1983:273).
There is in these claims an assumption that the three-tiered categorization, if not
exhaustive or even particularly comprehensive is at least reasonably representative and
is thus adequate as a reliable dependent variable providing useful comparisons across
tasks, or participants. Similarly, this assumes that an exhaustive analysis of marginal
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forms or forms not covered by these categories would not add significantly to the
results.
But it is the contention of this study that there is much to be gained from using a
comprehensive system for studying negotiating behaviour. Restricted to the three main
categories, marginal or non-standard utterances would need to be overlooked or merged
with one of the standard categories to which they correspond (e.g. elaborations with
confirmation checks; lexical searches with clarification rcquests; and try-marking
modulations with comprehension checks) which raises the problem of achieving
satisfactory reliability. A second option of simply excluding such forms from analysis
oversimplifies the picnrre as the earlier discussion in section 5.2 suggests. While this
second option may serve some purposes adequately, it fails to broaden our understanding
of the negotiating process. Consequently, the finer-grained categorization increases
understanding of the negotiation process by providing morc accurate descriptions of the
various types of negotiation. Using these descriptions, it is possible to link claims made
for negotiation in SLA to specific types of negotiation as is done in section 5.8.2.
5.8.1 The Functions of Negotiating Questions
The analysis to this point is based on an assumed correspondence between certain
negotiating functions (e.g. seeking clarification) and a set of pragmatic classes of
utterances defined in part by the negotiating function (e.g. the clarification request) and
also by other syntactic or structural criteria (e.9. a wh- question). However, a given
negotiating function is no more restricted to a certain type of utterance than that type
of utterance is bound to express a single function. Thus, utterances which according to
certain structural criteria (such as rising intonation on an int€rlocutor's repeat) arc
negotiating in function, may in fact be used by interlocutors for a variety of purposes,
some of which have no apparent bearing on the comprehensibility of either input or
output. This distinction has been touched on in a nuniber of studies including Christian
(1980), Chun, Chenoweth and Luppescu (1982), Varonis and Gass (1985), and Aston
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(1986). In this section, the different functions of negotiating questions are examined.
Table 13 summarizes these functions. Clarification rcquests, elaborations and lexical
searches only had single negotiating functions and are therefore not discussed in further
detail.
TABLE 13
A Summary of the Functions of Negotiating Questions in the Data
Types of negotiating
questions
Negotiating functions Other functions
Confirmation checks seeking confirmation
seeking clarification
expressing an evaluative
response
echoic; acting as a
conversational continuant
Clarification requests seeking clarification
Elaborations seeking confirmation
Lexical searches requesting an explanation or
definition of a word
suggesting the meaning of a
word
Comprehension
checks
checking comprehension
expressin g tentativeness
assessing consensus
Try-marking
modulations
checking comprehension
expressing tentativeness and
requesting help
used habitually
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Confirmation checks. Since the confirmation check is defined in relatively simple terms
(a whole or partial repeat of a preceding utterance always with rising intonation), one
would expect its use to be free from ambiguity. However the confirmation check is
used by the subjects in the prcsent study for a variety of purposes. First it is used, as
its name suggests, to confirm that what was heard was what was said as in (30).
(30)
54 ...and zoo map
52 ?go ttutp t !
54 | zm map32 L ohh: (ZSPI 13:13)
Second, it is used to seek clarification. This need for clarification rather than
confirmation is distinguished by the strength of the querying pitch in the utterance and
by its relationship to the surrounding discourse. Thus in the following example (31),
the word dumo is marked by the presence of strong stress and a sharp falUrise intonation
pattern. Variations in pitch and stress such as this appear to represent greater or lesser
degrees of confidence in respect to knowledge of the item under negotiation. So in this
case these prosodic features carry the message "Dump? I heard the word but what does
it mean?" Affirmation that this is in fact the message being conveyed is found in a
second repeat" "what's zoo dump?" in which the interlocutor makes the question more
explicit by specifically asking for clarification.
(31)
yes on tbe top of zoo keeper there is ehh, a zoor drtmp
zoof dump
I YeanI zoo dump-.?
-exactly on the top
what's zoo dump? (ZSPI 19:45)
Third, ttre confirmation check is used to express an evaluative or subjective response !o
the information or opinions in a previous utterance. Implicit in this response may be
surprise, disagreement/agreement, approvaVdisapproval, disbelief and so on (Christian,
1980:130-135). A number of these functions may be present in a given utterance (e.9.
surprise and disapproval in "What? It cost you five hundred dollars!?"). Bygate labels
these evaluative responses 'questioning' (1988:70). He distinguishes three other
s3
S4
s1
s2
s3
s2
rzl
functions including: back-focusing or repetition; agreeing; and confirming and checking
understanding.
Fourth and finally, the confirmation check has an echoic function. This, as with the
preceding role, has more to do with social cohesion and discourse construction than with
negotiation. It occurs when a hearer echoes the speaker's intonation on a repeat of the
preceding utterance and is often found where a series of items is being transferred orally
and each repeat acts as a prompt for the speaker to continue. Evidence of this function
is found in the following exarnple in which the repeats made by 54 mimic the intonation
of different interlocutors. 54 echoes the high-rise terminal contour used by Sl & 53 as
they provide the group with information. However when 52 presenc a similar piece of
information without rising intonation ("-and Gerald is four hundred and fifty five"), 54
also repeats without the rising intonation.
(327
sl
s4
S3
S2
s4
SI
s2
S4
S2
Simon is the one hurdred and twenty sovcn z ?
twenty s€v€n t ?
I Sandy is ninety nine '?
L Sandy:
nfuwty nine 
'?
yeah-
-and Gerald is four hundred and fifty five
one hundred andfifty five
no, no .. MSPI 5:58)
ln contexts such as this the intonation may be functionally empty or at least carry a very
light negotiation load. This echoic function is in part synonymous with habitual use of
the high-rise terminal contour on declarative statements addressed later in this section.
To some extent the echoic function is also synonymous with Bygate's 'agreeing'
function (1988:70), although in the split information tasks on which half of the present
data analysis is based, expressing agreement is not common or required by the tasks
since the primary focus is on exchanging information as accurately as possible rather
than responding to it subjectively.
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Comprehension checks. Comprehension checks appeared to have three distinct uses in
the data from the present study, only two of which are negotiating. First, as the name
suggests, they are used to check a hearer's comprehension (33 & 34).
so maybe we can leave the one exnpty, then we choose - oh yeab, near, neir here is tbe lions -
we put so we buy wolf, if near tbe, the area is monkey maybe we can buy deer..
(33)
SI
S2
SI
s2
s3
(34)
s2
no I think-
A'yad'ya know wlwt I I mean ?
Lyeslfrmdenand
Lno
this is fint aid supplies -. first aid 
' 
? (zsPl 1&3)
Second, (and closely related to the first) comprehension checks express a kind of
tentativeness on the part of the speaker with respect to the accuracy of their production
in a preceding utterance.
gSHl ll:7)
or to elicit opinions,
(ZSHI l:32)
Third, comprehension checks are often used to seek consensus,
reactions, or agrcement/disagreement (35 & 36).
(35)
53 so we start from the beginning, OKI
(3e1
S2 first is giraffe, ight? (ZSHI9:?A)
The main distinction between these three uses is that while the former two are overtly
concerned with comprehension and therefore with language, the latter assumes
comprehension and focuses on tnrth value.
The trv-markine modulation. To discuss the way in which this category functions, it is
necessary first to look more closely at the high rise terminal contour (HRTC) iself. As
a feature applied to declarative sentences, by definition of which it becomes a try-
marking modulation, the HRTC also has a number of functions. First, it is often placed
on a declarative sentence to check comprehension as in (37).
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(37)
S2
SI
s2
S1
s2
and tben z?
and tlun a seal t ?
huh?
you lmow the seat, a seal , ? the same as the same as yesterday's seat
ahh like this one . ahh: (ZSPI 8:56)
Second, the HRTC is often used to express tentativeness about the speaker's own
utt€rance. In this way the speaker is using the contour either to request assistance with
their own comprehension or to express a degree of uncertainty about their knowledge
of some aspect of the utterance in question. Used in this way, the focus, normally on
a hearer's comprehension, is turned around. Thus in the following examples the speaker
is using the rising intonation to ask for evaluation from the hearers of the correctness
of his pronunciation or meaning - in other words, "Is this right?", "What does this
mean?" or, "How should I pronounce this?"
(38)
51 because I, he need a, need a hig area.?
52 yeah (ZSHI 8:6)
who can stay with giraffe? camel 
' 
? (ZSID t:17)
(3e)
s7
(40)
S2
s/
s2
nudical .? nvdical ninbility , ?
leah medical suit-abil-ity '?
suitable means ... how can I umm: (MSHI l:19)
(41)
Sl does rct require wiversity qualifcation 
' 
?52 | ohhh
54 1rr..Sl and wha's it mean? I don't lnow52 so they don't, tlwy don't need qualification, ?54 yes that-
52 -oh fm example ahh, they maybe, some of t[em don't, didn't go to university53 didn'tI study54 Lyes (MSPI ll:17)
This use is something akin to hypothesis testing, an important aspect of output theory,
and suggests evidence of learners operating at the fringe of their present competence.
tu
At times the preceding two functions of the contour overlap on a given utterance so that
the speaker is expressing both insecure command of an item and a request either for
confirmation that it has in fact been understood, or for a correction from a hearer. This
overlap is implicit in the following examples.
(42)
Sl OK have you soen the u+e-lo-pees? . an4elopees,? (ZSPI 15:47)
(43)
S4 .-bow many-
52 how nany checks?
Sl ok, alright, two is abh Gerald , ? Gerald 
' 
?
54 twoz?
Sl the second,?
52 Sandy, G€rald, Parrela and Simon
Sl yes (MSPI 16:50)
(44)
53 bow about you Yuko?
52 m"l, I, mm .. I don't think I think patient A is likely to surv- survive only two more years if
the heart .. transplan.. 2 is successful
54 is not important you I mean?51 Lyeab what's tbe meaning? (MSHI 5:35)
(4s)
52 in in in the inside.. /klos/, /klvd 
'?54 | sorry?Sl L yes
53 cross-
54 -cross-
s2Sl yes53 cross, yes (ZSPr 9:26)
Third, it may simply be used at the end of an uttexance or the end of an information unit
out of habit and without a comprehension checking function intended.
(46)
53 different shapes or symbols ... yeah like, like maybe lilu Japanese . ? difierent symbols n)ith alrh
English' ? we use alplnbet t ? like in Indoncsia, ? and we have ah, I mean we-
Sl -yesltnow
53 have symbol the sane alplrabet , ? but in Japan , ? tltcy use ah: wlwt do you call this t ? I
don't krww, nwybe you lttww, ?
In this role the HRTC was characteristic of the speech of two of the interlocutors (from
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Indonesia and Japan respectively) in the present study. Both were females.
A key characteristic of the HRTC is the srength of its falUrise pitch which appears to
vary according to its intended purpose. At one extreme it appean to represent almost
total confidence and is produced by a hearer to encourage a speaker to continue, while
at the other extreme it appears to express almost complete non-understanding, in a
somewhat similar way to a clarification request" telling the speaker that the preceding
item is a cause of difficulty and needs to be dealt with further. As shown above, the
HRTC can function in a number of ways including: as a "Is this what you mean?"
question; at a much lower level of comprehension as a "What do you mean?" or "What
did you say?" question; or as an exclamation of surprise as in "What an unusual thing
to say!". This ambiguity is cause for caution when attempting to decide on the function
of a particular item carrying the HRTC.
The functional dimensions of negotiation addressed in this section provide some useful
insights into the mechanics of negotiation and, in particular, help to clarify the extent
to which negotiating questions have the capacity to improve the comprehensibility of
input or to provide opportunities for a learner's output to be modified through
interaction. In fact the analysis shows that the presence of apparent negotiating forms
is no guarantee that negotiation of incomprehensible input or output is occuning. Given
the range of functions which can be attached to appiuently negotiating questions,
negotiation of meaning may be entirely absent even when the appropriate forms are
present. Empirical studies may need to acknowledge this problem and refine the
analysis protocols they use in order to deal with such complexity. Contextual support
for categorization decisions is essential, However, even with this support, decisions
based on the subjective interpretations of researchers are at times bound to be highly
inferential, a matter which needs to be addressed through reliability data anached to
negotiation studies.
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5.E, The Potential Value of each Category of Negotiation for Language
Ilevelopment
It is one thing to describe the various ways in which learners negotiate meaning in tasks.
It is also possible to assess the extent to which each category provides evidence in
support of a particular route to SLA. As discussed in Chapter II, it is often claimed by
SLA researchers that negotiation functions in nvo main ways to facilitate language
acquisition. First, it improves the comprehensibility of input which learners receive
from one another and gives them a higher quality model of the target language on which
to construct their proficiency in that language (Long 1981a). Second, negotiation may
signal to speakers that there is a problem in their production of the uuget language
forms. It provides valuable feedback enabling them to modify their output and thus
provides certain conditions by which interlanguage hypotheses might be constructed or
adjusted (Swain, 1985; Schachter, 1986). In the following discussion, each of the six
types of negotiating questions is examined in the light of these trvo routes to learning.
Confirmation checks
The confirmation check is perhaps the least demanding of the negotiating questions in
that the response it requires is invariably a simple affirmation or a repeat as in the
following example.
(47)
53 beside Oe I behind the cafe , ?
Sl Lyeah beside [the- yeah54 lyeab
53 is ah the room to sell tickets{ sell tickets
52 | ticlutsz?Sl I tickets ab?-
53 -yeah tickes
52 I see (ZSPI 2:17)
Pica, Holliday, Lewis and Morgenthaler (1989) suggest the confirmation check has value
in NS/iINS interaction in that it "provides a model of what the NNS wanted to say"
(84), and is thus a valuable source of target language input. However, this claim may
have limited application to confirmation checks in the present study where the
presentation of a modified model distinguishes an item as an elaboration rather than a
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confirmation check. Furthermore, NNSAINS data is unlikely to provide the same
apcurat€ modelling of target forms as NS/i{NS data, since NNS interlocutors appear to
use confirmation checks to confirm their decoding of the oral message rather more than
as a way of providing feedback on the correctness of the message.
Clarification requests
A clarification request appears to have considerably more value than the confirmation
check for both the speaker and listener. It requires paraphrasing or 'padding' of the
previous utterance with new, related information as in the following example.
(48)
52 because they said be likely he is likely !o survive only two morc years if the heart transplant
z?..is sucoessful
{ ...)51 wlat's the senlence mean?
{ ...}
oh so if if the beart trans transplant z ?
yes
is successful
[successful] yeah
he only he only live two more years (MSHI 5:33)
In cases such as this, more complex or more transparent pieces of interaction result from
the initial negotiating move. Thus, in the preceding example, the question, "what's the
sentence mean?" results in juxtaposition of clausal elements from the initial sentence.
This kind of structural manipulation not only provides opportunities for the speaker's
competence to be stretched further, but at the same time it provides more
comprehensible input to the listener.
Elaborations
Elaborations are also likely to be more complex than confirmation checks, involving a
greater level of involvement in the interaction. In an elaboration the hearer is not
merely repeating the previous utterance, but also paraphrasing or adding new
information to it and presenting this to the initial speaker who must then decide whether
it is accurate or inaccurate.
s2
SI
s2
sl
S2
(4e)
s8
s7
S8
s7
s5
s7
s8
s7
s8
S7
S8
s7
s8
between ninety to a fbundred
L ninety is too low, you can'[ consider
Llnglm
and and ah above one hundred and thirty-
-is too high?
too high
n wlwt tlu want, just in between?
yeah between tbe I ninety to one hundred and thirtyLmmm ok
(MSP2 12:33)
Thus both speaker and hearer are involved in coding and re-coding information - a kind
of interactive construction of meaning. This appears to be a pa.nicularly interesting and
valuable kind of negotiation for language learning which might be obscured if not
distinguished through separate classification.
Thompson (1982:314) also notes the quality of the intEraction derived from
elaborationsr suggesting that these are not just used to point out trouble, but in fact are
used more often to expand on a prcvious utterance, thus providing clear examples of one
of the suggest€d benefits of group work - the mutual construction of meaning.
Elaborations are important because, more than any other category, they bring together
the previous speaker's knowledge and the present speaker's interpretation or attempt to
access that knowledge. In the process, interlocutors, as in extract (50) below, often draw
on vocabulary from beyond that supplied by the task (in this case, the words "botanical
gardens"), and are all actively involved in constructing meaning. There is in these
elaborations evidence of the kind of interaction said to be beneficial for learning from
the points of view of both input and output theory. While elaborations have typically
been noted in NNSA.IS interaction with the NS doing the expanding to clarify the NNS
expression (Pica et al, 1989), in the present study we see NNS successfully engaged in
expanding on each other's utterances.
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so I mean more - just now wbo give the infurration about this ah blood pressure?
yeah
which one do want *tunlly? do want a low one or do want 6 high sns!
below-
I Thompson does not distinguish between elaboratims and clarification rcquests.
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(50)
s6
S7
s6
S7
s6
S7
S5
S6
(st1
yeab mm above playgrom4 so sepantte tbe small squarez?
ah hah
a rose garden
rose garden z?
yeah ro-
-rose garden
near tlv botanic garden 
'?yeah, yeah, yeah, year, low .. (ZSH|9:?.5)
S7
S6
S8
S7
S6
S7
and ab gmillas have anoths square, a an another circle but ahh- joined ogether
-ahh
a joined,f co..co.. cowwct?
tohh:
yes connect
between I between
Lno, but ir's a different sq- abh a different circle (ZSP2 Zlzu)
Lexical searches
The lexical search provides perhaps the most direct link between negotiation and
learning. As a rigger for negotiation it is the means by which an unknown word is
clarilied so that it can be used in meaningful interaction. While other categories are
defined primarily by function, the lexical search is defrned by its focus on vocabulary
information. Given the fact that the information it generates is likely !o be used in
subsequent interaction (and used generatively given the nature of language use in these
Upes of interactive tasks [Hall, 199U), it is a significant fust step towards learning new
vocabulary items. In addition, this learning is amenable to testing such as that which
is described in Chapter VII.
Comprehension checks
Comprehension checks allow a speaker to monitor the comprehension of listeners and
so to modify their output accordingly. This has benefits for all interlocutors. For the
speaker the comprehension check provides a way of testing the accuracy of their
production against the expertise and comprehension of the other interlocutors. For other
interlocutors it opens up opportunities to obtain more information and to improve
comprehension.
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Trv-markin g modulations
As discussed earlieq try-marking modulations are a multi-functional phenomenon which
cannot be analyzed easily. Nor can they be ignored given their prevalent use by certain
speakers. The fact that they are sometimes used in a non-negotiating role in
conversational discourse does not detract from the fact ttrat they are also an efficient and
indeed an 'easy' way for less syntactically proficient interlocutors to play an active and
interactive role in conversation. It is important therefore that try-marking modulations
be included in the analysis and examined carefully. In fact, cases in which the speaker
uses a HRTC on an utterance to express diffidence about the accuracy of that utterance
are, as suggested earlier, possible examples of 'hypothesis testing', an important aspect
of output theory.
This discussion suggests that different functional categories of utterances engage
interlocutors to a greater or lesser extent in the process of negotiation. Knowing this
allows us to make more accurate claims about the relative value of various types of
negotiating questions in determining the quality of input and ouput oppor$nities likely
to occur, the extent to which learners may be drawn into the current interaction, and the
degree to which their background knowledge is activated.
5.9 Summary
At the heart of this chapter was a concern with the sensitivity of classification systems
used to distinguish different types of negotiation. Commonly used systems appear to
oversimplify the range and functional signifrcance of types of negotiation. Thus, the
present analysis proceeded to subject some of the commonly held assumptions about the
roles of negotiation such as those underpinning Doughty and Pica (1986) to carcfully
scrutiny through a thorough appraisal of the sensitivity of standard negotiation categories
to a given set of data, and a search for alternative complementary categories outside the
range of these categories.
To do this, a framework for categorizing and analyzing negotiating moves in terms of
their structural, functional and formal properties was developed, The examples of
t3l
negotiating and non-negotiating questions provided in this analysis show that" with
careful examination of the context of the discourse, it is possible to make reliable
distinctions between questions which do or do not have a negotiating function. Six
categories of negotiation were found in the NNS/NNS task generated data. These
categories were confirmation checks, clarification requests, elaborations,lexical searches,
comprehension checks, and try-marking modulations. Discussion of the coding protocols
used to arrive at these categories revealed overlaps between categories where the forms
typical of one category could and often did function for another category. It was
suggested that such complexity required considerable contextualization of each instance
within the surrounding discourse to get at the interlocutors' intentions and
interpretations.
An analysis of the distribution of categories of negotiation across task types and groups
revealed an overall preference for hearer-initiated negotiation over speaker-initiated
negotiation, but with a trend for more speaker-initiated negotiation in shared tasks and
more hearer-initiated negotiation in the split tasks.
The discussion proceeded by examining the variety of ways in which negotiating
questions - confirmation checks, comprehension checks, and try-marking modulations
in particular, were used by interlocutors. It highlighted the fact that a standard
functionaVform-based system of categories appears to overlook a number of the le.ss
explicit functions of these items. One reason is that such functions are often conveyed
through prosodic features such as stress and intonation and so are difficult to distinguish
without careful analysis. A number of functions such as echoing, assessing consensus
and expressing an evaluative response which emerged from this analysis were seen to
have little value for improving the quality of input learners receive from each other
through negotiation. A discussion of the roles of the six categories of negotiation in
facilitating language acquisition highlighted the ways in which certain categories
(notably clarification requests and elaborations) required greater levels of cooperative
negotiation of meaning, and in particular, demanded more of interlocutors as language
producers than others.
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As a caveat to these poinB, the value of any given instance of negotiation is affected
by a range of complex factors not accounted for in a category description. These
include the attention paid by the interlocutors, their expectations, their knowledge of an
item, the purpose of the negotiation, the outcome of the negotiation, whether or not the
negotiated item is used in subsequent interaction, and finally the kinds of information
or dimensions of meaning being clarifred. The laner is of central interest in this study
and is the subject of the following chapter.
Chapter VI
THE TYPES OF INFORMATION NEGOTHTED DURING TASK.BASED
INTERACTION
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter examined the ways learners signal the need to negotiate aspects
of meaning during interaction. It used structural and functional criteria to describe six
negotiation categories. Thus for example, clarification checks use the form of a wh-
question and function to elicit more information on the topic of ttre previous uttcrance.
This analysis clearly supported the observation by Long (1989) that "some aspects of
negotiation are probably more beneficial for language development than others" (22).
It did not however tell us much about the dimensions of meaning or the kinds of
information that are negotiated during task performance. Do learners negotiate an item
because they do not know it, do not hear it properly, want to clarify its relationship to
what they already know of the task, or disagree with it? Such questions cannot be
answered on the basis of a formal or even a functional classification alone and require
among other things, an examination of the content and intent of negotiation, that is, what
information the user wants to retrieve, and what purpose the negotiation is being used
for. Research question 3 (a, b and c) takes up these issues and is the starting point for
the constnrction of a second framework for coding negotiation.
Research question 3
What dimensions of meaning are negotiated by learners during communication
tasl<s?
b. How are these dimensions affected by task typeT
c. To what extent might each of these dimensions increase comprehension and
contribute n learning?
6.2
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The Types of Information Negotiated during NNS/NNS Task-based
Interaction.
Clarify the form of the speaker's utterance
Undersend the lexical components and syntactic structure of an utterance
Recognise the referential sense of a whole utterance by understanding the content
of that utterance in relation to surrounding discourse and the purpose of the ask
Understand and agree on the truth value of an utterance
Understand procedural aspects of task performance as inuoduced in a preceding
utterance.
In response to part (a) of research question 3 it is suggested that when learners negotiate
they seek to improve their comprehension or understanding of five general dimensions
of meaning including the need to:
I
2
3
The first two categories have a language focus in common, the first distinguished by
attention to perceptual concerns and the second by attention to lexis or syntiu. The next
three categories have a message focus in common, that is a concern with the content and
intent of an utterance. Each of these dimensions is operationalized below.
6.2.1 Clarifying the Form of the Message
Before interlocutors can deal with any aspect of the meaning or content of an utt€rance,
they obviously need to have established the form of the message. Where there is
background noise, multi-layered discourse or inattention, perception may be incomplete
and need to be renegotiated. This can be seen in the following example. 56 is having
problems with understanding 'brown bears' partly as a result of having weak listening
comprehension, and partly as a result of difficulties with S5's pronunciation (56 is
Japanese and 55 is Iranian, both having been in New Tnaland,less than six months).
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(sz1
s5
S8
s7
S6
S8
s5
s7
s8
S5
s6
this brown bean
fbrown bean
L brown
lglaun bilz/,?
bnown
brownl bean
I b r o,?
bersfbr yeaq yeah
L bears you lnow ?11
I what is this ? V'SY2 3:3\
The problem is clearly one of perception since after the words have been spelled out,
56 responds in a subsequent turn with "bear !gg!q I see bears I see.. sorry, yep yep",
showing she clearly knew the item but had not recognised it in oral interaction. What
is important about this type of negotiation is that it often involves items that are within
the learner's competence but are non-salient for contextual reasons. Although it might
also involve unfamiliar items, a form classification will remain appropriate if the
negotiating sequence does not move beyond a focus on the surface form of the item.
6.22 Clarifying Grammatical and Lexical Meaning
When an item is perceptually clear, comprehension may still be lacking as a result of
unfamiliarity with the lexical or syntactic content of the utterance. When this kind of
comprehension gap prompts negotiation, attention is directed at meaning at a linguistic
level. This kind of negotiation can be the equivalent of the lexical search discussed in
section 5.4 in that most meaning-focused negotiation produced by learners in the curpnt
study concerned unfamiliar words rather than difficult syntax. Such is the case in the
following example.
lpw about /gra:fit ? lgrufr:lgiraffe who lnows?
giraffe is something like a hose but have a-
-no that zebra
what do you want? ah, giraffe, ah, ah,
giraffe
(s3)
S5
ss
s7
S5
s7
ss
S7
s8
tall with 
" 
veryf tall neck
Llong neck
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S7
S5
no, long neck y€ah, the animal with a very long neck, you undersand that?
yes yes yes
6.2.3 ClarifyingContent
The next dimension involves negotiation of undersunding of the content of an utterance
in relation to surrounding discourse and the purpose of the task. Classifying an
utterance in this way builds on the assumption that it has been perceived and
understood. Thus negotiation is occuning because the interlocutor concerned wishes to
clarify the sense of the utterance as it relates to the purpose of the task. This being the
case, in both the following exarnples, "for Simon?", and "under the square you mean?",
the essential underlying question behind the negotiation is something like, "How does
what you said relate to my knowledge of the task?'.
do you have another?
yes ahhh Germm 
"?
for Sbrcn, ?
yeah
she speak German,?
yeab (MSPI 4:ll)
do you see the circle?
undcr the square you nuan? (ZSPI 8:35)
In the second example, 52 has heard and processed the utterance, "Do you see the
circle?", but needs to relate the circle being discussed to the rest of the task. Having
perceived and understood what was said on a formal level, there is concern with the
sense of the whole utterance.
6,2.4 Clarifying Opinions or Intentions
Interlocutors often use negotiation to express a subjective opinion in relation to a
preceding utt€rance, or to ask the previous speaker to explain their reasoning. This
(s+1
sl
s3
s3
s2
s3
s1
(5s)
sl
s2
t37
function was touched on in section 5.8.1. In such cases the speaker is concerned with
their own or an interlocutor's ideas, opinions, interpretations, viewpoints, intentions
values or judgements. In the following segment in which interlocutors are deciding on
the rank ordering of trvo people, each of the negotiating questions is dealing wittr this
kind of information.
(s6)
S3
s4
s3
s1
s4
s3
s4
S2
s3
maybe one can be two, two can be on{, yes ?
Lyes I rhink/ so
lyou think so?
yeah?
/because
L fu you thir* so?
yeah
why?
because you know ... (MSHI 8:Z)
Explicit forms of opinion-focused negotiation include "Why did you say tha[?", "Do you
agree?" or "Really!?"
6.2.5 Clarifying Procedures
Negotiation of consensus ils to procedural aspects of task performance (as introduced in
a preceding utterance) may occur as in the following examples. In both of the following
segments, interlocutors 51 and 53 use negotiating forms to clarify the procedures for
performing a task.
(s7)
Okay, we start from the Iefi hatd side t ?
yes
Olay? (ZSPI 1:l)
I still confused wirh-
-we have ah-
-just different conditions
yeah
you must explain to us all
from this?
S1
s2
SI
(s8)
S3
s2
s4
s2
s4
s3
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s4
(...)
s2
sl
s4
s1
s2
from your paper
so how bout yours?
no ah just use the the second page and tell ahh what oonditims
you can explain lirst
ok I, I, now I, I talk my, I want eryIain my conditbns in hcret ?.. ln mine ? ok ?
Lnmm, speak
6.3
(MSPI 10:57)
Explicit forms of procedunal negotiation include "Who's next?", "What shall we do?"
or "Shall we do this ?"
There is, as one might expect, some overlap between the categories. Thus, negotiating
lexical or grammatical meaning overlaps with negotiation of the message since the
syntax and lexical items represent the message.
Inter-rater Reliabilitv
To assess the reliability of this five-way categorization system inter-rater reliability data
was gathered. Segments of uanscripts were selected using the process described in
section 5.6. The expert rater, Rater E, took a novice rater, Rater B, through a
familiarization session. Rater B was given time to read and discuss a draft of the
system and then undertook an independent rating of a number of samples of data. Each
sample included a tape recording and a transcript with questions tagged for coding. This
was followed by discussion of the system and some minor clarifications of categories.
On a subsequent day each rater carried out independent ratings of the items in the
stratified samples. This was followed by comparison and tabulation of the ratings and
then by discussion and resolution of differences in ratings. The reliability of both the
capacity of the system to distinguish benveen various kinds of negotiation and the
accuracy of ratings by Rater E ratings were assessed.
74Vo of the items were unequivocally assigned to the same categories by two
independent raters. After discussion, all the ratings of Rater B agreed with those of
Rater E.
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6.4 Applying the Categorization to Data
To code data into the categories described above, the intentions and perception of the
speaker need interpreting. Neither of these are necessarily explicit in a given utterance
or segment of discourse (Christian, 1980:136) and so coding is necessarily inferential.
However, three aspects of an interactional segment assist in determining the appropriate
category for an utterance. These are the form of the negotiating question, the
propositional content of the utterance being questioned, and the relationship between
these two items and the surrounding discourse.
The form and content of the modifying question is the obvious place to start in
classifying a negotiating question. A standard wh- question is a particularly salient form
as the wh- word indicates clearly the kind of information being sought. So for example,
a 'why?' question usually seeks information about ideas or reasons while a 'who's
nsxt?' question usually seeks to clarify a procedure. Other modifying forms are less
salient. Thus, even apparently transparent question forms such as 'Huh?', 'What did
you say?', 'Is this what you mean/said?', which are typically directed at perception or
decoding of the oral message, could conceivably also be expressing surprise and implicit
disagreement. In this way, they would be negotiating opinions rather than language.
Prosodic features, including stress and a sharp fall followed by a high rise, usually
indicated such an evaluative function.
A question like "Excuse me, would you like to explain again ?" (zspl I l:7) is
problematic as it could equally be the outcome of failed perception, comprehension or
understanding of the content of the utterance. In such cases, where the question of itself
does not contain enough information to make its purpose clear, it is necessary to
examine more closely the second contextual aspect of the negotiation: the utterance
being negotiated. By examining the information in this utterance it is usually possible
to discover the purpose of the negotiating question. Thus with the comprehension check
"...okay?" in "so we start from the beginning, okay?" (zsHl l:9), the utterance being
questioned is immediately followed by the negotiating question. Because the utterance
is introducing a point of procedure, the tag also receives a procedural classification. In
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other words procedural information is being negotiated. This is an obvious relationship
although it will not always hold when a diffrcult lexical item or some other potential
language problem also resides in the utterance being questioned.
Ambiguity in the utterance being questioned requires rerourse to the third aspect of
negotiation. This is the relationship betrveen the items under examination and the
surrounding discourse. Given that the categories under discussion are highly inferential
and not based on a rigid set of formal criteria, it is perhaps the most important of the
three. Using general context and surrounding discourse allows us among other things,
to draw on orr knowledge of the way textual information is distributed in the task and
the degree of comprehension displayed in preceding and subsequent interaction to
determine the appropriate classification. The need for such analysis of context is seen
in the following example. In this segment of interaction interlocutors arc deciding
which animal should be placed in a cage near a cafeteria.
we can change place r ?
yes
ah first ah-
-giraffe t?
no no, there is still is cafeteria
yeah
because the camel, we canel witb the restaurant
yeab
yeah ?
yeah
I cafeteria
L cafe
yeah cafeteria ok and ah-
that's alrigbr -first is girafe, rigltT
giraffe, oh I like five,f have fve,?
tyeah me oo, I agree
fle.?
five
five,f giraffe
Lwhat do fyou tbink?
I me giraffe
I do you agree?
L its better
I think t[e giraffe,?=
no its bett€r for the monkey
(se)
s2
s3
s1
S2
sl
s4
s1
s4
SI
s2
S3
s2
S1
S2
sl
s2
t ...)
s4
sl
S3
s2
sl
S2
S4
sr
S4 (ZSHI9:?A)
l4l
S2's "fust is giraffe, right?" loola like a standard comprehension check. But how much
does this classification actually tell us about the real functioning of the question and the
type of information being negotiated? Taken at face value, the comprehension check
is a means by which a speaker checks the understanding of a preceding utterance by
interlocutors and offers additional help if it is needed. But in this case, the knowledge
that this was a comprehension check does not tell us whether what was being checked
was the successful transfer of the information that the giraffe was in some way 'first',
whether the speaker was checking if interlocutors knew, or had understood her
pronunciation of the word 'giraffe' or finally, whether a check of comprehension was
in fact taking place at all. In the latter case, the speaker may have been asking if
interlocutors agreed or disagreed with her opinion that the giraffe should be frst
It is possible then, that such a question could be directed at different kinds of
propositions embedded in the previous utterance. The current classification attempts to
distinguish between the various possibilities by examining the broader context of the
requirements of the task and the roles of the participana, the surrounding discourse, and
the content of the utterance. When these factors are examined in the example above,
the following information is found. The first possibility that the transfer of information
was being checked is unlikely since the task was a ranking task and so the giraffe was
a lexical item in the textual input accessible to the whole group. The second possibility
that the meaning of the word 'giraffe' was being checked can be eliminated because the
word had been successfully negotiated earlier. Recourse to the recording also showed
that in this instance the word was pronounced accurately. Finally, the third possibility
that agreement w:ts being sought is supported by the fact that the task involved a
ranking activity in which the group was trying to decide on an order in which they
would arrange certain animals so as to solve an organizational problem in a zoo. These
examples are typical of the kind of decision-making process required by this coding
framework and show that while the process was necessarily inferential, problematic
coding decisions were often solved through access to the broader discourse context.
6.5
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The koportions of Negotiating Questiors Addressing Different Kinds of
Information
In response to part (b) of research question 3, hypotheses 4 and 5 were formulated to
examine the prediction that attention by interlocutors to specific types of information is
characteristic of certain task types. In particular, the concem of the hypotheses is with
the extent to which learners performing split and shared information tasks will negotiate
either their perception of the form of the oral message, or their understanding of
grammatical and lexical meaning. The hypotheses give prominence to these types of
negotiation on the assumption that both types will involve interlocutors working on new
linguistic features of the input they are receiving. This assumption is examined in the
following section.
Hypothesis 4 A split information nsk will generate more negotiation concemed with
clarifying the form of the oral mcssage than a shared information taslc
This will be shown by comparative frequencies and proportions of
negortation which attetnpt to clarify forw lexical and granunatical
mcaning, content, opinions and procedures.
Hypothesis 5 A shared information task will generate more negotiation clarifying
Iexical and grammatical mzaning than a split infornurton task. This will
be shown by comparative frequencies and proportiow of negotiation
which attempt to clarifi form, lexical and granunatical meaning, content,
opinions and proc edures.
Table 14 shows the respective frequencies and proportions of negotiation in the five
categories. The same information is displayed graphically in Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13.
Data for the separate groups can be found in Tables C-14 (a) and O) in Appendix C.
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TABLE 14
Frequencies (and Percentage Frequencies) of Negotiating Questions that Address
Different Kinds of Information during a Standard Task Time of 28'30" @xpressed as
Mean Values for Two Groups)
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical 7no
t2
Split
Medicd Zno
34
Total
Clarificarton
oft
Granmatical
and lexical
meaning
Forms
Spelling
Content
Opinions
Procedures
22 (8) 60 (17)
3e (15)
16(6)
1e0 (71)
I (0)
54 (1s)
33(e)
2r2 (58)
4(l)
ll(3) 12 (2)
202 (st)
33(8)
7s (1e)
62 (16)
14(3)
161 (24)
6l (e)
4r7 (&)
4( 1)
10s ( 6)
4s6 (n)
e4(6)
s4t (32)
4& (28)
23 (r)
Total 268 (100) 363 (100) 3e7 (100) 655 (100) 1683 (100)
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A visual inspection of the data in Tables 10-13 reveals a large amount of negotiation
concerned with neither the form of the oral message or with grammatical and lexical
meaning but with opinions and the task content. Not unexpectedly, the negotiation of
opinions dominated the shared task, while for the split zoo task at least, negotiation of
content (in this case, of referential and locative directions) was dominant. However, a
comparison of relative amounts of negotiation concerned with the form of the message
and with grammatical and texical meaning provides support for both hypotheses
With respect to Hypothesis 4, between 33Vo and 59Vo of the negotiating questions which
were produced in the split tasks concerned clarification of the oral message in contrast
to l1%o for the shared tasks. Furthermore, a subset of this negotiation concerning
spelling checks and requests was present in similar proportions in all four performances
of the split tasks but was entirely absent from the shared-task performances.
With respect to Hypothesis 5, the shared tasks produced a higher proportion of
negotiation of lexical and grammatical meaning. However, overall this proportion was
small across all the tasks. While an average of l2.7Vo of the total number of negotiating
questions were word-meaning focused across all the shared-information tasks (the figure
was as high as 20Vo in the shared zoo task for Group 2), ur average of only 2.3Vo of
negotiating questions were word meaning-focused in the split information tasks.
Taken together the results of the two hypotheses at€ complementary. Where the task
required the transfer of detailed information as in the split information usks, the
attention of the interlocutors was to a large extent focused at the level of correct
perception with attention directed to language form rather than meaning. The frequent
requests for spelling in these tasks but not in the shared information tasks confirms this.
As a corollary to this, on the few occasions when word meaning was not clear to one
or more interlocutors in a split information task, there were two common outcomes.
First, a request for meaning clarification was made but was passed over or ignored by
interlocutors who realiznd such a focus on meaning was non-essential for successful
completion of the task. This can be seen in (60).
t6
(60)
s7
S8
S6
s7
S8
s6
S7
s5
s8
s6
S7
shed
yeah
what's a spell s m- ?
-shed
shed
shdd she4ahhh
L and the tool shed is ah r o I o l?
L shed
yeah
I ahh rnmm yeah and?
L yeah ok I don't worry we just write down 7.sF{2658
Second, in split information tasks, there was a strong tendency for no attempt to be
made to negotiate the meaning of unknown items. Thus, the negotiation which occurred
dealt largely with form. Thus in (61) below, the word 'reptiles' was only dealt with
superficially despite the fact that two of the interlocutors involved in this exchange could
not recognise the word 'reptiles' in either pre- or post- testing of vocabulary from the
tasks.
yes
(6t1
S8
s5
S6
s6
s7
s5
S8
s6
s7
S5
s7
S5
next placc yeah
yeah is a reptiles
reptile
rep
r€ptiles
dicta wlnt is this?
r ep til I esyep
ahhangon -re ptil yes,reptiles
til- l? es
repiles
reptiles yep
reptiles
les yep
yes reptiles
reptiles yes
reptiles es
reptiles
reptiles and uh oposite this reptiles there is another ... (7-SV2 2:37)
These examples highlight the tendency for interlocutors to simply transfer or place an
item, often without any att€mpt at understanding its meaning, in usks in which meaning
is non-essential for task completion.
However, in tasks in which the outcome requires a deeper level of understanding such
as when an unfamiliar item must be used to solve a problem, interlocutors will often
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persevere in extended periods of discsurse to get at the meaning of an item simply
because they have to. Thus in the following example from the shared zoo task there is
an effort to build up an accurate picture of the item in question.
(62',)
57 i like the hippos, what's that? two hippos number sixSS L whic,h one?
SB I himos just like tb cow?SS L hippos, hippopoamus, big animal which live in the pool no, like elephanL big
mouth
S6 |- ah big mouth yeah rnm so m in tbe pond in tbe water andSS L yes got a big mouth in the water, in tbe zoo
56 big, big mouth
SS hippopotamus
58 is it sorrethin! look like
55 no,f I, L alligator?
56 Land brown, [b.*58 ibmwn
SS mm? no no no it is like a pig, a big one
s5
s6
s8
alligaor? oh
yeah yeah yeah yeah and b'rown?
Yeah
zsH2 l,to
To sum up, it is clear that the meaning of unfarniliar items is often overlooked when the
task does not require it of learners, something which Long (1989:22) refers to as the
'least effort outlook'. In contrast, when the task gods require learners to work with the
meaning of unfamiliar items, much of their negotiation is predictably focused on the
meaning rather than the form of the language.
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6.6 Negotiation and the Interaction Hypothesis
In Chapter tr the interaction hypothesis (Ellis, l99l) and various claims regarding the
role of negotiation in language learning were discussed in some detail. Using the
framework developed earlier in the chapter, this section revisits the interaction
hypothesis and submits it to critical analysis in response to part (c) of research question
3. The nvo claims in the most r€cent version of the hypothesis that warant attention
are that:
modifications to input, especially those which take place in the process of
negotiating a communication problem make acquisition possible providing that
the learners comprehend the input and notice new features in it and compare
what is noticed with their own output, [and that] interaction that requires learners
to modify their initial output facilitates the process of integration (203).
These claims advance the interaction hypothesis in two ways. First, the link between
comprehension and SLA which in previous versions remained vague and untestable is,
according to Ellis, presented in testable terms. It requires that, new information in the
input be noticed in the first instance and then compared n output. Inuospection and
retrospection on the part of interlocutors provide the means by which the researcher can
examine the processes of noticing and comparison (ibid:203). Second, output is
included in the hypothesis as an independent route for language ac4uisition. Following
this route, the adjustments made to output through interaction and negotiation facilitate
the integration of new information leading to subsequent interlanguage adjustments.
In the discussion that follows, the claims in the hypothesis will be evaluated against data
from the study representing different types of negotiation.
6.6.1 Clarifying the Form of the Message
Where negotiation is concerned with clarifying form we may distinguish three sources
of trouble: the form of unfamiliar language items, mis-heard input, and ill-formed input.
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6.6.1.1 The Form of Unfamiliar Input
Where an unfamiliar item or construction initiated negotiation in the data, clarification
often focused on form or perception through repetition or spelling. If this failed to bring
about recognition we might expect further clarification dealing with meaning (e.9.
providing a paraphrase). But as has already been noted, in the split tasks many items
were often only negotiated for form despite being ur*nown by one or more interlocutors
in the pre- and post-tests (see extracts 60 and 61 above). The fact that learners were
prepared to exchange items - that is to spell and locate them as the task required, even
when the items themselves were not known is problematic for the link between
negotiation and learning. If a learner has difficulty attaching meaning to an unfamiliar
item, restructuring by interlocutors only modifies the phonemic form or the spelling of
the item in question. Negotiation per se fails to tackle the source of difficulty so that
items which were unfamiliar to begin with, remain unfamiliar. Comprehension sufficient
for progress on task may have been reached, but this is inadequate for significantly
improving familiarity with the unknown item and fails to provide the necessary
conditions specified by the hypothesis for acquisition to occur.
6.6.1.2 Mis-heard Input
A second reason for form-focused negotiation was that input was misheard because of
situational constraints on processing such as inattention, background noise or
overloading of the processing capacity of the learners. In such cases an unfamiliar item
might be coincidentally involved, but primarily such negotiation simply replayed known
items to achieve comprehension. This type of negotiation goes no further than
comprehension because unfamiliar linguistic input does not need to be present for the
negotiating sequence to have occurred. Negotiation functioning in this way typically
used confirmation checks as in the following example where 57 is having trouble
processing incoming input at the same rat€ as other interlocutors.
nineteen and blood pressure one hundred fifty one
one five one
(63)
s6
s8
r50
S6
s8
s7
s8
s7
S6
s8
S7
S6
s8
S7
6.6.1.3
I yep one five one
I ok her sport isI xrx hang on age?
yes
and ah blood pressure is one?
I one tive one
L one five one
one five one
yeah
one hundred and fifty one
mmm spcts?
huh?
is nineteen
age is?
nfiteteen
nirc? age? nineteen?
MSP2;4,3
lll-formed Input
Thirdly, form-focused clarification was caused by the need to understand ill-formed
input. While this will be examined from an output perspective in a following section,
from the perspective of the listeners its effectiveness in learning is limited. Ill-formed
input was incomprehensible not because it contained new or unfamiliar linguistic
features, but because it contained features of the developing interlanguage of another
learner which effectively obscured what was often familiar linguistic territory. Again,
such cases achieve comprehension without unfarniliar linguistic items being subject to
negotiation work as in the two items rock climbins and cricket in the following example
(64). In both, the trigger for negotiation is in the problem the speaker has pronouncing
a particular sound. In the first, the speaker uses a non-aspirated /k/ in rock (/roli/) and
in the second uses /ly' and not /r/ in cricket (lkhklt/). Problems distinguishing phonemes
such as this as well as with distinguishing short and long vowels were frequent causes
of negotiation in the split tasks.
and her spct is /roU climbing
huh?
rock?
lrtkl rock =lrpicl climbing
rock climbinS efi yeah= ahhh
r o c k rockclimb=?| =climbing cl imb bing, sorryoneblt cl imbyeah rilnmI oneb?yesing afterbising yes
rm ok rock climbing
yep and second /klftt/
cricket? cricket
(e)
S8
S6
S5
s8
s7
s6
S8
S6
s7
S8
s7
s6
S8 ket yep the next one who have?
t5l
s6
s7
yep cricket, cricket
cricket
ick et )€ab
cr? ick ket
MSP2 4,23
6.62 Clarification of Grammatical and Lexical Meaning
The second major source of trouble concerned problems with unfamiliar words or
grammru. For these, modification, having achieved comprehension, had the potential
to provide valuable information on the unfamiliar items.
6.62.1 Morphologr
Negotiating sequences which raised morphological issues to prominence were practically
non-existent in the data as might be expected in interaction concerned with
communicative rather than formal language learning goals. One instance, (65) below,
did occur.
(6s)
S8
s6
s5
s6
s7
s6
s7
S6
s8
s7
s6
s7
on tbe top kiwis / ?
yep
kiwi,?
llunm
yeah
yeah
kiwi z?
&iu.r
lunm
abh kiwis
cause plural
yeah 7,Sn rc3r
In this extract (65), negotiation raises to prominence the difference beween kiwi and
kiwis. This is another case of negotiation concerned with perception of a feature that
is neither new or unfamiliar bur is simply overlooked in the initial inpur
6.6.2.2 Syntax
Where negotiation of problems concerning synto( occurred it did not necessarily result
(66)
S1
S2
54
S3
s1
s3
sr
S3
t52
in diagnosis of the exact source of the problem, much less parsing of the difficult syntru(
and integrating it into interlanguage. In fact" where negotiation generat€d restructuring,
comprehension of the modified sructure often seemed to override memory of the initial
structure so that the focus of attention was on the comprehensible restructured item
which did not contain the original source of trouble. This appears to happen in (66)
where an unfamiliar construction is likelv to survive onlv two or three vears if the
transolant is successful is confronted and present€d in a modified form for comparison.
first one ah not good, likely to suryive only two or nwre years if tlu hcart trauplant is
successful, luh? if it successful still only two or more years? tlwt rwans tlnt?
yeah
yeah
yes
if if it failed then die suddenly will die
maybe only survives only nro more years, so aft€r tbat ah he will die-
-yeah
yeah we can say this MSHI 1,28
Thus, unless there is opportunity for reflection and exposure to the original problematic
utterance alongside its modified version, the message encoded in the unfamiliar syntax
may be made semantically salient which contributes to the communicative goal even
while its linguistic form remains unanalyzed. Whether a problematic grammatical
feature is 'noticed' is difficult to say without recourse to the introspection of the learner.
In the data, problems with syntax caused only a very small number of negotiating
sequences. This may be a reflection of the kind of input in the tasks - an abundance of
discrete words and phrases rather than lengthier sentences. But it may also reflect a
more general trend to focus attention on a lexical item rather than on a whole phrase
when faced with a comprehension problem. The former is a more salient, readily
identifiable source of trouble which, when resolved, can substitute for not fully
understanding aspects of the surrounding syntax.
Difficult syntax may also prompt learners to engage in negotiation in different ways
from vocabulary and oral perception problems. While problems with an unfamiliar word
may be easily solved through dirert negotiation benveen interlocutors, unfamiliar synux
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may be more eilsily unravelled by the learner comparing the input which contains the
problem with existing interlanguage and Ll rules. This can be seen as a kind of internal
negotiation (or 'internal strategies' - see loschky and Bley-Vroman, 1990:167-8) which
reduces the need for more direct negotiation between interlocutors, a suggestion which
has parallels in a study by Holliday (1992). Holliday suggests that it is the separation
and chunking of phrase constiruents in negotiated sequences which provides important
cues as to the way the target language is constructed. Syntactic knowledge is thus
acquired through exposurc to the language of negotiation rather than through the
negotiation of syntactic problems per se (see section 2.4.2 for further discussion of this
point). Similarly, Ferch and Kasper (1986) propose that in active communication,
unattended input, that is input comprehended for its message rather than for its linguistic
structure, can interact with the processing systems of the learners to result in learning.
6.62.3 Lexis
In the case of lexis, the very act of initiating negotiation also typically entails noticing
the presence of the new item which in turn also implies the process of comparison
through which the learner fails in their search for a march in their present SL repertoire.
According to the interaction hypothesis, it is under these conditions that the item is
available to be integrated into the learner's interlanguage as in the word fraud in (67).
(67)
S6
S7
s8
s6
S7
S6
s7
s8
s7
s5
s8
S5
S7
so ttlm, if so, why do you, do you think E first tbe F?
huh?
ar ah F?
mm
I thfurk the the tbe personal characters I is not very goodqnnm mmrn
because ah he's a criminal record I for tlu frand?Lno his job-
-andf the age, no no no this is against the law
Lyeah (laugh) job but illegal job
they I cheat someone like this
Land ah, and ah MSH2 5,6
reah illeeatf job yeah
r oM (laugh)
The likelihood of acquisition occurring is increased as the item is used in the
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meaningful context of the task. Post-test improvements on vocabulary scones in the
study (as reported in the following chapter), show the effectiveness of shared tasks in
providing the necessary conditions under which new vocabulary can be acquired. This
area of negotiation is the subject of the following chapter.
6.63 Clarifying ContenT Opinions and Intentions
A large proportion of negotiation in the study was concerned not with clarifying the oral
message or with problematic linguistic features, but with either contextual reference that
required greater specification, or with ideas and opinions that provoked a response such
as disagreement or surprise. In ttre following example, contextud reference - the
location of S6's 'the circle' is being negotiated.
kiwis which?
where? where?
mmm the circle r? circle, top circle, top top
the circle,? yeah, tbe rop one
which ? op circle or?
half circle, I Vean
Lyeah the big the big circle , ?
yeab
ohh not this this-
l- -kiwis
L rnealx a hatf, half circle,?
yeah balf circle, separate top, yeah? and k i-
-be means, ahh she means, ahh 991ry, sbe means the circle
circle, circle
have separate two
no no no, there is two circle, one is half circle, one is full
ahh smry sorry, rlm yeah, lig circle
big circle 
'?
yeah big circle, sorry, so kiwis zsn rcs
During a series of negotiating sequences 56 progressively adds more specification to her
reference point ("top circle", "half circle", uahh sorry sorry, Dtrl yeah, big circle")
making her initial utterance "the circle" more referentially comprehensible for
interlocutors in the sense that it allows them to accurately place this initial locative
reference ("the circle") on their versions of the task sheet. But despite this lengthy
negotiating sequence, there were no new features in the input to be noticed and marched
(68)
s5
s8
s6
s7
S5
s5
S7
S6
s8
s6
s5
S6
s7
S8
s7
s5
S6
s5
s6
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against output. 56 simply clarified the fact ttrat the circle to which she referred was 'the
top, half, big one' rather than 'the small bottom one' (see the task-four sheet in
Appendix A).
While this kind of negotiation might map successfully onto the fust four steps in the
model, covering difficult input, negotiation, modification and comprehension, it can go
no further since there is no obvious feature in the language to be acquired.
6.6.4 Output in the Model
The previous section affirmed the consistent finding of this study that evidence of an
input - interaction - acquisition link is mixed and needs to be qualified by a clear
understanding of what is being negotiated and for what purpose. But this still leaves
open the claim that negotiation concerned with the accuracy of a speaker's language,
that is with production rather than comprehension, might provide an effective route to
acquisition. In the following example (69), negotiation causes the speaker to make
adjustments to her message which correspond more closely to the target language model.
The speaker gives explicit acknowledgement to the differences between their initial and
later output and so has fulfilled the noticing and comparing conditions of the interaction
hypothesis.
(6e)
yes and another meaning is another meaning is the crocodile must away frmr the /grafi:/,
/gra:fi1
mm pardon?
lgra,fi:.l? wha{ does-?
L what does mean ?
whicb one? giraffe giraffe
giraffe giraffe yeah &ar's alrightgiraffes sorry giraffe ah must away fom the
M5H22,47giraffe
Such cases were frequent enough in the data to make a substantial case for the benefits,
at least in the short term, of learners negotiating the accuracy of production by
interlocutors. Longer term 'integration' beyond accurate use of a modified item in
subsequent task performance remains unverified at least in regard to the data available
from these particular performances. If this final link is to be made, it may be necessary
SI
s4
S2
sl
s3
s2
SI
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on them in a subsequent session.
There is a further qualification at least in terms of the data being examined here. Even
when a learner's ouput contained a non-standard feature which was subsequently
modelled accurately by interlocutors during negotiation, this was no guarantee that the
noticing, comparing and integration stages in the model would occur. In other words
a learner might produce a non-target like utterance and have this correctly modeled by
an interlocutor in subsequent interaction and yet still not notice the difference. Where
the target form is noted, there may still be insufficient time permitted by performance
conditions or inadequate motivation on the part of the learner for this target form to be
compared and integrated in subsequent performance. There appear to be nvo main
reasons for this. First, learners performing these tasks are driven primarily by the
communicative imperative. Thus when communication breakdown occurred because of
a lack of language competence, the learners often resorted to avoidance or to another
strategy for communicating their intentions. In either case the problematic feature of
their initial output was not dealt with. This is particularly common in negotiation
produced in the split tasks where, after a couple of attempts at making a word
comprehensible, the speaker simply resorted to spelling it out as in the following
sequence.
reptile, ah reptiles
reptiles
reptiles z ?
reptili es reptiles
Li I hang on, i? I e, p t yep
yep
repiles T.SPI 2,42
Second, negotiation concerned with some items fails to make the problem in the initial
output salient to the speaker and so output remains unchanged. Thus in the following
examples S8 does not notice the difference between her use of /V in shed and shelter
and correct use of d/ presented a number of times in negotiation by interlocutors.
(70)
s1
s4
sl
SI
s2
S2
s3
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(71)
58 l*.dl.lsedl,s hedlsdl56 s?55 tlett57 tleat
58 |. I don't lnow /sed/?
57 Ls h e d35 tleot
58 | s, what's the meaning of /sed/? no: yeah? oh:S5 , ,l* means some materials57 ir's a whole name its a feed- and a tool?
- and rool /sed/ lsed,l
what'saspell,sm? sh ed
s857 ileat58 yeab
s6
s8
S7
shed
shed andrhetmlled,t lsahtool?
L deO annn
s8
s6
S7
S5
s8
s6
s7
S5
S6
s8
s7
s6
s6
55 tledt
56 ahhh
2sP2,6,38
Q2)
I two arrow yeah a public /Jelter /s/elter /delterL yep a public lsletwt'! mbic?
ahh ahh pnb-
cenrre? s l- Iletter? Ilettrr/Velter yeah/Velter shelter
what is /Velter? s? s h? | yep /i/Atu yep
L sh
iltetter yx
public /.Itettrr
public /Velter
a I t tlletrer
mmm that's rigbt
As a result of neither noticing or comparing, the output of S8 rcmains unchanged
subsequent to negotiation and so there is little possibility of'the new feature (the tll
sound) being integrated into her interlanguage through the negotiation process.
These qualifications aside, data from the present strrdy clearly supports the link benneen
oppornrnities for learners to have their output modified by other learners and subsequent
short term improvemenB in the accuracy with which they produce these modifred forms.
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6.6.5 Assessing the Evidence
Reviewing the evidence in this and preceding chapters it is clear that much of the
negotiation occurring in the present study failed to meet the conditions (as specified in
the revised version of the interaction hypothesis) by which negotiation of input might
result in SLA. This can be seen in Table 15 which pres€nts a summary of the previous
discussion in the form of a component analysis. In this table, the components in the
hypothesis (see page 15 and page 148) are set out along the top row so they can be
matched against the various kinds of negotiation discussed in previous sections and
located in the left column of the table. A tick (/) in a given slot indicates that evidence
was found to support the link this slot represents. A question mark (?) indicate mixed
evidence, and a (-) indicates that no evidence was found to support the link being
represented.
While negotiating sequences in which input is made comprehensible through negotiation
are not difficult to find in the data, only a proportion of these (including in particular
those dealing with unfamiliar vocabulary) were triggered by a new linguistic feature in
the input. In many cases negotiation was concerned not with unfamiliar language but
with contextual reference or with checking and comparing opinions. Where negotiation
did involve a focus on language it was largely prompted by problems understanding the
non-target like language production of NNS interlocutors that of itself contained neither
new or unfamiliar items. Even where new linguistic items were the focus of negotiation,
the presence of negotiation was no guarantee of accurate modification, of
comprehension, or that the conditions were present whereby noticing and comparison
might take place.
However, when the output route to SLA is examined, the evidence from the prcsent
study is more promising. First, there was a large amount of non-target-like production
available for improvement through negotiation. Second, in many instances modification
did occur with the result being greater accuracy in subsequent production.
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In making these claims, two qualifications warrant mention. First, the finding was based
on negotiation between non-native speakers. Clearly, learners interacting with other
learners of a similar proficiency and not with NS or with learners of markedly different
proficiencies are likely to generate a different kind of interactive style than either of
these latter options. As the data shows they certainly produce a lot more ill-formed
language than could be expected from a NS. They may also not be as proficient at
providing appropriate input or feedback on errors when they occur- It may be that NS
interlocutors for example would provide the necessary participant dynamics by which
new linguistic input was negotiated more thoroughly and by which output by learners
was more carefully monitored and subject to negotiation where it was non-standard.
This is an issue which goes beyond the scope of the present study, although it is worth
recalling that, as discussed in Chapter II, less negotiation tends to occur in NS/}INS
dyads than in NNS/NNS dyads (Varonis and Gass, 1985) and that furthermore, NS have
been found to corect only a very small proportion of deviant output in such dyads
(Porter, 1986).
Second, although the finding was based on a substantial amount of data (1015
negotiating questions from total interaction of 27,969 words), the dau was derived from
only a smatl number of tasks. The question arises then, as to whether changing the
tasks might solve the input problems of the learners (and the tasks) failing to provide
enough new and challenging linguistic material for exploration through interaction, and
not always negotiating for meaning when this material was available. Task solutions
to the input problem include: pitching the ext content for a task so that it provides a
reasonable linguistic challenge; combining the depth of involvement with the content
required by the goals of the shared tasks, with the requirement to negotiate
comprehension seen in the split tasks; and finally, building a language focus into the
task goal. These suggestions are discussed more fully in the conclusions in Chapter D(.
l6l
6.7 Summary
This chapter outlined a framework for categorizing types of information being negotiated
by the leamers in the study. Since the type of information being negotiated is likely to
have a strong bearing on what is bought to attention, what is repeated and modified in
output" and by implication, what is learned, it is an important consideration in a
discussion of the link between negotiation and SLA. The framework distinguished five
broad categories of negotiation concerned with clarifying the form of the message,
clarifying lexical and grammatical meaning, clarifying sense and content, clarifying
opinions, and clarifying procedures. Accurate coding of negotiating questions into these
categories relied heavily on examination of the immediate and wider discourse contexts
in which the negotiation occurs. Provided these contexts are taken into account, it is
possible to make accurate coding decisions. These decisions are facilitated by certain
predictable relationships between functional and informational categories.
Split tasks tended to produce negotiation concerned with clarifying forms and content
while a major proportion of negotiation in the shared tasks concerned the clarification
of opinions. The large proportion of negotiation concerned with clarifying forms in the
split information tasks was not seen as particularly useful since it often failed to address
word meaning and dealt with relatively minor points of pronunciation in a time
consuming way. In doing so it often halted forward progress on the task making
communication less effective.
The framework was matched against the claims of the interaction hypothesis in the third
part of the chapter. The discussion suggested that the speculative relationship benreen
negotiation and acquisition which motivates many studies of NS/i{NS and NNSA.INS
interaction, tends to ignore both the complexity and multi-functional nature of
negotiation and the influence of task type and task content on the quality of negotiation.
IWhile broadly speaking the analysis provides plenty of evidence of negotiation
improving comprehensibility, much of the input requiring clarification was ill-formed
in some way and so failed to contain new or challenging linguistic material to be
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'acquired'. While there are perhaps social and strategic skills to be learnt from such
negotiation these are not covered by the hypothesis. However, from an oulput
perspective the evidence more readily supports the claim that improved accuracy of
language production results from negotiated demands to restructure and repeat ill-formed
utterances. But for the ouput link to be sustained it may be necessary to devise an
analytical measurc of integration of the modifications arising from negotiation of initial
output beyond those which are visible in short term adjustmene to outpul This may
involve the rcsearcher noting linguistic features which interlocutors pay attention to itr
negotiation and assessing production of these feanres on subsequent occasions. The
following chapter attsmpts to do this through examining retention of new vocabulary
from the tasts by the learners as a result of task performance.
Chapter VII
NEGOTIATION IN RESPONSE TO T]IYFAMILHR VOCABTJLARY
7.1 Introduction
The previous chapter introduced a categorization of negotiation in which negotiating
questions were distinguished according to the particular types of information they sought
to clarify. This chapter examines the learning outcomes associated with one of the
ensuing categories of negotiation - the negotiation of unfamiliar vocabulary. The
research question motivating the discussion is as follows:
Research Question 4
To what extent do vocabulary gains occur during communicartve task
performance, either as a result of incidennl exposure to unfamiliar words or
through the active negotiation of the mcaning of these items?
The question rests on two suppositions: first, that each learner brings something different
to a task in terms of their understanding of the target language, and second, that
interlocutors will tap into each other's understanding to help overcome comprehension
problems. These two suppositions are examined in light of data from the study and then
Hypothesis 6 is introduced to address the research question.
7.2
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A Comparison of Pre.test Recognition of Task Vocabulary by Difrerent
Learners
A study by Saragi, Nation and Meister (1978) showed that there is surprising variability
benreen the vocabularies of individual learners at a similar proficiency level. Using a
word knowledge test with Indonesian EFL learners, the authors found that only lZ%o of
the words were known by every learner while 309o of the words were known by at least
one learner (Twenty learners were tested). These learners were in an English as a
foreign language (EFL) situation in which exposure to English was mostly limited to a
set curriculum, classroom and textbook. Variabiliry in word knowledge benveen
students is likely to be even greater in an ESL context where exposure to the language
in the social environment is rich and varied, and where learners may have quite different
backgrounds. The present snrdy took place in just such a contsxt, and so it seemed a
reasonable premise that the learners from the study would have a good chance of
receiving help when confronted with unfamiliar words while working on a group
communication task.
Thus, the first supposition on which research question 4 is based is that the learners,
when working cooperatively in groups, will have access to a larger pool of vocabulary
than would be available to them when they were working independently. Provided ttrat
learners were preparcd to share their knowledge, this vocabulary pool would in turn
provide wider coverage of unfamiliar vocabulary encountered in the accompanying texrc
for the tasks. To test this supposition, the content words from the task sheets were
presented to the learners in a pre-test prior to task performances. The test consisted of
111 words which the learners were asked to identify by providing either a definition,
translation, or illustration of each word. In an initial analysis of the results, words were
classified as to whether they had been identified correctly by all the members of a
group, by at least one member but not all, or by none of the members. The results are
displayed in Table 16.
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TABLE 16
Prior Knowledge of Task Vocabulary
Number of words
Group 2
Words recognised by all learners
Words recognized by one or more learners,
but not by the whole group
Words not recognizsd by any learners
Total
As the results show, a considerable number of words were not known by at least one
member of a group; 73 such words for Group 1, and 72 for Group 2. However, the
majority of these unfamiliar words were known by at least one other member of a
group; 6l for Group l, and 58 for Group 2. Thus in each group, at least one of the
learners (but often more than one) had the required knowledge to assist with most of the
cases of unfamiliar vocabulary. No one learner was responsible for an unduly large
proportion of these unknown words (or for the known words) as the pre-test scores for
the individual learners in Table 18 show.
It is therefore reasonable to claim that the different vocabularies of the learners in the
study had the potential to expand the vocabulary available to any one learner
participating in the tasks. While this is to some extent an obvious assumption, it
illustrates the complementary aspects of proficiency brought to the group performance
of a task by individual learners.
39
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7.3 The Accuracy of Responses to lVord Ctarification Requests
Since the data shows different learners bringing unique vocabulary knowledge to their
participation in the tasks, it seems reasonable to assume that when called upon to use
this knowledge to help each other, they will do so, and will do so successfully. Thus,
the second supposition underlying research question 4 was that the learners in the snrdy
would be capable of providing effective help in rcsponse to requests for assistance with
word meaning. This supposition was tested through careful analysis of the outcomes of
each instance of negotiation dealing with word meaning. Table 17 summarises the
results of this analysis. A more detailed account of the outcomes for each word is found
in Table C-17(a) in Appendix C.
These results provide evidence of learners giving each other considerable assisunce with
word meaning. Of the 49 words negotiated for meaning only two resulted in incorrect
information being given. Coincidentally, it was one word alarmed which accounted for
both of these instances since it was negotiated with an incorrect outcome by both
groups. In Group l, one group member did in fact provide accurate information about
the word, but being a quieter group member of the group, his suggestions were
overshadowed by the wrong attempts at defining the word from a more assertive group
member. The first learner suggested the word meant sumrised (which could be an
adequate synonym), and the second member defined it as meaning warnins which is a
near approximation of at least one meaning of alarm, though not the one required here.
In Group 2 alarmed was glossed as naushty and dangerous by two group members.
Again, danserous collocates with at least one aspect of the meaning of the word, if not
that required in the context. So even in the two cases in which incorrect information
was supplied by the learners, this information was partly correct and displayed good use
of guessing strategies, including the use of context.
A further four words required a certain amount of assistance from a supervisor, and
another word was defined solely by the supervisor. But overall, the results show the
learners effectively drawing on group knowledge to solve comprehension problems
concerning unfamiliar vocabulary. The results were achieved with very little outside
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assistance from supervisors and without reference to dictionaries.
TABLE 17
Responses to Word Clarification Requests (Groups | & 2 Combined across all Task
Performances)
Responses Occurrence
1. Accurate information provided by interlocutors
Information provided on word form only (e.g. spelling)
Adequate information provided with supervisor
assistance
Adequate information provided solely by supervisor
Word-meaning request overlooked or avoided
Incorrect information provided
The number of words and phrases targeted by word
clarification requests
Vocabulary Gains as an Outcome of Communicative Task Perfornranoe
In the previous sections two suppositions were examined and shown to be supported by
the data These were that learners would bring differing vocabulary knowledge to a
task, and that in a group learning context they would use this knowledge effectively to
assist each other. The present section examines the prediction that communication tasks
are able to foster a significant amount of vocabulary learning, provided that learners who
perform the tasks encounter unfamiliar vocabulary in the process of accomplishing
meaningful communicative goals. Vocabulary learning was measured through the use
of pre- and post-tests of words from the tasks in this study. All the words negotiated
29
ll2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
7.4
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for meaning in the data were from the textual input for the tasks. The testing required
learners to provide either translations, definitions, pictures, paraphrases, or examples of
words trken from the irccompanying texts for the tasks. While not a particularly
rigorous form of testing, this had the advantage of not exposing learners to addidonal
inforrqation about the words prior to the tasks. Section 3.8 of Chapter III contains a
description of the pre- and post-test methodology. Hypothesis 6 was formulated to
address the research question.
Hypothesis 6 l*arners will nuke significant vocabulary gains (measured in pre- and
poEt-testing of recognition of task-vocabulary) as a result of performing
commanication taslrs, and of negotiating unfarniliar words with other
learners.
Table 18 presents a summary of results concerning recognition of words in the pre- and
post-tests by learners in the study. These results are displayed in a bar graph in Figure
14. Learners were able to recognize and provide meaning for significantly more words
on the post-test. A marched t-test gave an observed t-value of -7.66n, which allowed
the null hypothesis to be rejected at the p < 0.001 level of significance. Improved post-
test recognition occurred for an average of 16 (or l47o) of the 111 words tested with the
smallest improvement being 10 words (a 9Vo increase) and the largest, 2I (a l97o
increase), This is a promising result given that very little help with difficult words was
given to leamers by the supervisors during the performances. It shows that vocabulary
learning can occur through task perforrnance wherc the focus is on meaningful
communication and where unfamiliar vocabulary is met either incidentally or through
explicit negotiation. This is, of course, what must happen in first and second language
acquisition under natural learning conditions.
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TABLE lE
Pre/Post-test Results for Recognition of rask vocabulary (l I I words)
Figure 14. Pre/Post-Test Resultr for Recognition of Vocabulary (III words) from
Tasks Performed by Eight l_carners
V9ords known
Subjects Pre-test Post-test
sl 55 76
S2 82 92
s3 8l 94
s4 69 90
s5 74 88
s6 60 78
s7 68 84
s8 70 83
Mean 69.9 (637o) 8s.6 (77%)
100
90
80
70
s60850ct) 
40
30
20
l0
0
Subjects
E nc-test scorc E posr-tc,st scmc
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While these results are promising they fail to link gains to particular interactional
processes. So what caused the gains? Was exposure to words in a meaningful context
enough to ensure learning? Was vicarious exposure to negotiation of unfamiliar
vocabulary sufficient or did explicit negotiation of the meaning of a word have the
greatest impact on post-test gains? To deal with these issues, comparisons werc made
between post-test gains for words negotiated for meaning and words for which no
meaning was sought or provided. Table 19 displays this data. Data for each Group can
be found in Tables C-19(a) and (b) in Appendix C. A breakdown of the data in these
tables for individual words across the eight task performances can be found in Table C-
17(a) and C-19(c) in Appendix C.
The majority of words which were negotiated for meaning were recognized and
accurately defined by more learners on the post-test than the pre-test (18 out of 24t or
75Vo). But it is at least as important to note that many apparently unfamiliar words were
not explicitly negotiated for meaning. Although learners made 49 requests for
clarification of word meaning (see Table 17), in total 152 (94 + 58) words were not
known by at least one member of either group leaving many unfamiliar words for which
clarification was not sought overtly. This can be explained in a number of ways. First,
the pre-test may not have been a true assessment of the ability of the learners to
recognize the words from the tasks in ttrat it only assessed their ability to recognize
words in a decontextualized list Thus, at least some of these apparently unfamiliar
words may not have been entirely new to the learners. When the learners had to
respond to these words in a ta.sk, contextual information was available to prompt recall
of previous encounters with the words, and so to provide the necessary information on
word meaning.
This number is derived ftom tbe total (34), less the words which were negotiated for meaning but not
tested (10).
l7t
TABLE 19
t Post-test Results for Words Negotiated for Meaning and Vl/ords not Negotiated:
Groups I and2combined
IVords for which meaning clarification was
sought
Words for
which
meaning
clarification
wiN not
sought
Total
Adequate
information
provided
Information
provided on
word form
only
Wrong
'information 
or
no information
provided
Known by alt
(pre- and post
test)
I I 65 67,.
Not lnown on
pre-tesu post-test
improvement
18 6 I 69 94
Not known on
pre-test no
improvement
5 3 50 58
Attrition I 2 3
Not tested l0 I 2 l3
Total 34" 11 4 186 23$
r. It night be nccd thrt the tcd fc drra row I [Kmwn by all (pre- and post-test)l is 6/, whoro$ in thc crrlior TrHc 16
the cquivalcnt total wrs 7. This diffcrcnco (Fcurs becrure Table 16 wrs bascd on rn enelyris of pro-tcst rcrultl oly
whcrcec thc pcscnt tablo ig besed on both prc- and post-tcrt results ir whicb: Q) wcdr which wcro Lnowl by dl o tb
pre-te"rt hrt fc whic.h morc precise howlcdge wrs displayed in the pct-tcst by onc r mc nbinr (l wordr) wcrc
imludod in thc sccond row (pcr+cst i4rwement); and (ii) words whidr wao howl by all on thc po-toct ht which
rcgistercd rfition in the poet test w€rie ilcluded in tbc fcth row (3 wads).
b Thig totrl is corryriscd of the number of wcds in tbc test (l ll) nrdtiplied by two (for tbe two grorpc). It rlso includc.r
13 wcds c phrasos which were Dcgotirted for nrcening hrt rot incldcd in thc ren fq Orce rr.asor:
i. The test inclu&d only single wad vocrhrlry items, wherces phrrscs such ."gg@!gQ!i!q,indgI$E
pg1$[wcre dso ucgotiucd fc mcaning.
ii. Fivc wcds wore omined frotrr the tart in crror (fair, z&r., wolves, llrmingcs, bcrr).
iii. Rrnction wor& werc not teslcd and rcithor wcrc ertein odrcr wcrdr which wcre crpccted lo hevc bcen borva
(fi[ed, writt n" plegrurnd, rcu).
c This total inclrdcs 5 wcds defincd with help from the suporvisor.
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Alternately, the meaningful use of a word by other leamers may have provided the
information necessary to fill the knowledge gap without the need for explicit
clarification requests. This suggests a useful role for vicarious learning in group work
whereby problems with unfamiliar input can be overcome through listening to and
watching interlocutors interacL In this regard, 69 (or 57Vo) of the unfamiliar words for
which no meaning clarification was sought or given (and which were not recognized in
the pre-test by at least some learners) also showed post-test gains. While the
proportional increase is not as great for these words as for the negotiated words (577o
compared to 757o), this result suggests that even without overt negotiation of word
meaning, exposure to unfamiliar words in tasks which provided plenty of contextual
support, and which required the active participation of the learners, was sufficient to
encourage learning of new vocabulary. But the fact that 50 (or 42Vo) of the words
which were unfamiliar to at least one learner in a group and which wer€ not clarified
for meaning tailed to show post-test gains also suggests that individual group members
could remain inactive in interaction, thus neither knowing, leaming, or using the
unfamiliar vocabulary even though the group completed the task successfully.
The Elfect of Task Type on the Treatment of Unfamiliar Vocabulary by
Language Learners
The issue of how task types affect the way learners react to unfamiliar vocabulary was
addressed in section 6.5 of Chapter VI in rcsponse to Hypothesis 4. However, it is
worth reviewing the issue in the context of the present chapter. As was pointed out
earlier, for shared tasks to be performed successfully, learners need to make judgements
and comparisons, and form opinions on the basis of information contained in the shared
textual input. The meaning of words thus becomes essential. Predictably then, more
negotiation concerned with word-meaning occurred in these tasks (between 8-t7%o of.
all negotiating questions) than in split information tasks (between 2-37o of all questions)
(see Table 14 in Chapter VI).
For the split information tasks used in this study, the meaning of words was less crucial.
While these tasks encouraged a great deal of negotiation, little of this dealt with word
7.5
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meaning. Even where word meaning clarification was sought, l0 of the 24 nesponses
in the split tasks failed to provide explicit information on meaning. Instead, a repeat or
speUing of the words in question was presented (see Table C-l9c). A number of these
responses were by learners who, according to post-test results, had no idea what the
words actually meant. They were content to let meaning lie unresolved, because the
goal of the task (accurate transfer of information such as labels) did not require it.
7.6 Implications for the Chssronm
The exposure to, and learning of unfamiliar words is not likely to be the main goal
when communicxlisn ta,sks are used in the language classroom. The presence of too
many unfamiliar words in a communication task is likely to subvert the communicative
purpose of the task. On the other hand, ensuring all words are within the competence
of all learners, while also making the task as authentic as possible, is both difficult and
unrealistic given the normal different vocabularies of learners. It also restricts task
design and assumes too much about a teacher's knowledge of learners' vocabulary.
A middle road, and one no doubt taken by default in the use of
classrooms, is to roughly tune the task to the level of the learners
unfamiliar words are likely to occur in the textual input of the task, but accompanied
by enough contextual support to help the learners deal with these words. Support can
also be provided through pre-teaching and through the provision of glosses or
dictionaries. Alternatively, learners can be encouraged to assist each other through the
negotiation process. Results from the present study indicate that this alternative is
promising. The learners in the study provided each other with good quality information
on the meaning of unfamiliar words when asked by other learners to do so, and in
subsequent post-tests, significant vocabulary gains were recorded as a result. These
results are encouraging and support the engagement of learners in group work on
communication tasks which contain unfamiliar and useful vocabulary.
The following extracts (73) & (74) demonstrate the kind of help learners provided for
each other in respect to word meaning. In (73) learners use a combination of
tasks in
so that
most
some
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exemplification ("crocodile", "lion scaring rabbit"), paraphrase ("two animals will join
together so we must separale them", "because its often will anack") and definition ("one
animal eat another animal") to build up a picture of the unknown animal.
(73)
52 | h"mm, what does pre- dators mean? predate, pre-l[-tors
53 L pedicr pre{4-!ors
54 f mmm predatos means- yeah me kind of animal eat another animd
52 L -animrls z! wh4 kind of animal?
54 aM kind- no I lion xxxx yes52 -I mean like lizard z? miurulul z? | r ahh
Sl I lion crocodile,?
53 ohh, I lnow the meaning, maybe like,f ab yotr lnow ab like ah tbe two animals can can-
52 crocodile z?
Sl I you can you can see
logetber, join I together yes53 L toge0er join ogether, so we must s€pamte them I to attack52 
- ohh
54 yes xxx
53 [ oh not to attack, to protect because its often will auack
52 | nhhhh
Sl I protect yes, because you cim see the eigbt and seven they're joined
togettrer because the lion and the crocodile they are v€ry strong animal
53 yes
52 abhh
Sl yeah, you can't put the lion and the next with the rabbit
s2
S3
54 | yes
52L f seeSt lyes I yeah?53 L yeah, so we must Separate' I r"parate, yeah, separate52 | separate, yeah
(ZSHL6:21)
Again, in (74) below, in order to build up a meaningful picture of the animal for the
learner who does not recognize its English niune, other learners present a number of
perspectives. They describe the animal in terms of its defining behaviour and typical
environment ("they show it in the pedonnance like swimming pool", "they jump up and
they catch the ball"), its class ('fish"), a more familiar animal with which it is similar
("like a shark"), and other key characteristics ("not dangerous", "funny").
do you lnow what is nuurber nine? yeah
this one? doghins, you larcw dotphin? .. dolphins yeah
what animal's tbat?
because the lim will scare tbe rabbit
rnmm
yes right
(74)
s7f
55L
s7
r75
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55 | yeah sometimes they show it in the performance
SB I like swimming pool
55 yes= slpimming pool they jump up and they catch the-
Sg =yes
55 f -ball
S7 L just smrething frsh?
55 like a shark but they are not dengcous
S8 oh yeab itsf tunny
56 L,tengerous (ZSH2 l:59)
These examples show admirable creativity in attempts by the learners to explain
unfamiliar words, as well as considerable involvement by the learners in the negotiation
process. In terms of learning opportunities, processing of unfamiliar words in such task-
generated discourse has the added advantage of the word, having been negotiated
successfully, being used meaningfuily in the remaining task performance, thus providing
a greater chance of retention through repeated use.
Directions for Further Researclr
In evaluating the effect of communicative task performance on word lnowledge, a direct
pre-test/post-test comparison was made using a particular form of vocabulary testing.
In interpreting the results, three issues arose that futue work should address.
(i) How should the word lotowledge test be presented?
In the tests, subjects were asked to respond through drawing a picture2, providing a
translation, or giving a defrnition to words presented in writing. The tests were done
in silence except where a. request was made by a subject to hear a word. In order to
reduce the interference which may result from a wrinen test being used to measure the
effects of spoken interaction, the tests could be presented in spoken form with the words
read aloud by the test administrator with subjects responding in writing and/or by
thinking aloud with an audio recording made of the sessions. In the case of spoken
responses, tests could be administered either separately to each individual, or in a
language laboratory with separate recording facilities for each subject. To obtain further
This option wi$ lrct used by any of the subjects.
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information, learners would review the words after the post-test and introspect on
questions such as whether they remembered particular words in the tasks, what help they
received from other learners with unfamiliar words, and what suategies they used when
they encountered unfamiliar words while working on the tasks.
(ii) How should test repertrton effects be controlled?
Two altematives merit consideration. First, the tqst would contain distracters, words the
learners were not going to encounter in the tasks or were not likely to encounter in
concurrent class work. The validity of the pre/post test comparisons would be
strengthened by different pre/post test movements for these words than for words
encounteted during tasks. Serond, a control group with marched proficiency levels
which sat the same pre- and post-tests, but did not work on ttre usks would be used.
(iii) lVhen should the post-test be administered?
In the present study, the test was administered on the day following the final test
performance. If the post-test was also administered one or two weeks later it would
provide information on longer tenn retention of the words encount€red in the tasks,
although this creates a number of problems. A second post-test at a later date would
prevent the researcher from discussing with the subjects the ways they responded to
words in the first post-test In addition, the second post-test would include the effect
of the subjects' involvement in further intensive English language instruction.
7.8 Summary
Negotiation holds a central role within input and interactionalist theories of SLA. In
support of this role, the results in this chapter suggest a link benreen negotiation of
unfamiliar vocabulary and subsequent gains in vocabulary recognition. The key to
discovering this link was in moving beyond the negotiation counts typicat of previous
studies and in place of such quantitative analysis, investigating the different aspects of
language, in this case unfamiliar vocabulary, which required processing as a result of
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negotiation. Through such qualitative study, it was possible to subject some of the
broad claims made about the value of negotiation in SLA to close scrutiny.
The investigation found that the learners successfully elicited accurate information on
word meaning from each other. However, there was also a willingness on the part of
individual learners to tolerate unfamiliar vocabulary, particularly in the split information
tasks which could be completed with relatively little meaningful use of the words in the
text for the task. In contrast" the problem solving and ranking components of the shared
information tasks provided the learners with an incentive to persist with negotiation of
word meaning. Significant learning gains were associated with negotiation of unfamiliar
vocabulary, although learning gains were also associated with incidental exposure to
unfamiliar vocabulary without overt negotiation of word meaning. Further to these
particular findings, work remains to be done in developing a sound methodological base
for assessing the relationship betrveen vocabulary learning and different kinds of
exposure to unfamiliar vocabulary in interaction.
E.1
Chapter VIII
TIIE LANGUAGE OF TASK-BASED INTERACTION
Introduction
Research has made various claims regarding the efficacy of different types of interaction
for language learning. Comparisons of teacher-directed interaction and interaction
between language learners show that in the former, not only do teachers tend to take a
large share of the talk, but teacher-class discourse is characterized by a relatively niurow
range of speech acts controlled by the teacher with predictable patterns of turn-taking
which have few parallels outside of the classroom. Group work and communication
tasks, on the other hand, involve forms of interaction that not only have greater face
validity for leamers, but also put in place conditions claimed to be imporrant for
learning (Long and Porter, 1985). While the relatively high fiequency of meaningful
negotiation directed at real communication gaps in group senings is a major reason for
using communication tasks, other dimensions of interaction might equally provide the
relevant conditions through which learners can develop as proficient language users.
The present chapter has selected four of these dimensions and examined the degrer to
which they occur in the tasks used in the study. The concerns of this chapter are
summed up in the following question:
Research question 5
In what ways might specified features of the language of commanicative task
performance by learners be influenced by task rype and topic? These feanres
are: the amount of nlk, the length of nrns and utterances, the expression of
intra- and inter-propositional rehrtonships, and the modes of discourse.
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8.2 Talk on Task
An analysis of the amount of talk produced in task performances can reveal, albeit at
a general level, the porential for different types of tasks to achieve what they were
designed tbr, namely ro engage learners in acdve language use. Similarly, an analysis
of the distribution of talk among interlocutors can also reveal differences in the level of
participation of individual learners within each task and comparatively, across the four
tasks.
8.2.1 The Amount of Talk
In a comparison of the amount of interaction produced under split and shared usk
conditions, Doughty and Pica (1986) tound that the total amount of interaction
measured in T-units and tiagments increased in split information tasks. However, Duff
(1986) tound no signiticanr dit-terence in the total number of words produced by students
performing a problem solving task (a convergent task) and a debate (a divergent task).
Although Dutf claimed as a result, lhat "we have no reason to predict differences in total
language production based on task type" (151), both tasks in the study by Duff were
shared intbrmarion rasks in rerms ol the distinction used by Doughty and Pica, and so
comparisons are limited.
In keeping with the results obtained by Doughty and Pica, there are two possible reasons
for expecting that learners will talk more in split information tasks. First, the
requirement to exchange information in these tasks ensures that all interlocutors have
something to talk about and a clear need to talk. This is no[ necessarily true of the
shared intbrmation tasks which provide less guidance and rely more on the ability of the
interlocutors to tbrmulate conversation on a given topic. Second, the amount of talk in
the shared intbrmation tasks may be reduced by the presence of more gaps and silences
created as learners make judgements, organize their arguments and establish personal
viewpoints, all of which require planning and thought both prior to and during task
pertormance. This supposition is supported hy an analysis of between-turn pauses of
five seconds or more across all the task pertbrmances as presented in Table 20. The
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shared information tasks contained 510 seconds of such pauses compared to only 199
seconds of pauses in the split information tasks.
TABLE 20
Total Time without TaIk as Measured by Periods of Silence of 5 Seconds or More
(Displayed in Seconds)
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Sharcd
Medical Zoo
t2
SPlit
Medical Zoo
34
Total
Group I
Group 2
97
183
7
223
46
r29
7
L7
t57
552
Total
Total
280 230
510
175 24
r99 7W
l8r
Hypothesis 7 was formulated to test whether there werc differences in the amount of talk
produced under different trsks conditions
Ilypothesis 7 Split information tasks will encourage leamers n talk more than shared
information tasks as shawn by the frequency of words spokcn in a given
timc.
The hypothesis was evaluated using a SAS (1989) statistical package for analyzing the
variance of data collerted from the same subjects under different conditions. The
various sources of variation are summarized in Table 21. Relevant means and standard
deviations are shown in Table 22. Frequency data based on a standard usk time can be
found in Table 23 and is displayed visually in Figure 15. Frequency data for each
subject can be found in Table 27(a) & (b).
The hypothesis failed to find support in the data as shown in Tables 2l-23. Inspection
of the tables indicates that neither the disribution of information, rhe topic of the task,
nor the composition of the group had a main effect on the amount of talk produced in
the different tasks in the study.
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TABLE 21
Summary of Analysis of Variance for Talk on Task
Source of variance
Groups
Task type
Topic
Task type x topic
101813
52084
220282
115
r01813
s20M
220282
116
1.32
0.73
3.75
0.n
TABLE 22
Mean Frequencies (and Standard Deviations) of Talk on Task in a Standard Task
Time of 28'30"
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Group 1
Group 2
Medical
3
30
(r2.7)
29
(14.r)
7no
4
34
(10.7)
37
(1r.0)
Sharcd
Medical Zoo
r2
29 38(18.1) (24.3)
24 26(r4.7) (15.7)
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TABLE 23
Talk on Task Measured in Frequency of Words per Minute in a Standard Task Time
of 28'30"
Figure I5- lhe1lnoynt of Tatk Pro':luced in a Stardard Task Timc of 2g'30,,by Two Groups of karners performing Four Taslcs.
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical Zno
t,2
Split
Medical 
.Zoo
34
Total
Group I
Group 2
Total
ll6
96
1s3
102
t20
l13
135
r46
524
457
2t2 255
467
233 281
514 981
(npm)
170
r50
13O
ll0
90
70
50
I croup t
ffi ertoupZ
I (Med) Z@&)
SHAREI) 3 O{ed) 4 C7lp)SPLIT
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The fact that the hypothesis was not sustained may be accounted for by a number of
factors. First, the shorter turns typical of the split information tasla (see section 8.3)
may have resulted in a greater number of betrreen-turn pauses of less than five seconds
(not accounted for in Table 20), and this may counter the effect of the longer pause
times in the shared information tasks. In addition, the split medical task involved a lot
of reading and was structurally more complex than the other tasks thus working against
the assumption that split information tasks needed less processing time.
Second, the shared information tasks allowed fluent speakers to dominate interaction and
thus to produce more language, while the split information tasks constrained these same
speakers, as can be seen with Sl whose large share of talk in the shared information
tasks was reduced when he performed the split information tasks (see Table 24). Thus,
contrary to our expectations, the amount of talk can increase in the shared information
tasks through the increased contributions of fluent interlocutors in a group. This effect
were not considered when the hypothesis was framed.
Third, intra-group dynamics, and the fluency and confidence of interlocutors may have
had a more unpredictable effect on the amount of talk in the shared information tasks
than in the split information usks where the requirement to participate can override such
factors. In summary, the results did not support the expectation that the learners in the
study would fill the time on task with more talk when performing split information
tasks.
8.2.2 The Relationship between Talk on Task and Negotiating
Questions
It might be expected that more talk would creale more opportunities and a greater need
for negotiation and therefore an increase in the former would result in a increase in the
latter. This was indeed the case in the study by Doughty and Pica (1986) in which an
increase of l22%o in the total amount of interaction corresponded to an increase (of
unspecified size) in the amount of total negotiation. However, this relationship was not
seen in the results from the present study which showed that while task type did not
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have a significant effect on the amount 6f tqlk (see Table 21), it did have a significant
effect on negotiation (see Table 6 in Chapter ry). Figures 16 (a) & O) portray the talk
and negotiation comparison visually. They show that while for Group 2, morc
negotiation was produced in tasks where there was also more talk (Tasks 3 and 4), for
Group I more negotiation was produced in tasks where there was the same amount" or
in fact less talk (tasks 3 and 4). Similarly, almost twice the amount of negotiation was
produced in the split information tasks, yet for Group l, these large amounts of
negotiation were occurring in the context of less telk than the same group produced in
the shared information tasks. It is clear from these comparisons that contrary to the
results obtained by Doughty and Pica (1986), the amount ef talk on task did not
determine how much learners negotiated meaning in the present study. This suggests
that whether talk is interactionally rich or poor is not determined by how much learners
talk, but by how much the tasks they perform require them to negotiate the sense of
their talk. But there is another side to this claim. Where there is more tcilk and less
negotiation another kind of richness is likely to be in evidence. Here interlocutors
appear to be producing longer stretches of unintemrpted discourse often as a result of
the need to prcsent complex explanations and arguments. Such talk, while not as
complex interactionally, is nevertheless likely to be more complex syntactically. A case
for this claim is made in sections 8.3 and 8.4.
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E.2.3 The Distribution of Talk on Task
A third aspect of talk on task concenu the distribution of talk among group members
under different task conditions. The unequal distribution of talk in teacher-fronted class
interaction is well documented (tnng, Adams, Mclran and Castanos, 1976; Pica and
Doughty, 1984). An important benefit of communicative usk work is the claim ttrat it
allows, and to some extent requires learners to play a more active nrle in the class. This
is especially important for leamers who either get (or make) few opportunities to
participate in authentis dissourse in English outside the classroom, or who lack
confidence to speak in class. But not all tasks require the involvement of learners to the
same degree. For instance, both one-way tasks, and tasks without a requirement for
information exchange, fail to generat€ as much negotiation as two-way tasks and
information exchange tasks (Long, 1980; Doughty and Pica, 1986). On the basis of such
findings, it is predicted that where each interlocutor has an equal amount of unique
information to share, and a prescribed need to receive information from other
interlocutors (as in the split information tasks), there will be a more equal sharing of talk
among interlocutors than in circumstances where none of these conditions exist (as in
the shared information tasks). This prediction is stared in Hypothesis 8:
Hypothesis 8 Talk on task will be more equally distributed between group
mcmbers in split information tasks than in shared informarton
tasks as shown by a compaison of the proportion of total words
spoken by each group member across the dffirent tasks.
Table 24 displays the amount of talk and percentage of total talk (based on word counts)
for each interlocutor and group on each task performance. The figures arc converted
into percentages in the bracketed columns. The movement in the share sf tqlk for each
interlocutor is displayed graphically in Figure 17. In this figure, the symbol ( 0 )
represents the point of perfectly even distribution of talk if each interlocutor contributed
25Vo to the total amount of talk. The movement of the arrows towards or away from
this point thus indicates a trend for more or less even disribution of talk across task
types. The proportions 6f trlk for each interlocutor are displayed in Figurcs 18 (a) &
(b).
TABLE 24
Distribution of Talk on Task Reported as Obtained Frequencies of Words per Subject
(and Percentage of Total Words)
(a) Group I
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical 7,oo
I2
Split
Medical Zoo
34
Total
S1
S2
S3
S4
1189 (44) 2229 (47)
310 (r2) r3lt (27)
824 (3r) 736 (15)
350 (13) s24 (ll)
1431 (41) r4l0 (30)
763 (22) 1323 (28)
636 (18) 1307 (28)
677 (re) 612 (13)
62s9 (40)
3713 (24)
3s03 (22)
2163 (r4)
Total
2673 (100) 4806 (100)
7479
3s07 (100) 4652 (100)
8159
15638
(100)
(b) Group 2
Task:
Task type:
Topic code:
Shared
Medical Zoo
t2
Split
Medical Zoo
34
Total
S5
s6
S7
S8
l8l (11) 1012 (28)
481 (30) 546 (15)
7O4 (M) 1623 (4s)
224 (r4) 43s (r2)
27s (rD 881 (17)
ssz (22) r34r (26)
1028 (40) 182e (35)
674 (27) rn0 Q2)
234e (r8)
2920 (23)
s184 (40)
2513 (19)
Total
rseo (100) 3616 (100)
5206
2s2e (r00) 5231 (100)
7760
r2966
(100)
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The results show that for both groups, the range benveen the interlocutor with the least
amount of talk and the interlocutor with the greatest amount 6f tnlk was at its smallest
in a split information task Clask a). The range was at its greatest in a shared
information task Clask 2). Thus, there is a clear tendency for talk to be more evenly
spread among interlocutors on split information tasks than on shared information tasks.
This tendency is more pronounced and more consistent than that seen in the results for
the spread of negotiating questions in Chapter IV (see Tables 9(a) & (b), and Figures
3(a) & (b).
These results favour split information tasks by showing that in these tasks, leamers, who
may often be reluctant to contribute in class or group work, will be required to take a
greater share of talk. However, as with the previous result for negotiation, the strengths
and weaknesses of the interactive behaviour characteristic of individual interlocutors,
although modified by the type of task, persisted across all tasks. So for example, Sl can
still take up to 4l%o of talk in the medical split information task even when only holding
25Vo of the textual input. In summary, this result shows that although the split
information tasks were able to increase the participation of the less vocal interlocutors
and reduce the participation of the interlocutors who tended to dominate in the shared
information tasks, the way in which the panicipation was spread among the various
interlocutors was generally resilient to changes in the type of task.
Length of Utterances and Turns
This section examines the extent to which the length of utterances and turns produced
by the learners in the study was determined by the two task types used. The utterance
was initially chosen as a unit of measure for the reasons outlined by Crookes (1990)
who concluded that the utterance met the criteria of validity and reliability more
satisfactorily than other units that he surveyed, and was "a better prospect for SL
E.3
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discourse analytic purposes ... in the light of the evidence..."(160)t. However, tbr the
purposes of the present study, the utterance has an important limitation. Since it is
designed primarily as a representation of psychological reality it is likely to be more
resilient to the effects of the social and interactional dynamics created by various tasks
and will not theretbre be as usetul as a measure of task effects on speech behaviour.
In contrast, the turn, a more widely used unit, has in fact been criticised because of its
sensitivity to interlocutor dynamics since its boundaries arc determined by various social
and interactional processes rather than purely by the psychological processes of speech
production (Crookes, 1990:156). In the present context, this is to its advantage since
it makes it sensitive to the social and interactional dimensions of task types. In addition
the tum has had a prominent place in di.scourse analysis (e.g- Goffman, 1981) and in
particulilr in the analysis of interaction between teacher and students in classrooms (e.g.
Sinclair and Brazil, 1982; van Lier, 1988) and berween students (Dutl', 1986).
While both utterances and tums were used tbr analysis in the present study, the turn
receives prominence in the discussion because of its greater sensitivity to rask effects.
Duff's analysis of interaction under different task conditions tbund that turns were
longer in debates (convergent tasks) than in problem solving tasks (divergent tasks).
The present study seeks to investigate the possibility of similar dif'ferences between the
kinds of turns occurring in split and shared information tasks- It seems likely that if a
particular task constrains the length of turns learners typically produce, then this has
implications tor the kind of language pracrice they are geuing from the task.
The tirst prediction relating to turn and utterance length is that short, tast turns and
utterances would result ti'om the kind of information exchange occurring in split tasks.
Such exchange involves transt'ening relatively small pieces of information, constantly
checking the success of the transt'er, and repeating utterances or parts of utterances
where necessarv.
' Another unil the 'I-unit has been usctl in earlier srutlies of a similar narure to he present. st.udy (e.g. Long,
1980)' However, it has been criticised tbr being a measure of wrifien language which fails ro map satisfactorily
onto the complexities of spoken intcracrion (Crookes, 1988; Bamwell. l98g; Gaies. l9g0).
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Conversely, the second prediction is that lengthier turns and utterances, resulting in the
floor being held for longer periods of time by individual interlocutors, would result from
the need to develop comparatively complex arguments, and to prcsent, explain and
justify points of view in shared information tasks. Hypothesis 9 presents these
predictions.
Hypothesis 9 The mean length of urns and utterances as mcasured in words
per turn and per utterance will be greater in shared infornation
tasks than in split information tusks.
Tables 25 and 26 and Figures 19 and 20 display the results for length of turns and
utterances. The Page Test for Ordered Alternatives (Siegel and Castellan, 1988) was
used to test for levels of significance. Significance was reached at P<O.05 for both tums
and utterances (L2.n = 59). Thus the hypothesis was sustained.
TABLE 25
Mean Number of Words per Turn
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical Zoo
l2
Split
Medical Zoo
34
Mean
Group I
Group 2
9.8 7.r
6.2 7.9
4.0
4.6
2.9
3.9
6.0
5.7
Mean 7.8 3.9
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TABLE 25
Mean Number of Words per Uuerance
When the group figures are plotted in bar graphs as in Figures 19 and 20 the hend for
longer turns and utterances in shared information tasks than in split information tasks
is clearly seen. This is noticeably so when we consider the difference between almost
l0 words per turn for the performance of the medical shared task by Group l, and
slightly less than 3 words per turn for the siune group doing the zoo split task. There
is some discrepancy between the effect of the two shared information tasks on each
$roup, with Group I producing longer speech units on the medical shared task than on
the zoo shared task, and Group 2 producing the reverse result. For both groups
however, each of the shared information tasks produced longer units than either of the
split information tasks.
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical 7no
t2
Split
Medical Zoo
.3 4
Mean
Group I
Group 2
6.2
4.7
5.0
5.6
3.5
4.0
1.9
3.2
4.2
4.4
Mean 5.4 3.2
r95
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When the results are generalized for the combined shared and split information tasks,
the consistency of the trends is clear. A comparison of transcript data higilights the
differences berween interaction characterized by longer turns (example7i, from a shared
information task), and interaction characteiznd by shorter turns (76, from a split
information task).
(75)
S7
s5
S7
now what I'm going - now I we face a problem .. I already told yon alright same sort of ah same
son[of- animal, you bave to put it nae:
lthat's no p'roblem thse is no way, because some of them has a pool and some of theut
doesn'L I so you can't
I th^t'* why you have !o try !o find the place like whse next next no pool . you know
wbat I mean ?
yes I I know but is difhcult, very difficult
l. [vean
I yeah, but you have to try, that's wbat I mean
I now many birds we bave? just two kinds of birds I thfuh ah pelicansI mw many wbat? mmm
and um-
-but this - [tlere's not v€ry imponant number
I there's four four
nine because we have enough money, we going to we can buy if we got no pet place to put there's
no we are not going to buy y'see.. instead you're going o kicl all the monkeys don't you, no?
filmm
we are not going to kick out the monkeys from the zoo right? so if we dm't have enougb, enougb
place to put the, the rest of tbe things so we are not going to buy.. you see?
I nrn yes yesI you larcw what I mean? if we got enough place to put so we tre going o buy these mes
so we are not really wonied about tbese ones first, y'lnow what I mean? (ZSH2 8:33)
and her sport is rock climbing
huh?
rcck?
irock rock =rockclimbing
I rock climbing ah yeah= ahhhL r o c k rockclinb=?
sorry one b
mmm
oneb?
f =climbing ct imb bing,I sl imbyeah
L
[resine aft€rbising yesI mm ok rock climbing
s5
s8
s7
s5
s7
s5
s7
s8
s7
s5
S7
s5
S7
(76)
S8
s6
s5
SE
S7
s6
s8
s6
s7
S8
S7
(MSP2 4:22)
Results of a comparable kind from Duff (1986) showed debates producing longer turns
than problem solving tasks. This is predictable given the allocation of set speaking
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times to interlocutors in debates. However, the differences in turn length benreen
shared and split information tasks in the present surdy is perhaps less obvious. But what
are its implications for SLA and for task-based pedagogy?
First, as might be expected, discourse characterized by longer turns is synonymous with
tasks in which there is less negotiation, since negotiation typically requires shorter more
rapid exchange of tums. In this respect the discourse does not contain the same number
of opportunities for comprehensibility to be improved through negotiation, nor for ouput
to be tested against feedback from interlocutors. This however may not mean that the
language is any less comprehensible. The common ground on which the task is based
already provides much more contextual support for what is being said, thus reducing the
need for negotiation.
In addition, the kind of information under discussion is very different. The longer turns
are less concerned with descriptive accuracy and more with presenting a point of view
or a piece of information and then explaining, assessing or justifying it. This is evident
in the preceding example (76). Such information is unlikely to demand as much of the
ability of interlocutors to comprehend exact details. So for both these reasons, there
need not be a decline in comprehension in discourse involving longer tums. On the
other hand, thete is the opportunity to develop fluency which can be limited by insistent
negotiation and rapid turn exchange in the split information tasks. There is also, as the
following section shows, the oppornrnity to develop reasoning skills in the language in
the shared information tasks where longer turns are typical.
E.4 The Expression of Intra- and Inter-propositiond Coherence
The differences in utterance and tum length discussed in the previous section hint at
differences in the strucnrral complexity of talk under shared and split information task
conditions. While the interchange of turns was considerably faster in the split
information tasks, in terms of the struchrring of language within turns, there appeared
to be very much more complexity within turns in the shared information tasks where
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causal, conditional and other relationships between propositions are being established
through subordinating and coordinating clauses.
In contrasq the spht information tasks appeared to show very little marking of
relationships benveen propositions. This difference has imponant implications for the
language development of learners performing communication tasks. It is pursued in the
present section through an analysis of a small but significant arca of the morpho-syntax
of task-based interaction: the marking of relationships between lexicalized concepts and
between clauses, as evidence respectively of the expression of intra- and inter-
propositional coherend (GivOn, 1990a:825).
The apparent differences in the marking of grammatical relationships was tested using
three hypotheses. Hypothesis l0 predicts that tasks involving discussion of spatial
relationships will elicit more use of prepositions than tasks without such a dimension
because one of the functions of these words is to mark locative relationships.
Hypothesis 1l predicts that a split information task with spatial content will elicit even
more prepositions than the shared information task because the task requires the
interlocutors to check for the accurate location of various items. Hypothesis 12 predicts
that shared information tasks will produce more conjunctions than split information tasks
and in particular, more subordinating conjunctions because of the need to reason by
marking such relationships as caus€ and effect, condition, result and purpose. To test
these hypotheses, a corpus of 27,969 words was constructed from the transcripts of the
eight task performances in the shrdy. The Oxford Concordance Programme (Hockey and
Martin, 19E8) was used to generate word counts, type token ratios, and collocational
information using the uanscripts. The programme made no distinction between the
various functions or word classes of particular word forms and so for the purposes of
analysis, a second step was necessary in which the use of items as prepositions or
conjunctions wils distinguished from their other uses. This was particularly imporunt
for words such as to for which 162 occurrences (61%) were as adverbial particles and
Other aspects of tie language produced by the learners in Oe srudy sucb as the omission of functim
words, a numal characteristic of the redundancy-reduced speech of second tanguage learners or tbe choice
of content words were not analyzed. It was expected that in regard to the latter, nouns and verbs
prodwed would rcflect the content o61trs radcs and the lopics in which they occur.
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infinitives, gg which occurred 32 times (57%) as an ordinal, and about which was used
5l times (53%) as a phrasal item such as How about...?. Distinctions were also
necessary for certain conjunctions such as !EId, which joined nominals rather than clauses
222 times (34%) and S, which was used as a pro-form in the phrase I think so 39 times
(l2%o). Performance errors and ungrammatical uses of items were not excluded from
the data. Adjustments for different functions of items such as those discussed above
were not made for Tables 29 and 30 where the data from this study is compared with
unadjusted data from the London-Lund corpus of spoken English and the Lancaster-
Oslo-Bergen corpus of written English.
E.4.1 Results
Hypothesis 10 Tas&s involving discussion of spatial dimcnsiow (such as placing
animals on the plan of a zoo) will elicit more use of prepositions than
tasks without such dimensions.
In line with the prediction in Hypothesis 10, prepositions made up a larger proportion
of the words produced in discussion of the zoo topic ttran in the medical topic (see
Table 27 and Figure 21, and see Table C-27(a) in Appendix C for figures for the
separat€ groups). If the results for the shared and split information tasks are combined,
prepositions made up 5.8Vo of words in the usks based on a zoo topic but orily 3.1%
of words in the tasks based on a medical topic.
A non-parametric test, The Page Test for Ordered Alternatives (Siegel and Castellan,
1988) found these differences significant at the P< 0.05 level (Ir, = 58).
Hypothesis 1l A split information nsk with spatial dimensions will elicit even more
prepositions than the shared information task with such dimcnsioru.
Hypothesis 11 was also supported by the data as displayed in Table 27 and Figure 21.
The split information task based on a zoo topic had a significantly higher proportion of
prepositions in the text (7.36Vo) than the shared information task based on the zoo topic
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(4.26%). On The Page Test for Ordered Alternatives, these differen@s werc significant
at the P< 0.05 level (I*n= 58).
Illao0rcsis 12 Slnred infontation tasks will elicit more conjwtctiors tlnn
split infornation tasks.
This hypothesis was confrrmed by the data as s€en in Table 28 and Figun 22.
Conjunctions made ry 5.39% md6.24% of the data in the shared information tasks and
orily 2.79% and 3.73% in the split informstisn rasks. On The Page Test for Ordercd
Alternatives, these differences were significant at the P< 0.05 level fl.er= 58).
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TABLE 27
A Comparison of the Occurrence of Prepositions in Texts Produced by Second
Language Learners
Tr*r
Prcpcitinu Mcdicrl rhucd Zoo $rrcd Mdicd tplit Zn tlllr
rbcut
rbove
tctq|t
aftcr
erqnd
d
befce
bchiDd
below
baride
bctwcen
by
for
from
in
inside
inro
netr
nert
of
otl
oppoeite
outside
ovaa
through
to
undcr
underneath
uP
with
within
withqil
l7
26
7
;
;
I
t3
4
3
I
3
36
t9
83
a
;
t6
43
t5
5
4
;
l;
l0
5
t
;
I
l0
;
I
20
3
33
9
t
l9
2
t2
2
I
u
l5
",
6
33
I
4
3
3
2
l9
49
l4
8
l0l
54
a
37
IO
74
tn
4
,:
l0
6l
I
t
l0
I
I
Taal mmbet of
prcpc*ition tokens
r35 359 185 6il
Tcd numbcr of wqds
in thc corpus 4,263 t,422 6,036 9,24E
Number of different
wordg in the corpus 411 574 45t 4E1
hcpositions rs a
pcrcenuge of the
corr[ 3.1'l 4.26 3.07 7.36
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TABLE 28
A Comparison of the Occurrence of Conjunctions in Texts Produced by Second
Language l.earners
Tasks
Conjunctions Medical
shared
Zoo shared Medical split Zoo split
although
and
because
but
either
if
or
otherwise
so
though
I
60
47
4t
33
26
57
I
116
76
51
2
38
43
2
t26
90
t7
26
t7
2l
I
53
158
5
20
2
22
5l
Total
conjunction
tokens
266 454 225 258
Total number
of words in the
corpus
4,263 8,422 6,036 9,248
Number of
different words
in the corpus
4t7 574 458 487
Conjunctions as
a percentage of
corpus
6.24 5.39 3.73 2.79
2C7rr)
Figure 21. The Proportions of Prepositions in the Speech of Two Groups of
Language Learners performing Four Tasks
2 (7n')
Figure 22' The Proportions of Conjunctions in the Speech of Two Groups of
Language karners performing Four Tasks
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8.4.2 Comparisons with Native Speaker Data
The proportion of prepositions produced by the second language learners as shown in
Table 27 is much lower than would be expected in text produced by adult native
speakers of English. Although data from nativ,e speakers of English performing the
same negotiation tasks is not yet available, some idea of what might be expected is
contained in Table 29 which compares prepositions as a proportion of the total words
in the nvo kinds of task types in this study with two large corpora of English.
The London-Lund corpus (LLC) of spoken British English is the largest corpus of
spoken English currently available for analysis. It consists of samples of spoken English
from a wide variety of contexts including interactive discourse, and totals 435,000
words. The Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen (LOB) corpus is a representative sample of British
written English consisting of 500 2,000-word samples collected from many genres.
Comparing second language learners' interactive discourse on specific tasks againstthese
two corpora is not comparing like with like. It is however worth noting that both split
and shared tasks as carried out by second language learners produced less than half of
the proportion of prepositions produced by native speakers whether in spoken or written
contexts.
That split tasks based on a locative topic produced such a low proportion of prepositions
in comparison with the native speaker data is particularly surprising given the need to
use phrases such as between the ... and next to... to locate items in relation to other
items in these tasks. While the prediction would have been that this type of activity
would skew the proportions the other way, generating proportionally more prepositions
in the learner data, in fact this was not so. On the contrary, the comparisons for
prepositions (in Table 29) lend support to the well known phenomenon that second
language learners tend to omit function words. However, the same phenomenon does
not hold in the data for conjunctions. Table 30, which records the occurrence of certain
conjunctions in the texts produced by the second language learners, set alongside the
relative proportion of these conjunctions in the LLC and LOB corpora, shows striking
similarities. The percentage of conjunctions in the combined split and shared
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information tasks in the second language leamers' corpus is 5.36Vo of the total number
of words in the corpus, which is quite comparable to the proportions in LI-C (5.99Vo)
and LOB (4.38Vo). These comparisons are displayed graphically in Figure 23.
8.4.3 Discussion
The use of the 45 prepositions and conjunctions which account for between l0% and.
lLVo of all the words produced by the second language learners in this study raises the
question of why adult second language learners use prepositions much less than native
speakers of English but certain conjunctions very much more. It seems likely that the
answer to this question is to be found in the role of these two word classes. Although,
as Matthews (1981:181) suggests, prepositions and conjunctions can have similar
connective functions making them sometimes hard to distinguish, it is the case that
prepositions generally operate at the phrasal level, linking individual lexemes to form
prepositional phrases or marking particular semantic relationships between nouns or
noun phrases. Thus tire thine in the box is not the same as the thinq near the box. On
the other hand, rather than linking lexical entities, conjunctions operate at the level of
propositional semantics, linking clauses or sentences (Giv6n, 1990a).
From the earliest stages of first language acquisition, it is the proposition which is the
unit of expression. Even at the one-word utterance level of developmenL the child's
speech can be characterized as being holophrastic (de Laguna, 1927) consisting
fundamentally of comments or predicates but with the arguments normally associated
with the proposition often being left unmarked or unexpressed. Thus the child who says
gp might be interpreted as intending I want to set up on to the chair or What I want is
bevond mv reach.
Adult users of English similarly do not always mark parts of propositions in spoken
discourse (e.g. Readv? - uttered without subject or verb). Sometimes relations between
propositions iue unmarked, as for example when causation is expressed through
juxtaposition.
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TABLE 29
A Comparison of the Occurrence of Prepositions and Particles Produced by Second
Language Learners and Native Speakers of English
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TABLE 30
A Comparison of the Occurrence of Conjunctions Produced by Second Language
Learners and Native Speakers of English
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n Conlunctions ! Prcpositions
Figure 23. The Proportions of Prepositiorc and conjunctions in Two corpora of
speech by Non-native spealcers of Engtish compared to Two Natiie
Speaker Corpora
Pinker (1984)' in a review of first language acquisition literature, shows that prepositions
arc acquired late, after content word categories. In adult native speaker English,
prepositions typically make up berween lO% znd about l3%o of all the words in spoken
or writrcn @xts. As Giv6n (1990b) has argued, early first language acquisition is of the
lexicon but without morpho-syntax. He argues that there is a tendency for adult second
language learner acquisition to adopt and remain at this lexical non-grammatical mode.
Fewer prepositions might then be expected in the second language learners' corpus. But
why arc there more conjunctions, especially in the sharcd information tasks?
Conjunctions mark the rclationships benveen propositions, the basic expression units of
language. The evidence of the data suggests that second language learners show,
through marking inter-propositional relationships, that this is a natural mode of
expression for them as adult second language learners experienced in reasoning in their
first language.
However, it is the difference between the use of conjunctions in the shared and split
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information tasks which is of particular interest. As Table 30 shows, with the exception
of the use of gnd, the shared information tasks produce proportionately more
conjunctions than the split information tasks in every case, and in most cases
proportionately more than in the native speaker spoken and written corpora- Shared
information tasks involve interlocutors in having to argue a case on the basis of
information they share rather than check on accuracy of information held by other
interlocutors as is often the case with split information tasks. It is this reasoning or
argumentation that requires conjunctions to mark the relationships between propositions.
Thus tasks which call for reasoning in the second language bring out the marking of
these relationships in a way not evident in their use of prepositions, the markers of inra-
propositional relationships, even when the task (e.g. the zoo plan) calls for locative
marking. In Table 30 if the coordinating conjunction ggd. is excluded, then the huge
disparity between conjunction use in shared and split information tasks is accentuated
even further.
For both cognitive reasons (a need to reason, persuade, or argue) and pragmatic reasons
(we communicate in propositions), adult second language learners seem to see the
expression of propositions and the relationships between them as having higher priority
than the marking of relationships between concepts. Shared information tasks of the
kind used in this study appear to encourage the generation, expression and marking of
inter-propositional relationships. Split information tasks in this study produced slightly
more talk (although a similar number of different words) when compared with shared
information tasks. But the shared information tasks resulted generally in more inter-
propositional relationships being marked and a different kind of talk in which
argumentation expressed particularly by means of subordination is demanded by the
naturc of the task.
8.5 Discourse Modes
The discussion of various aspects of interaction in this chapter ends with what can be
called 'discourse modes', the equivalent of genre in the discourse of written texts.
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Discourse modes are a useful finishing point because they represent the interactional
data in the study at its most general level, and because they have a potentially
explanatory role in the occurrence of the more micro features of interaction examined
earlier.
Genrc analysis shows how the stmctural or formal properties of a piere of text are
determined by the purpose for which that text was written (Martin, 1984). Inasmuch as
this relationship holds, different texts wdtten for similar purposes will display common
properties and so be considered part of the same genre. While genrc analysis is
typically applied to written texts, the process of generalizing from purpose to text
stxucture may also improve our understanding of the different modes of spoken discourse
typical of certain tasks. As with written genre, the discourse produced by a task is given
its identifiable shape and structure not so much by features of the task itself, but by its
purpose. Thus, knowing why learners are interacting, knowing the purpose of their talk,
allows predictions as to the occurrence of specific linguistic features as well as in the
present context, the more general discourse features of the mlk such as those discussed
in the present chapter.
In applying this perspective !o data from the present study, two distinct modes (or genre)
are seen to characterize the split and shared information usk types. First, describing or
reading information outloud so that interlocutors can receive, record or process the
information in some way (as in the split information tasks) typically led to a descriptive
mode. This was characterized by specific linguistic features such as relational
transitivity choices ("her first language jg ltalian"), the marking of simple additive
conjunction relationships ("one sport is indoor and one sport is outdoor"), unmarked
topical themes, few textual themes (e.g. a lack of interclausal linking) and simple present
tense choices. It was also characterized by large numbers of questions and repetitions,
by the rapid interchange of relatively short turns and by increased marking of links
within propositions as represented by the use of prepositions. Many of these properties
are seen in the following example (77) from a split information task and rypifying the
descriptive mode.
(77)
s7
s8
s7
s5
S8
s6
s7
s8
s6
S7
s5
S8
s7
S6
ztl
the men's symbol the men's loilet symbot is a circle ?
yeab
I then under the circle is a coss under tbe circle yeah is a cross yeahI under? botom?
mm
I veo so is alright Yeah
t ' ' ok yes (Iaugb) no (laugp) you de wrong and ah women's sprbol is a circle
and tben a ting-an$e
yeah, riangle
Ilunm
tring-angle
triangle?
yeah I got it Qargh)
yeah
wmen's
no its a wmleo, wmen, ycah
triangle is man t? no ,2 women r? and ah...
7SV2ll:53
But when learners discussed an issue, or re$oned and persuaded others as they worked
towards consensus on a ranking of items or a solution to a problem (as in the shared
information tasks), very little description of this kind was required. Instead, the
discourse was characteizsd by features of judgement (or explanatory) genrc including
frequent use of textual and interpersonal themes (I think patient E because of the
medical suitability), transitivity marking mental processes (I think, I disaeree), gre,ater
use of consequential conjunctive marking (!g, D, use of simple present, simple past and
past perfect tense choices, and longer turns and utterances. The following extract (78),
from a shared information task, displays many of these properties.
(78)
56 so nm, if so, why do you, do you think E fint the F?
57 huh?
58 at ah F?
56 srm
57 I think the the the personal characters I is not very good56 I'mmtrt nmm
57 because ah he's a criminal record I fm tte ftaud?58 lno bis job-
S? -ura I tne age, no no no this is against the law55 Lyeah (laugh) job but illegal job
s8
55 they I cbeat someone like this57 land ah. and ah
yeah inegalf job yeah
I
Lohh (laue!)
MSH2 5,6
The distinction between two broad modes of discourse is useful here because it provides
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a broader framework within which the occurrence of isolated discourse features can be
located. It is also important in the way it illustrates the uniqueness of the language
practice which different task types generate in addition to the opportunities they provide
for negotiation of meaning.
There is at least one further implication of this discourse distinction. Because discussion
or explanation such as required by Tasks I and 2, involves a high proportion of
negotiation concerned with the opinions or ideas of interlocutor (see Table 14 in Chapter
VI), this kind of talk may be more inlluenced by the degree to which interlocutors are
prepared to disagree about and argue contrary points of view. It is also likely to be
more dependent on the quality of interpersonal relationships berween interlocutors than
discourse concerned primarily with description of subjectively neutral information as in
the split information tasks.
E.6 Summary
The present chapter attempted to balance the prominence given to negotiation in snrdies
of interaction by selecting other salient aspects of task-based interaction for analysis, and
suggesting ways in which these aspecb might also contribute to the developing
proficiency of language learners. The features chosen for analysis included: the amount
of talk; the length of turns and utterances; the marking of relationships within and
between propositions; and the operation of t'wo distinct discourse modes.
The amount of talk produced by the leamers was discussed from three perspectives: the
extent to which the amount of talk was influenced by task type; the relationship benveen
the amount of talk and the amount of negotiation; and the distribution of talk among
interlocutors. In contrast to the prediction in Hypothesis 8, the rate of speech did not
vary significantly across the split and shared information task types used in the sftdy.
A number of explanations were proposed. First" the more rapid exchange of turns in the
split information tasks was likely to have produced less continuous discourse, with
frequent short pauses benveen turns, thus reducing the arnount of talk as measured in
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words per minute. This counreracts the et'fect of the longer pauses necessary for thinking
and planning in the shared information tasks. Second, while the split information tasks
increased the contributions of interlocutors who otherwise had a minor role in
interaction, the shared intbrmation tasks freed up more fluent interlocutors to speak
much more, since they were not bound by the requirement to receive vital information
trom other interlocurors as in the split intbrmation tasks. Again' contrary to the
prediction in the hypothesis, these interlocutor et'fects reduced the amount of talk in the
split informarion tasks and bolstered the amount of talk in the shared information tasks.
But the fact that the relative contributions of each interlocutor tended to be consistent
across all task performances, was balanced by a strong task type etfect in which more
even sharing of talk clearly resulted from the division of textual intormation among
interlocutors in the split inlormation tasks. The duality of this result is interesting and
would bear turther investigation in future research.
pedagogically, these results show the value of equally distributing intbrmation among
interlocutors (as in the split information usks) not only because this moderates the
extremes of minimal and domineering contributions by certain interlocutors, but also
because it allows the underlying bases of these extremes to be evident in such a way
that the 'stronger' group members can continue to calry a greater interactional load and
thereby facilitate efficient task completion.
While the amount of ralk was nor signiticantly eft-ected by task type, other qualitative
dimensions of ralk werc. Thus, turns and utterances were signiticantly longer in the
shared informarion tasks than in the split intbrmation tasks. While the length of these
units is not a measure of syntactic complexity, the lact that the shared information tasks
require more planning and thinking time, and also require a level of reasoning absent
in the split intormarion tasks suppol'ts the link between the longer utterances in the
shared information tasks and greater syntactic complexity. Further evidence of this
complexity was seen in the more t'requent marking of relationships between proposirions
through lhe use of conjunctions in the shared intormation tasks.
It is ditficuh to package these various tindings in a way that provides a clear preference
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for one task type over anorher. But this difficulty perhaps exposes the fallacy that one
particular type of linguistic behaviour can maximise learning benefits. Clearly the
complexity of the learning process, the range of communicative events and interactional
goals, as well as all the thctors that constitute a task pertormance point to multiple sites
for the enhancemenr of language learning. Shared and split information tasks place a
range of different demands on the learner iN a user of the language and as an
interlocutor, thus pointing ro modification to the strong claims made on behalf of split
information tasks simply because they require learners to negotiate meaning more
frequently. Learners clearly need to experience achieving a variety of goals through
inreracrion, and in response to these goals, drawing on a range of linguistic and strategic
resources.
Chapter XK
CONCLUSIONS
9.1 Introduction
ln recent years a great deal of research has been devoted to understanding and
explaining the role of various learner behaviours in SLA. In particular, interactionalist
and input theories of SLA have attributed varying degrees of importance to
interactionally-generated language, though debate continues on the roles of modified
input and modified output in SLA, and on the adequacy of the evidence in support of
these roles. One result of the debate has been the careful examination by various
researchers of the kinds of classroom interaction engaged in by language learners,
including, in particular, task-based interaction. On the assumption that the act of
negotiation generates optimum input for SLA, this line of research sought to empirically
substantiate the task conditions under which negotiation was most likely to occur. It is
in this context that the present study was set. The snrdy examined the interaction of two
groups of non-native learners of English performing a series of carefully controlled
communication tasks. The data from these perfonnances provided the basis for an
investigation into both the nature of task-based language learner interaction and the
relationships between features of certain tasks, interactional behaviour, and learning
outcomes. The study was motivated by five goals. First, it sought to re-examine earlier
research by Doughty and Pica (1986) which had established a link between negotiation
and particular task types; serond to improve the frameworks used for analyzing
negotiation; thfud to reassess the sufficiency of the interactional hypothesis; fourth to
examine the relationship between task performance and vocabulary retention; and fifth
to extend the focus on learner language beyond negotiation to include an analysis of talk
sn tasft, of turn-taking behaviour, and of the marking of inter- and inua-propositional
relationships. The outcomes relating to each of these goals are summarized below.
9.2 Doughty and Pica (19E5) and the Relatiorship between Tasks, Task
Features, and Negotiating Behaviour
The re-assessment of the study by Doughty and Pica revealed wealcnesses in design and
in the analysis and interpretation of results, as well as in the theoretical assumptions on
which the study is based (see section 2.7). ln the area of design, the weaknesses lay in
the non-random assignment of subjects to different treaunents, and in the choice of very
different topics to instantiate the different information task types. In the area of analysis
and interpretation of results, the study by Doughty & Pica measured tasks purely on the
basis of the arnount of negotiation these tasks encouraged. However this failed to
account for qualitative variations in negotiation such as the fact that negotiation might
not be concerned with incomprehensible linguistic input at all or might be dealing with
perceptual difficulties.
The present study attempted to overcome these problems by various means, including
the use of a repeated measures design and an in-depth analysis of various types of
negotiation. Despite differences between the two studies, there is substantial agrcement
betrveen their results. Specifically, both studies showed leamers expended much more
effort modifying incomprehensible input when performing split information tasks rather
than shared information tasks. In the present study this result held true acnoss
comparisons of tasks in which other factors (topic and group) were varied, an issue that
was not resolved in the Doughty and Pica study.
A number of factors may have accounted for differences in the amount of negotiation
between tasks, and in particular the large amount of negotiation in the split information
tasks. Among these were: the constraints imposed by the limitations of short term
memory in the split information tasks where both listening and recording information
were required; the need to accurately transfer discrete items of information in these
tasks; and the fact that in the split information tasks, writing, pointing, and other direct
means of avoiding communication breakdowns were not available. Such explanations
are supported by the fact that a large amount of negotiation in these tasks was directed
at problems of perception, and thus involved interlocutors struggling to understand the
form of each other's utterances.
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While topic also had a significant effect on the amount of interaction produced in
differcnt tasks, the multidimensional nature of topics makes this effect difficult to
interpret. The label 'topic' overlaps with other trsk dimensions such as the solution
type, media, the activity type and structural and procedural complexity. Although it
was difficult to disentangle the effect of each of these since they occurred in tandem,
a discussion of the results indicated that closed solutions, diagrarnmatic input, a
descriptive discourse mode involving directives or instnuctions, familiarity with the task
type, and clear structural and procedural guidelines were all associated with the
production of more negotiation.
The assumption that more negotiation is better and should thercfore be encouraged
through the use of split information tasks (Long and Porter, 1985; Doughty and Picq
1986) was questioned on a number of grounds. First, large amounts of negotiation may
not tre appropriate in certain kinds of discourse, such as when opinions on personal or
sensitive issues are being discussed (as in Task 1, the medical shared task). In addition,
a large amount of negotiation may indicate a breakdown in forward progress toward the
task goal with excessive attention being paid to form and accuracy. Furthermore,
differcnt tasks produce not only different amounts of negotiarion but also different kinds
of negotiation. Thus, negotiation in shared information usks seemed to involve more
thoughdul processing of the semantic and ideational dimensions of communication,
while negotiation in split information tasks typically involved perception of
incomprehensible language (which in many cases did not contain new linguistic
features), and the verification of descriptions of given task content.
9.3 The Nature of Negotiation of Meaning
The study attempted to extend previous descriptions of negotiating moves by describing
two categorization frameworks. The first framework operationalized six functional
categories of negotiating questions found in the data. These were confirmation checks,
clarification requests, elaborations, Iexical searches, comprehension checks, and try-
marking modulations. The second framework classified the information which
negotiation sought to clarify into five categories. These were the form of the message,
9.4
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lexical and grarnmatical meaning, content, opinions and procedures. Using both these
systems it was possible to get a more detailed picture of the interactive behaviour of
learners under the different task conditions. It was argued that the frameworks provided
a more comprehensive basis on which to assess the role of negotiation in SLA. A
discussion of categories from both frameworks suggested that some categories such as
elaborations, clarification requests and the clarification of lexical and grammatical
meaning were more valuable for learning purpos€s than others. However, the
negotiating behaviour of the learners proved to be a complex phenomenon by no means
restricted in its scope to improving the comprehensibility of unfamiliar input as a
superficial reading of interactionalist theories of SLA might suggest. Negotiating
questions often contained overlapping or arnbiguous functions. In addition, these
functions were often implicit and context-bound rather than formally signalled and as
a result, the intentions of the speakers and the interpretations of either the listeners or
the researcher did not neressarily correspond.
The Adequacy of the Interaction Hypothesis
The interaction hypottresis was evaluated against a set of negotiation sequences which
represented each of the categories of negotiation in the second framework. The
sequences which were examined provided evidence to show that the comprehensibility
of input the learners received from each other was greatly improved through
opportunities to negotiate, although most negotiation by these learners was triggered by
poorly formed utterances and not by unfamiliar or intrinsically difficult inpur Aside
from some encouraging findings regarding the learning of new words from the tasks, it
was difficult to find evidence of learners acquiring or even being in a position to acquire
new and challenging linguistic features through negotiation of input from other learners.
If the evidence is viewed from the point of view of opportunities for language
production (rather than comprehension) the results are more promising. The quality of
feedback learners gave to other learners on their language production was generally
high, being accurate and often resulting in more target language-like production.
Without such opportunities to negotiate and receive fepdback, it is difficult to imagine
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how the learners could in fact complete the tasks successfully. The results suggest that
it is the oppormnities to negotiate output rather than input that hold more promise for
SLA, at least as far as group work is concerned.
9.5 The Retention of Vocabularv as an Outcome of Task Performance
While the negotiation of input received limited endorsement, one aspect of this
negotiation, namely that dealing with unfamiliar vocabulary, provided positive results.
The study showed that learners gave good quality information to each other on word
meaning where it was required of them by the task. In the shared information tasks in
particular, the learners tended to make an effort to negotiate the meaning of unfamiliar
words in a way which was not found in the split information tasks. This was because
in the shared zoo task for example, knowing the animals referred to in the text for the
task was vital for completing the task goal of ananging the animals satisfactorily in
relation to each other. This requirement for thoughtful processing of vocabulary was
not present in the split zoo task by comparison, where the task goal of transferring the
locations of animals could be achieved quite satisfactorily using strategies that avoided
having to negotiate the meaning of unfamiliar animal names in the textual input.
Post-testing of the words from the task texts revealed an average l3Vo improvement over
pre-test scores across the eight subjects. Words which had received explicit meaning-
focused negotiation showed more consistent retention by subjects than unfamiliar words
for which clarification was not sought. Somewhat unexpected however, was a
noticeable improvement in the recognition of non-negotiated words, suggesting the value
of exposure to unfamiliar vocabulary in a context where it is being used meaningfully
by others.
9.6 Other Aspects of the Language of Task-based Interaction
The discussion to this point has explored the relationship betrveen tasks, negotiation and
SLA. Recommendations for usk design were based on the primary goal of improving
negotiation opportunities. But this kind of approach has been criticized for denying the
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social context of interaction (Kohonen, 1992). It also only touches on a small part of
the linguistic context. For this reason the study investigated other aspecr of interaction
including the amounl sf talk, the length of turns and utterances, and the marking of
inter- and intra-propositional relations.
The results showed that sharcd information 
'o.sks, despite having no inbuilt requirement
for panicipation, produced no less talk than the split information tasks, although talk in
the split information tasks was more evenly distributed among interlocutors. One of the
rq$ons used to explain the similarities in the amount ef talk was that nrns were on
average trvice as long (in words per turn) in the shared information tasks, thus reducing
the number of benveen-hlrn gaps. The qualitative implications of this were 6p1 tnlk in
the split information tasks was characterised by many fragments and short phrases, while
in the shared information tasks, talk contained many more simple and complex clauses.
Reinforcing this picture of different kinds of talk was the frnding that conjunctions,
marking links benreen propositions and indicating greater syntactic complexity, wene
more prevalent in shared information tasls. Further work is needed on how native
speakers of English perform on different task rypes to see whether the differences in the
linguistic marking of inter-propositional and intra-propositional relationships noted in the
present study is maintained. Whether it is desirable to use tasks to encourage the use
of certain forms, such as if or because to mark inter-propositional relationships, is also
a matter for consideration by those concerned with pedagogical theory as well as those
concerned with classroom practice. With adult second language learners it may not be
that specific grammatical processes such as conditional or causative subordination have
to be learned or developed, but that learning oppornrnities need to be specifically created
to encourage their use.
9.7 Implicatioru for Task Design
The features of a good usk are that it should provide relevant content, meaningful
opportunities to construct discourse, a context for learners to participate in solving
communication problems, and new and challenging linguistic material.
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As reflected in the tasks in the study, collections of published communication materials,
fail to take content seriously since the primary goal is to encourage learners o actively
participate in classroom communication. But the fact that the learners in the study
invested so much effort in negotiating the content of the tasks (an average of 7
negotiating questions for every minute of time on task) is a compelling rcason to ensure
that greater attention is given to task content. The issue has been politicized by the
claim that communication task.q too often trivialize the content of learning @ennycook,
1990). For adult ESOL learners in particular, the demeaning and often irrelevant
activities they are required to perform in class bear little resemblance to needs in their
daily lives. Indeed ths sleim has been made that such approaches to learning are part
of the process of marginalizing immigrant groups and denying them the tools of
knowledge by which they might gain power over their lives. At the heart of this
polemic is the claim that language classrooms have divorced language and content from
each other when in fact they are inseparable, and are for many learners, needed in
tandem (c.f. Halliday's notion of language as a social semiotic in Halliday and Hasan,
1989)
Further qualities of a good task are that it will contain goals that engage learners fully
with the content, and will ensure that all participants are fully engaged in perforrrance.
In regard to the former, the problem-solving and decision-making activities of the shared
information tasks motivated learners to think deeply about the task content, as can be
seen in their willingness to invest time and effort solving vocabulary-based
comprehension problems which mattered to task performance. On the other hand
however, it was the split information tasks which bought about the greatest participation
from all participants. But there is no reason why both goals cannot be built into a single
task. For example, it would be possible to adapt the tasks in the study so that they
begin with information exchange and then using that information (which becomes the
combined property of the group), to procecd with a problem solving or decision making
activity. How this suggestion is applied to the design and selection of tasks will depend
to some extent on the level of the learners. For learners with limited proficiency, the
mere act of negotiating each other's perception may present a challenging task, while
more advanced learners may go beyond the set demands of the task by using it as a
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springboard for further discussion of issues which arise and points of language which
cause problems during performance.
An additional quality of a good task is that it will expose learners to new and
challenging linguistic inpuc One way to meet this suggestion is to build an explicit
language focus into the task goal. For example, Ellis (l9lb) has proposed a task for
raising to prominence potentially unfamiliar linguistic features in communication. The
usk rcquired leamers to rank a series of sentencqs according to whether each sentence
conformed to a grammatical rule which had been introduced through the task. The
ranking activity required group consensus, and so linguistic rules were under constant
discussion. Faerch and Kasper also make the point that for learners to perform
accurately using low level rules (e.g. bound morphemes), they need to perform tasks
aimed at "the identification of formal L2 features rather than on the reconstruction of
the message" (1986:270-27 l).
But encouraging a focus on form is likely to meet resistance from many teachers whose
primary motivation for using communication tasks is to encourage learners to focus on
communicating meaning, that is to 'reconstruct the message'. However, one of the
strengths of tasks such as those used in the present study is that even without a specific
'linguistic' focus, they provided new linguistic input in the form of unfamiliar
vocabulary which learners werc able to learn through the context- and interaction-rich
environments of the tasks. But there are problems if tasks contain linguistically dfficult
contenl l-earners may spend excessive time struggling with the language and make
little progress on the task, thus undermining the fluency goal of much task work.
Fundamental to this tension between form and message is the problem of fitting the
goals of task-based interaction within an appropriate theoretical understanding of
Iinguistic knowledge and of language development Linguistic knowledge has been
described as having two key components, competence and control (Sharwood Smith,
1986). In general the present study emphasised competence by equating learning with
the acquisition of new forms and features of the target language. A task was seen as
a vehicle for the kinds of language development which could be represented as
increments of knowledge such as that measured by the pre- and post-tests of task
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vocabulary. But while the vocabulary results were promising, overall the discussion
showed very limited evidence of learners acquiring new forms and features. Whether
more careful selection and placement of new linguistic input in task texts would provide
clearer evidence is a matter for further research. Outside of the kind of tasks proposed
by Eltis above, it would seem that incidental competence learning is the best that can
be hoped for. In fact this is not altogether unexpected since it is a control model of
competence and not a competence model that provides the main impetus for task use in
language learning.
From a control perspective, practice with the target language provides the learner with
oppornrnities to improve their ability to recall the appropriate linguistic resources in
order to perform specific communicative acts. In so doing, learners make automatic
aspects of language not yet fully under contol, that is, they develop fluency. Since it
is the act of generating language which is central, the task ace as a prompt for the use
of language to achieve challenging goals, rather than as a pool of linguistic material to
be acquired. In terms of task design therefore, a control perspective places emphasis on
the activity required by the task and the uses to which learners put their language
resources in the belief that these provide important conditions for learning.
9.8 Implications for Language Development
Because communication tasks provide input for language learners, the linguistic nature
of this input is of considerable importance. The quality of this irput, whether measured
by well-formedness, grammatical complexity, richness of vocabulary or sociolinguistic
appropriateness is surely relevant. However, the input leamers receive from each other
in group work is likely to be structurally unsophisticated and inaccurate, thus presenting
them with only a partial picture of the target language. In addition, group work
emphasises the need to be communicatively effective which, for learners, is often at a
cost to accuracy. Being communicatively successful and without a correct model for
comparison, there is every chance that aspects of the interlanguage of the learner will
lpssilize since, in this context, there is neither opportunity nor incentive for
interlanguage change. Such criticisms are consistent with a performance model of
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memory which presents learning as, alongside the accumulation of facts, the construction
of mental representations on the basis of accumulated experience of what we have done.
In keeping with this model, the mental reprcsentations in language learning should
naturally be as close to those of native speakers as possible (Rivers, 1991).
But there is another side o this picture. First, language spoken in many interactional
contexts is unlikely to conform to the nonns of written language. In as much as
language use by learners in environments largely uncontrolled by a teacher is marred by
performance errors, it is also true that talk by native speakers in interactive settings is
also characteristically marred by false starts, fragmentation (or satellite units - see
Bygate, 1988), incomplete utterances, nrn-on sentences and ungrarnmatical constructions.
As Gillian Brown argues:
As soon as we try to situate practice in listening comprehension in an interactive
setting, where speakers are free to construct whatever form of me.ssage they like,
we necessarily find that many of the messages that listeners are exposed to are
not ideally constructed - the information is not effectively conveyed. This is of
course a feature of everyday life both in and out of the classroom. It is often the
case that speakers speaking 'on the wing' do not express themselves very
accurately. Clearly part of the ability to understand language (whether mother
tongue or a foreign language) lies in being able to interpret such less-than-ideal
messages (1986: 298).
Secondly, a study by Bruton and Samuda (1980) found that learners were successful in
their attempts to conect each other and did not appear to pick up errors from each other.
In another study (Morrison and Low, 1983), learners used a range of error treatment
strategies, to monitor their own speech as well as that of interlocutors. (See also Long
and Porter, 1985:20-2L.) In addition, ther€ is more negotiation (Doughty and Pica,
1986) and no reduction in the grammatical accuracy of talk by learners (Porter, 1986)
in group work than in whole class situations. Chun, Day, Chenoweth and Luppescu
(1982) point out that grammatical errors are seldom conected even by native speakers
in NSIINS conversations.
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Thirdly, we can assume that group work takes place in the wider context of a language
classroom in which it is likely to be more than balanced by teacher, text book and
dictionary input, all of which provide the necessary focus on accuracy to offset the
likelihood of interlanguage fozzilization through group work.
But furthermotre, a focus on the gaps in telk by learners pr€sents only part of the picture.
An examination of some of the extracts of talk by learners such as (73) and (74) in
Chapter VII, show a lot more than linguistically imperfect speech. Irarners are piecing
together their knowledge and using their linguistic resources at what may be their
communicative edge - at the timits of their present competence. Discourse is being
mutually constructed as interlocutors build meaning over a series of turns or utt€rances
or through self-repair, and as they incorporate new forms into their language production.
In other words, while there is error because learners are breaking new ground with their
talk, they are also using language in new ways which are likely to result in greater
fluency and the ability to use an increasing range of grammatical constructions and
vocabulary.
9.9 Implications for Teadring
The role of the teacher appears to involve at least five dimensions. These are:
awareness of the range, capabilities and limitations of different types of tasks; selection
and design of usks appropriate to the needs of learners (or an advisory role in selection
by learners); monitoring of task performance; managing feedback and reinforcing the
learning outcomes from task performance through subsequent work; and finally, using
task performances as a chance to note areas of weakness in need of extra support in
individual students or areas of strength to be encouraged.
Part of the skill of selecting and designing tasts appropriate to the needs of learners lies
in knowing the range of tasks available and of the kinds of meaningful language
outcomes a ta.sk is likely to require of learners. Such awareness might involve being
able to articulate the aspects of language use such as this study has investigated. Simply
claiming that "the learners enjoy a task" or "it makqs them communicate" lacks the
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precision required for effective use of tasks in tanguage teaching and may not meet
learner needs. In terms of design, task awareness allows teachers to take set work and
reassemble it within preferred task frameworks which are known to maximize the quality
of independent and interdependent engagement with the material by the learners'
Monitoring of task performances can provide a valuable opportunity for teachers to
engage in action resealch, testing out the claims made for task-based learning and
interaction against what they see happening in their classrooms and exploring new
dimensions of task use. At a more specific level teachers can, through listening to the
focus of negotiation, note the types of information that are causing trouble or ar€
interesting ro the learners. These can then be the focus of debriefing, intervention, or
discussion of the task after the task performance. Post-perfonnance feedback from the
students on the areas of difficulty or interest is also a useful guide to areas in need of
additional teacher guidance and as such represent the operation of a process or
negotiated syllabus (Breen, 1984; Clark, 1991).
Overall, the present study showed leamers providing each other with effective assistance
in overcoming difficulties in speaking, hearing and clarifying unfamiliar vocabulary
during task performance. In this regard they were a good resource for each other
working with a minimum of teacher assistance once the tasks had been introduced and
the procedures clarified. While not excluding teacher intervention, such findings
confirm the use of communication tasks which maximise interactional oppornrnities
nrnong learners and which encourage them to be interdependent" using each other as a
resource. Nation and Thomas make a similar point, suggesting that if the learning goal
of a task is learning from ottrer participants, then the task should "allow the learners to
interact freely with others so that negotiation is possible" (1988:15). Given such
opportunities, learners can make sense of their own learning, developing self-reliance,
confidence and communicative compet€nce in the process.
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9.10 Possible Further Rcsearctr
The questions of how and to what extcnt task-based interaction contributes to language
development continue to attract hoth theoretical interest and empirical rescarch. In this
regard, the present study oflbrs a number of suggestions for further investigation.
9.10.1 Extending Current Frameworks for Analyzing Negotiation
The assessment of the ncgotiable input theory discussed in this study, revealed
weaknesses in the theory on thc grounds that it failed !o account for other routes to
comprehension besides negotiation, and did not account for learners using negotiation
for reasons other than to improve the comprehensibility of input. While the prcsent
study classified negotiation on thc basis of the forms and functions of negotiation and
the kinds of information it wa^s aimed at, an extension of this categorization would
involve classifying each instancc of ncgotiation according to whether the problem which
generated the negotiating scquonce was with (a) ill-formed input, (b) unfamiliar input,
(c) familiar input made incomprehensible through external factors, or (d) familiar,
comprehensible input negotiatcd lor other reasons. Such distinctions would makc thc
value of negotiation morc cxplicit in terms of either input or output (production)
theories of lcarning, or in rclation to some other route to learning which such a
categorization may reveal. It woul<J also provide a broader picture of the kinds of
trouble which occurs in commuuication task performance.
To make the learning benclits uf ncgotiation more tangible may also rcquirc a closcr
examination of the outcomcs ol' .spccified instances of negotiation both in terms of thc
repeated use or successful munipulation of a negotiated item in subsequcnt discoursc.
and in the measurement o[ tongcr tcrm retention of a negotiated item. Furthermorc, thc
differcntial et'fect of ncgotiution on different dimcnsions of language - on phonology,
morphology, synux and lcxis must hc assessed to give greater precision to thc kind of
claims being made for intcrlction in language development. Recent rescarch in thc urca
by Pica, Holliday, Lcwis, Bcntucci, and Newman (1991) has begun to usc coding
framcworks which distinguislr diftcrcnt kinds of negotiation on this basis. In addition,
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Holliday (1992) has studied rhe ways in which NS/NNS negotiation facilitates the
acquisition of syntax through providing large numbers of cross-sentential cues by which
the structure of the language is made salient.
9.r0.2 Making Comparisons with Different Types of Groups
Comparisons berween groups of different composition (e.g. NS/NNS versus NNS/NNS)
have been typical of many studies in the field. In the present context, the two
frameworks for coding negotiating questions developed in the study could be applied to
data gathered from NSs pertorming the same tasks. This could show differences in
preferred styles of negotiation and in the types of information which typically gets
negotiated by NS as compared to NNS.
A comparison with NS data gathered from equivalent contexts is also necessary to
confirm the tendency nored in section 8.4.2 tbr NNSs to mark intra-propositional
relarions considerably less than NS, while using a similar level of marking of inter-
propositional relations.
9.f03 Camying out Post-performance Evaluation and Testing
Improving on the ways in which learning can be assessed is essential if communication
tasks are to receive further validation. In particular it would be useful to test recall of
task content (where content was relevant to the syllabus or the needs of the students).
It would also be useful to assess improvement in the area of skills and fluency or
improved use of specitied strategies. Certainly, to tind evidence that learners have
integrated adiusrmenrs made to interlanguage rules through neSotiation requires some
torm of data collection beyond the performance itself. Ellis (1991:199-200) makes a
similar poinr suggesring that introspection and retrospection by the learner during and
after a task pertormance can highlight new language t'eatures which learners have
noticed and attempted to use or learn.
9.10.4 Investigating the Perceptions of the Learners
To a large extent the discussion of tasks and negotiation in the present study takes the
perspective of a researcher or teacher. To compliment this, a feedback session after the
task perfonnances was included to gauge the perceptions of the learners on their
performances on the tasks. While this provided some information about the particular
tasks which the leamers enjoyed as well as some of the difficulties that they faced in
overcoming shyness and in understanding instnrctions, a more rigorous attempr ro get
at this kind of information might require a questionnaire, or interview with individual
students after completing a task. These techniques may well reveal new information
about the way the learners experience tasks, how they perceive the leaming goals, and
what internal processes they are conscious of using. Such methods would also give the
subjects a role in the interpretation of their language behaviour. Reports by learners on
their experience of a task may also elucidate the role of such factors as structural and
procedural difficulty, interpersonal and cultural dynamics, familiarity with the task or
topic, interest value and so on. In the present study these were largely the subject of
extrapolation from product data, but could have received further attention if the
perceptions of the learners had been more carefully elicited.
While the study originated out of an attempt to iusess a single claim regarding
negotiation, the current findings go somewhat further. They reveal a complex
interaction of participant, task, and situation which impinge on language behaviour, an
interaction which is not easy to isolate, and manipulate for research purposes, but a
linguistic complexity which is nevertheless consistent with the dynamism and
unpredictability of human interaction.
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Appendix A
TIIE FOUR TASKS USED IN THE PRESENT STUDY
Situalion
You are mernbers of a transplant teaur working at St Vinents hospital' There are six 
padents who badly
need a beart rransptant operanion. All are aiticaty ill and colrl tlig within a few days if they do not
receive a new heart. unfortunately thefe is onty o* n".tt available fm the transplant and 
it is unlikely
that other hearts will becme available in the next few days
Tarsk
Examine the data about each patient. You must decide who sbould receive lhe next available 
bealt' Rank
tbe patients in order. I ' first to receive, 6 - last to receive
Tirtu: \w have 30 minutes o complete this exercise'
Thc palbnE
Patient A.
male, 57 years ol4 Muslim' 
^--. r^^r^-ra.a in hcarr ir ed with wo
a heart surgeon on the point of developing a new technique in heart transplant suf$€f!' IIlilTr'
childrcn
medical suitability: not good, likely to survive only two more years if the heart transplant is srrccessful
Patient B
female, 38 Years old, an atheist
owner of a dress shop, widow with three chil&en, aged 4' 8 and 13
medical suitabilitY: good
Patient C.
male,42 yers old, Roman Catholic
Member of Parliament (MP), manied witb three clildren
medical suitability: not good: bas had an operation for possible cancef and is quite overweigbt
Patient D
tAe,l-g yeart ot{ a Hindu' facory worker, single
medical suitabilitY:good
Fatient E
female, 34 years old, a Protestant
university lecturer witb a PhD in chemistry
divorced and has the custody of one son aged 5, her ex-busband is alive
medical suitability: fair, an excessive &inker and smoker
Patient F
male, 48 years ol4 no information on beliefs, ex-nayor of a large city, criminal record for fraud
medical suitabilitY: good
WEO GEf,S THE NEW MART?
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TASK 2
REDESIGNING A ZOO
Situalion:
Tbe zoo's prcs€nt layout has becn causing problems.
There are also soure new developments. For these reasons the zoo must be rearranged.
Task:
Your job is to decide what changes need to be nade to tbe zoo using tbe information given below and
tben to rtafmnge tbe layout of tbe zm. Make sure ),ou overctxne all the problems and talce rccount of
all the new developments.
Tittu: Yov have 30 minutes !o finish rhis erercisc
Infomution:
l. The Giraffe is about o give birth.
2. One of tbe lions bas died
3. Small cbildren are alarned by seeing tbe crocodiles facing them as tbey ome in.
4. The zoo bas recently been given a new Panda
5. The monkeys arc very noisy, disturbing animals
6. The camel is ratber snelly.
7. All the enclosures shonld be filted
8. Hamtless animals should not be put nert ro pedators (otber animals which could atrck or eat tbem
in tbe nanral sae).
9. The zoo has enough money 30 buy two wolves m four flamingoes (birds) or a pair of small deer.
Source: Ur (1981)
LdroadrE
"w
9
Ilns A@
24
Zo (pGs.Uc !.l|t|qr)
t
nohpe
7
d
Itrcc crocodaL!
9
hr ,a,*r&
ffiffig,&#*@@e
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TASK 3
SURGERY
Tinu: Yon have 30 minules o complete this activity.
Situtbn:
A new netbod of surgery has been discovered. This met[od needs four doclors to work together. lmagirrc
you are the four docton. Althougb a nunber of patients reed this surgery, you disagree about wbich
patient should have surgery first, secon{ third and forth. To make this decision you will discuss the
derails of each patient ogetber (krt l) and then to select the most suitable patient fm surgery using tbe
crit€ria in Pat2.
Pst I: Compbte thc Palient Records.
You have a Eble with some details of four patiena. Other members of your group have information whicl
is missing ftom your table. Ask questims to fmd this inforrration and fill in Oe able. The ords of the
patients is dllferent in each table.
Part 2: Choose the most suitoble patient.
Eight criteria will be used to decide whic.h patient gets the surgery first, seond, third and fo'rth. Each of
you has trvo of tbes€ criteria. Tell your group your two criteria and listen as tbey tell you their criteria
For each criterion, decide which patients ae suitable and put a tick ( / ) beside tbat patient The patient
witb the most ticks will have surgery fint-
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l*arncr A
Part 2
Thc most suitable poticnt dndd;
l. play rt loost oe indoor team sport and ooc crtdoa rerm spqt
2. be rmdcr 25 ycars of age if they ere unrnilried
The patient who will rcccivc tbe surgcry is
l*arncr B
Ptrt2
The rrost sritable pariont rhorld;
l. erra no lcss than $20,m0 Fr ycar
2. be flucu in two laag'-gcs which have different written forru (ie, diffcrcat shaped lcuers or symbols)
Nrrnc Lec, Got. Try
0ccoprtion lrwycr tnrck &i\r?r cocid workrr clocrrician
Sdrry s29,000
Qudificrtior Trr& C-crrificarc
Lrngtrrgcs L
2.
L
2.
l.
2. Korcal
l. Erylish
2.
Mrnirg! rldur unmrrricd
Atc 34 42
Hcdih high Hood pr.smlc
Sporrc l.
a
l.
2, chcss
l. roct-dimbing
,,
l.
2.
Nrmc Pamcle
Occopo$otr elccrricirn social workcr lawyer tnEk driw(
Sdul $2"m0
Qudlficriion B.A"
Sociology
t rngry.f l.
2.
I Malay
2.
l.
a
l.
2. Gcrroal
Merrhge stdus marricd
fuc ?6
HGdth vcry good
Sporlr l.
2.
l.
2.
l.
2. badmintoo
l. hodtcy
2.
Thc prticnt who will rcccive the srugcry is
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Learncr C
P.fi2
Thc moct guitlble p.ticot should;
l. bc bcrwocn the rgcs d 20 ald 40 ! thcy rrc mrrricd
2. bc d a rcrsonablc si&dard of ltcrlth with lo rnrjc hcrlth problems.
Tbc prticrt rvho will reccivc thc aurg€ry is
l,cancr D
Part 2
l. heve en ocorpetioo thrt doc,s not require Universiry gualificuion
2, bo a qudificd trade.sperson
Tho patient who will rccaivc the swgery is
Nrmc Sirnon
Oc.qldm tnrck &ivcr lewycr rociat wakcr clccricirn
Sdry $,t4.400
Qodfficetion B.A' (Erylidt) &
L.LB.0ew)
l,rngursct l.
2.
l.Qrinasc
2.
t.
2.
t.
2. Anbic
Moriegc rlrtor mrrricd
A3c 42
Ecilh ovcr wcighr
SFrtr l.
2.
l.
?,.
L
2. crickct
l.ruSby
t
Nrmc Gcrald
OccupeUon socid wqkcr clecrricinn truck &iver hwycr
Sdrry s35.?90
Qudifications B.Sc
Gcology
Lugu4cr l.
J
I.
2.
l' ltalian
2.
t.
2.EDsliS
Mentryc lrtu unrnarried
Agc 29
n"dh This potioot had skio
canccr. hrt is bctrcr
trow
Sportr l.
,
l.
2. chess
|. rock-climbing
2.
l.rugby
z.
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TASK 4
COMPLETING A ZOO PLAN
Instactbns: Complete this plan of a zoo by doing the following activities;
f . Share infurration from the plans !o find out;
i) which animals are in which cages
ii) wbat the other places in tbe zoo arc called
2. Describe the symbols in your keys o fmd out what tbey represent.
CIbe or&r of tbe sprbols is not Oe same in each key)
3. Describe the exact position of the symbols on the zm plans.
firna.' You have 30 minutes o complete lhis exercise.
yrrater
buffito
a/tuaf rrlrv! o
{q
@
?bY 
,
BrDuno(
fq Fl
a.tt,ancC
The Solulion
$- E BE<S E
;:osES
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L]l
=@z
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8il
oz
5
u.l
a\t
I
EoLTEO
ieN
250\$\tlft
riil)
E
!
.?
3
!t
3
mSE-oEa
,c- ,,3if;
o(*ENr
E
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Appendix B
TRANSCRIPTION
1. Transcriptions Convendons
The conventions used here were based on Allwright (1980), Schwartz (1980) and Munro (1987).
sound is beld
ov€rlapping sp€ech
a pause of three seconds - each dot reprcsents a second
{4} a pause of more than three seconds with tb bracketed number representing the
number of seconds
xxxx unintelligible utterance
{...} intervening utteranoes removed for the sake of brevity
f? a high rise contour
I I phonetic mnscription
( ) transcriber's comment
r bigb rise tenninal contour (HRTC)
Sf-S8 interlocutors one to eight
SS supervisor
- cutoff speech resulting from either self' or other intemrption
= larching; no pause between one speaker and the next
!q square stress, involving either pitcb or volume
inlics used to highlight the utterance(s) in an extract which arc being disctssed in the
text
p amel a a word with a spacebetween eacb leuer means the word was spelled
(ZSY2:1L,2) sour@ and location of segment in original ranscrips
Z tasks involving a zoo-based oPic
M tasks involving a medical oPic
SP split information lasks
SH shared information tasks
I group one
2 Eroup twoll.2 page and line number reference in computerized transcripts
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The Hand-written Lryout of Trenscripts
t{ pu rr..rant cyoc-o6(\LL h./c h€rg +k \ qte $/utr} n^'o'Je
to Vrece.
" 
\,{[a
oh Ycs
ca,€.C<^,o \5 6da/
no
no lhr5 is no
go.ot [n t61s'1p .ldd^ . 1'rsne^r {h$ It
-)o"t
So f--
,uuJt ah, w\o{c- 'Jec't^ o"
no
nu"tbr
{rve 'ts gir^{fe
and {4n.^ fr.,t nnc'\te-1s , ttoisl ot't^ot} ' 
ol4
wg
[.w
rnonkcy,oh, rnonhel 1turF on *{rrc-
bt 
"l-
rfl
Yu{/wbg( ,'low oncl
-
n\r,,\hr Urru,.r'hr fiur fu gkofi"? 
atut [ttt' {'ue $r g"ofi* ?
no \o$ co^
K4
ten
5t
t
tt
No
No
rvro^ho7 S-
ol'(
C,",1b
iS /v1v\rv\-
^"T"\ no,5q g,^F,{rvc Aco./
-^u*b* fi*
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3. The Printed Layout of Transcripts in the Data-base
Sl if you if you want crocodile live here then we must move the giraffe to to
here
54 no it's a little wall betrreen crocodile and
51 no
52 no this is no good because this you know this is cafeteria is crowded
51 ahh yes
54 yeatr
Sl you must ahh move
52 so fi- five is giraffe we mu- no
54 yes i don't
Sl yeah ok
53 number five is ummm
52 we don't
51 ok
52 and then four monkeys noisy one
51 noisy
Sl ok monkey
Sl ah monkey put on the-
54 you can put number four also number ten
Sl ten
54 ten
51 no you can't put number four
52 t€n
54 number four and ten
53 number four for giraffe 2 E Vo
Sl yes and number four you are naughty naughty giraffe
53 and five frve for giraffe ? E Vo
52 five good
53 monkey is
54 number four
Sl no
s2 no zsHl 14
Appendix C
SUPPORT DATA
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TABLES C-t (a) & O)
Fre4uency of Negotiating Questions in a Sundard Task Time of 28'30": Groups 1 &
2 Respectively
(a) Group I
(b) Group 2
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical 7no
t2
SPlit
Medical ?,r,o
34
Total
S1
S2
s3
s4
59
26
53
t7
85
78
M
l5
118 111
51 116
42 83
28 19
373
nl
222
79
Total
155 222
377
239 329
568
945
945
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical Zoo
t2
Split
Medical Zoo
34
Total
S5
S6
S7
S8
10
45
46
t2
27
33
62
19
23 54
43 108
56 106
36 58
114
229
270
125
Total
113 l4l
254
158 326
484
738
738
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TABLES C.12(a)
Frequencies (and Percentage frequencies) of Questions in Each Category of
Negotiation in a Standard Task Time of 28'30" for Group 1'
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical 7-oo
L2
SPlit
Medical Zoo
I34
Total
18e (20)
2r9 (23)
e2 (10)
66 (7)
Hearer
Negotiation:
Confrrmation
Checks
Claiification
Requests
Elaborations
Lexical searches
14 ( e) 43 (le)
24 (16) 36 (17)
l0(6) 16(7)
17 ( 11) 32 (r4)
il (27) 68 (21)
5e (2s) 100 (30)
8 ( 3) 58 (18)
r0(4) 7(2)
Total Hearer 6s (42) rn 67) r41 (s9) 233 (7O) 566 (60)
Speaker
negotiation:
Comprehension
Checks
Try marking
modulations
(TIvIM)
3e (2s) 6l (28)
sl (33) 34 (1s)
46 (19) 5l (16)
s2 (22) 45 (14)
r97 (2r)
182 (19)
Total Speaker e0 (s8) 9s (43) 98 (41) 96 (30) 37e (40)
TOTAL r55 (100) 222 040) 239 (100) 329 (100) 945 (100)
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TABLES C-12(b)
Frequencies (and Percentage frequencies) of Questions in Each Category of
Negotiation in a Standard Task Time of 28'30" for Group 2.
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Sharcd
Medical Zoo
l2
Split
Medical 7-oo
34
Total
Hearer
Negotiation:
Confirmation
Checks
Clarification
Requests
Elaborations
I*xical searches
26 (23) 27 (re)
24 (2r) 30 (22)
7 (6) 6 (4)
s ( s) 2e (20)
4e (31) 84 (26)
ss (35) 68 (21)
17 (10) 79 (24)
1( 1) 6(2)
186 (25)
177 (24)
loe (15)
41(6)
Total Hearer 62 (s5) e2 (6s) r22 (77) 237 (73) 513 (70)
Speaker
negotiation:
Comprehension
Checks
Try marking
modulations
CIMM)
22 (20) 34 (24)
2e Qs) ls (11)
28 (18) 46 (r4)
( s) 43 (13)
130 (17)
es (13)
Total Speaker 51 (4s) 4e (35) 36 (23) 8e (27) 22s (30)
TOTAL 113 (100) l4l (100) rs8 (100) 326 (100) 738 (100)
2s8
TABLE C-14(a)
Frequencies (urd.Percentage Frequencies) of Negotiating Questions that Address
Different Kinds of Information during a Standard Task Time of 28'30" for Group 1.
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical Zoo
r2
Split
Medical 7N
'3 4
Total
Clarification
of:
Grammatical
and lexical
meaning
Forms
Spelling
Content
Opinions
Procedures
17 (ll) 32 (r4)
32 (2t)
8(s)
e7 (63)
I (0)
28 (13)
u (rL)
134 (60)
4 (2)
l0(4) 7 (2)
118 (49)
16(7)
39 (16)
48 (20)
8(4)
84 (2s)
2s(8)
2rr (e)
2(l)
ffi (7)
262 (28)
41(4)
282 (30)
ne Qe)
15(2)
Total 155 (100) 222 (Lm)/ 239 (100) 32e (l0o) e45 (100)
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TABLE C-14(b)
Frequencies (and Percentage Frequencies) of Negotiating Questions that Address
Different Kinds of Information during a Standard Task Time of 28'30" for Group 2
Task type:
Topic:
Task code:
Shared
Medical 7-oo
L2
SPlit
Medical Zoo
34
Total
Clarification
oft
Grammatical
and lexical
meaning
Forms
Spelling
Content
Opinions
Procedures
5(s) 28 (20)
7 (6)
8(7)
93 (82)
26 (1e)
e(6)
78 (5s)
l( 1) s (2)
84 (s3)
17 (11)
36 Q3)
14(e)
6(3)
77 (24)
36 (11)
206 (63)
2(0)
3e(6)
r94 (26)
s3(7)
2s9 (35)
l8s (25)
8(l)
Total 113 (100) 141 (loo) ls8 (r00) 326 (100) 738 (lm)
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TABLE C-17(a)
The Quatity of Interlocutor Responses for each Word (or Phrase) which was Subject
to a Lexical Search
Accur-
ate
ss+
sup
sup
only
Avoid-
ed
Incorr-
ect
Forrn Total
MSHl
likely to..
fair
on the
point.-
Hindu
Medical
Suitability
*
*
*
r|
*
5
zsHl
disnrbing
alarrned-
enclosure
filled
harmless
predator
zpbta
hippos
wolves
flamingos
fox
rt
+
+
ri
rf
rt
+
*
(*)
*
*
*
ll
?5r
Accur-
ate
ss+
sup
suP
only
Avoid-
ed
Incorr-
ect
Form Total
MSPl
qualifica-
tion
that does
not
requirc...
fluent
written
volleyball
trades-
person
*
*
*
*
:t
*
6
zsPl
public
shelter
swings
first aid
aquarium
cafe
zoo dump
bear
play-
ground
seat
fountain
*
*
*
rl.
+
*
+
*
+
ri
l0
Accur-
ate
ss+
sup
sup
only
Avoid-
ed
Incorr-
ect
Form Total
MSH2
fraud *
I
ZSH2
alarmed
deer
llamas
camel
dolphins
giraffe
hippo
hyena
*
{r
*
*
rr
*
*
*
8
MSP2
moderate
qualified
trades-
pefson
*
*
*
3
zsv2
childrens'
swings
gorillas
reptiles
palm
pond
*
ri
rF
{.
:f
5
Totals 29 4 I 2 2 11 49
- TWo oUicOrCS 3iE tb rrqd *! &6Ed iroitlclly bY c bw
by ttc apcrvlor od rnofu lcrncr
262
rfcfu.lcqrdly
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TABLE C-19(a)
Post-test Results for Words Negotiated for Meaning and
Words not Negotiated: GrouP 1:
Words for which meaning clarification was
sought
Words for
which
meaning
clarification
was not
sought
Total
Adequate
information
provided
Information
provided on
word form
only
Wrong
information or
no information
provided
Known by all
(pre and post-
test)
I I 33 35
Not known
on pre-test:
post-test
improvement
10 3 I 33 47
Not known
on pre-test:
no
improvement
2 I 25 28
Attrition I I
Not tested l0 I 2 13
Total 23 6 3 92 t24
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TABLE C-19(b)
Post-test Re.suls for Words Negotiated for Meaning and
Words not Negotiated: GrouP 2
Words for which meaning clarification was
sought
Words for
which
meaning
clarification
was not
sought
Adequate
information
provided
Information
provided on
word form
only
'Wrong
information or
no information
provided
Known by all
(pre and post-
test)
32 32
Not known
on pre-test:
post-test
improvement
8 3 36 47
Not known
on pre-test:
no
improvement
3 2 25 30
Attrition I I 2
Not tested
Total 11 5 I 94 lll
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TABLE C-r9(c)
The Relationship benreen the Response to Lexical Searches for Particular Words (or
Phrases) and Post-test Gains for these Words (or Phrases).
Response Column
I 
=61, accurate response
0 =No response was forthcoming
X =An inaccurate response
F jThe response dealt with form only,
either through speling or a repetition.
= Anrition
+ 
=Post test gain.
- =No post test gain
NT =The word was not tested.
100% =The word was recognised by
all subjects in the Prc-test despite
being subject to negotiation.
Response Outcome
MSHl
likely to..
fair
on the
point..
Hindu
Medical
Suitability
t
t
0
t
t
NT
NT
NT
+
NT
26
Response Outcome
zsHl
disurbing
alarmed
enclosurp
filled
harmless
predator
zebta
hippos
wolves
flamingos
fox
I
t
t
t
t
t
t
0
F
I
t
+
+
+
NT
+
NT
+
NT
NT
LW%
MSP1 '
qualification
does not
require
fluent
written
volleyball
tradesperson
t
t
t
t
F
t
+
NT
tw%/
+
+
NT
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Response Outcome
zsPl
public
shelter
swings
first aid
aquarium
cafe
zoo dump
bear
playground
seat
fountain
F
t
F
t
t
F
t
t
I
F
+
+
+
+
NT
NT
NT
+
MSH2
fraud t +
zsE2
alarmed
deer
llamas
camel
dolphins
giraffe
hippo
hyena
x
I
t
t
I
t
I
t
+
+
+
+
+
?fi
Respottsc Oubme
}[$IEI
mofuae
qurlifr€d
ua&epcrson
F
t:
,t
+
+
+
zsH!
ehild!€n$-'
swihgp
gortllas
repfiles
pdm
pond
F
I
F
F
F
+
+
+
Totals 49, 49
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TABLES C-23(a) & (b)
Talk on Task Measured in Frequency of Words per Minute in a Standard Task Time
of 28'30"
(a) Grcup I
Task:
Task type:
Topic:
I
Sharcd
Medical
2
7no
3
Medical
4
Split
7fi
Total
S1
s2
S3
s4
52 7l
13 4l
36 24
t5 17
49
26
22
23
4t
38
38
l8
2r3
118
t20
73
116 r53
269
t20 135
25s
524
524
(b) Group 2
Task:
Task type:
Topic:
I
Shared
Medical
2
Zoo
3
Medical
4
Split
7-oo
Total
s5
S6
s7
s8
n26
29 16
42 47
14 13
t2
25
46
30
25
37
51
33
74
tw
r86
90
96
198
r02 113 146
259
457
457
n0
TABLE C-tt(a)
A Comparison of the Occurrence of Certain Prepositions in Texts Produced by Groups I
& 2 Respectively
T.sLr
Mcd shrrd Zoo tlr$d Mcd rplit Zoo rplll
Group
I 2 I 2 I 2 I 2
.bcr|t
rbove
rcKlss
rftcr
alound
rl
bcfae
bchird
bclow
bcsidc
bctwccn
by
fq
ftom
in
insidc
itrlo
nctr
ncIl
of
on
opposit€
otuide
ov€t
tlrotgh
to
undcr
undcrncah
uP
wirh
withitr
withort
'l
-3
-3
-5
l3
7t4
-l
374
16 l0
n
I
2
I
6
I
I
3-
l-
t2
24 t2
r09
50 33
tl
209
313
t7 2696
4l
n
7
6
4
I
6
I
6
3
30
12
64
-5
7
I
'10
710
.l
155
3-
22 ll9-
l-
t:
t2
;
:
2
;
:
5
:
2
I
t
l0
6-
r32t-
4-
-3
2l
z
t3
38
86
35
41 57
21 33
2-
z7 l0
73
55 19
'n 76
-4
l0 14
6
20
6
ll
4
4l
I
I
;
2
2
:
Tctd rumbcr of prep.
tokcns
5l84 195 t64 t0t 77 36 33s
Taal rumbcr of words
in corpu
2,673 1,590 3,6t64,E06 3,50? 2,529 4,388 4,860
hepe. rs pcrcentage
of ccprs
3.t4 3.21 4.06 4.54 3.08 3.05 7.t9 6.89
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TABLE C-2t(a)
A Comparison of the Occurrence of Certain Conjunctions in Texts Produced by Groups| & 2 Respectively
Tgsks
Med. shened Zoo shsred Mcd. split Zoo split
Gnoup
t2 I
2
I 2 I 2
altbougb
and
because
but
eitber
if
or
otherwise
so
ttrongh
-l
36 24
33 14
19 22
285
2t5
3r 26
l-
@56
4432
19 32
n
n
68
2
ll
l6
2
5E
55 35
t43
188
ll 6
138
l-
u29
79 79
32
137
-2
157
19 32
Total okens t69 97 u5 2W 136 89 t29 r29
Wtrds in
corpus
2,673 1,59
0
4,80 3,61
66
3,50 2,5279 4,388 4,860
% ofoorpus 6.32 6.r0 5.10 5.78 3.88 3.52 2.94 2.65
No. of
t)?es
4t7 574 ,058 47
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Appendix D
DESCRIPTION OF STJBJECTS
All subjects were attending a pre-sessional English course at the English Language
Institute, Victoria University. Most" but not all, were planning to attend mainsueam
university courses after the present course.
t The scores in this column are from the English Lang'nge Instihrte placeururt test banery whic,b included
a C-test, vocabulry test and dictation. Th subjecs were selected from the second !o lowest of the nine classes
streamed largely on the basis of the test scores. The test scores ranged fmm 40 to 210 across all the classes,
and beween 86 and 114 for this class. Altbough not intended as a reliable measure of overall proficiency, these
scores indicate tbat the sudents were at a lower intennediate level of proficiency when they began tbe course.
Subjects Gender Age Ethnicity Proficiencyr
Group 1:
s2 m 25 Taiwanese 103
s2 t 22 Japanese lr0
S3 f 27 Indonesian ll4
S4 m 26 Iranian 95
Group 2:
s5 m 25 Iranian 107
S6 f 22 Japanese 110
s7 m 33 Taiwanese 87
S8 f 22 Indonesian 94
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Appendix E
INSTRUCTIONS TO STJPERVISOR,S OF TIIE EXPERIMENTAL SESSIONS
Procedure
Pick up the required number of task sheets from room vz 103 berween 8.30 and
8.55 a.m. on the day of supervision.
Go to your designated room. The students will arrive between 9.10 and 9.15
a.m.
Tum on the tape recorder before introducing the task and giving instructions.
When the task is completed, collect the task sheets (lame$ and return them with
the cassette player to my room. The students return to class.
General guidelines
1 No dictionaries
It is important that the members of your group do not see the information
belonging to each other during the split information tasks. Cardboard dividers
have been provided to avoid this.
Your role is to introduce the task and then to provide help when it is needed, but
you should aim to get the group working independent of your involvement and
so the less you say the better once the tape is rolling.
You may wish to spend a final 5-10 minutes reviewing the task, providing
answers and getting feedback on what was difficult etc. Keeo the tape rolline
for this.
Aim to finish around 9.45 a.m.. but feel free to continue to 10.00 a.m. if the
group are still working on the task, Completing the task is more important than
keeping to the time limit.
Retrieve all activity sheets (named) and instructions when the task has been
completed. Ensure that studeng do not write on the sheets after the end of the
group discussion.
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What to do about unfamiliar vocabulary
Explain unknown vocabulary items during the course of the task when negotiation
berween snrdents fails to illuminate an item and they request help, or when they have
clearly got a wrong meaning and this is an obstacle to progress through the task.
However, you should, as a general mle, encourage the group to try and work on a word
beween themselves before you intervene.
Guidelines for supervision of the backup groups
Your task is somewhat different in that you will be supervising the backup
groups, data from which I do not expect to analyze.
Nevertheless you will be recording performances for these groups to provide
backup data. Recording also shows the backup groups that their performances iue
of equal value to those of the other groups.
One of the three backup groups may only contain three learners. You can either
join this group yourself to complete the group, or make the fourth task sheet
available to the whole group.
Guidelines for supervision of individual tasks.
Task l: Medical Ranking
When the students are seated, hand out the instructions sheet and read through
it with the group.
The problem (which needs to be made explicit) is that there is not enough time
nor are there enough hearts for six operations. Some patients will miss out
which is why the ranking is necessary.
Hand out the information sheet.
Tell the group they have 3 - 5 minutes to read through the information sheet
During this time they do not talk. Each member should decide what information
is important for making this decision. Each member should do a personal
ranking of the patients before the group discussion.
When individual ranking time is up, tell the group to discuss their opinions and
to reach a group decision about the ranking of the patients.
Remind the group of the 30 minute time limit.
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Task 2: Zoo Ranking
I When the group is seated hand out the information sheets and plan of the zoo.
Give them a few minutes to read silently.
2 During your spoken introduction to the task tell the group that the present layout
of the zoo is not very good and needs to be changed because of some problems.
As a group they have to decide how they would like to change the zoo to solve
the nine problems. Point to the nine problems on the information sheets and
answer any questions that arise. Requests for definitions should be directed
towards the group where possible and only dealt with by the supervisor when the
group cannot help.
3 Tell the group the task should be done in the following threc steps. Write the
bold part of each step on the board before the group arrives.
Step I
Decide why eactr piece of information (1 - 9) will cause a problem for
the zoo and what could be done to solve iL
Give an example and work it through with the group. e.g. The
giraffe is about to give birth. Why is this a problem? cause it is
caged next to the entrance. This is a busy and noisy place and
may disturb the birth. What can be done? The giraffe could be
moved to a quieter part of the zoo.
Steo 2
Decide whidr moyes are the most important and put them in order
of importance
Steo 3
Change the layout of the zoo. Make these changes on the empty zoo
plan provided.
4 Tell the group that it may not be possible to solve every problem and that they
have a time limit of around 30 minutes.
5 When the group has finished, spend some time discussing their solutions and
comparing them with the model solution you have been given.
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Task 3: Medical Completion
I Hand out the material when the group is seated and they have their dividers in
place.
2 Read the 'sinrationn part of the text outloud as the group follows it on their
individual copies. Ask for questions.
3 Explain ttrat there are two parts to the task. In Part 1 they exchange information
to complete the patient records and in Part 2 they exchange criteria to decide
which patient will be chosen for surgery.
4 Instructions for Part 1:
Read the instnrctions outloud. Tell the group that everyone has information
about the occupations of the patients and they can use this to help them locate
the other information. Remind the group that the patients are aranged in a
different order on each record.
5 Instructions for Part 2
Read the instructions outloud and answer questions.
When the group has finished, show them the key for the completed records and
discuss their answers and any problems or mistakes they made. Discuss the
meaning of information in the task such as the various types of qualifications
found in the test for the task.
Task 4: Zoo Completion
I When the s$denn are seated and their dividers are up, hand them the
instructions and incomplete maps.
2 Read the instructions aloud. Show them what the 'key' is.
3 Write the following three guidelines on the black board before the group arrive.
When you go over the instructions, remind the group that this is the order in
which they should do the task.
Exchange:
i the names of the animals in the cages and the other buildings in the zoo
ii the symbols in the key and what they represent
iii the places where the symbols are on the map
4 Remind the group of the 30 minute time limit.
